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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Parasitism is one of the most successful life history strategies to have evolved: 

parasites make up a majority of all named species, and nearly every multicellular 

organism must contend with a diverse suite of parasites. Characterizing differences in 

patterns of genome evolution between parasites and free-living species could reveal 

general evolutionary and physiological strategies underlying the evolution of parasitism, 

with implications for goals ranging from understanding biodiversity to developing anti-

parasite treatments. Dramatic differences in gene content between parasitic and non-

parasitic lineages, as well as the absence of parasitic lineages from many higher 

taxonomic groups (for example, two-thirds of insect orders lack parasites of plants), 

might indicate that parasitism is difficult to evolve and requires many genome-wide 

changes. However, inferences of the genomic changes that enable free-living organisms 

to evolve into parasites have been hindered by the fact that typical patterns of genome 

evolution are not well characterized in the closest non-parasitic relatives of many well-

studied parasitic lineages. A major question therefore remains unanswered: are dramatic 

genetic innovations (such as the birth of many new genes or dramatic re-organization of 

genome content) necessary for the evolution of parasitism, or is the modification of pre-

existing genes and traits sufficient?  

The primary aim of this dissertation was to characterize the genetic basis and 

evolution of traits involved in overcoming major barriers to parasitism. I helped lead the 

development of a novel genomic model system for host-parasite interactions: leaf-mining 

(i.e., endo-parasitic) flies in the genus Scaptomyza that feed on mustard plants including 
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the genetic model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana, and that are close relatives of the genetic 

model insect, Drosophila melanogaster. I then used approaches from evolutionary and 

quantitative genomics, functional genetics, and biochemistry to investigate genomic 

changes coupled with the evolution of parasitism of plants in this lineage. The availability 

of functional genetic and comparative genomic resources for many non-parasitic, 

microbe-feeding Drosophila is a key feature of this model system, which facilitated the 

identification of derived gene functions and patterns of genome evolution coupled with 

the transition to parasitism of plants. 

I found that Scaptomyza overcame some of the major barriers to parasitism 

through the modification of pre-existing genes and pathways rather than dramatic genetic 

innovations. Specifically, leaf-mining Scaptomyza evolved the capacity to efficiently 

detoxify the major defensive chemicals in their host plants through rapid molecular and 

functional evolution of paralogous genes encoding glutathione S-transferases, which are 

enzymes involved in detoxification of a broad range of electrophilic compounds across 

eukaryotes. The few other gene families evolving more rapidly in Scaptomyza than in its 

non-parasitic relatives also interact with dietary compounds, supporting the prediction 

that novel exposure to plant-derived toxins and nutrients is a major selective pressure for 

herbivorous insects. Lastly, I found evidence that a conserved pathway for peripheral 

sensory organ development is involved in the development of the serrated ovipositor of S. 

flava, a derived trophic organ associated with feeding and reproduction on plants. These 

findings challenge the paradigm that dramatic genetic innovations are required to 

overcome barriers to the evolution of parasitism. 
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In addition to driving divergence among species, host-parasite interactions are 

also predicted to shape genetic variation within populations. In the second half of this 

dissertation, I investigated how genetic variation mediates the outcomes of plant-

herbivore interactions. Through a genome-wide association study, I discovered that two 

classes of genes in the Arabidopsis genome control susceptibility to herbivory by S. flava: 

those affecting production of defensive chemicals and those affecting plant size. These 

findings, which bridge two competing theories regarding the genetic determinants of 

herbivory, resulted from an experimental approach that quantified both herbivore 

foraging behavior and feeding rates. Further, the effect of plant chemical defenses on 

feeding rate varied among populations of mustard-feeding Scaptomyza, which opens 

future avenues for dissecting genetic changes in Scaptomyza that determine how plant 

chemicals shape feeding behavior and performance. I conclude with a conceptual review 

that outlines key areas of future research required for understanding how interactions 

between plants and herbivores shape patterns of genetic variation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The evolution of parasitism. Hosts and parasites are locked in continuous conflict, which 

favors the evolution of resistance traits by hosts and counter-adaptations by parasites. 

Ecological and evolutionary theory and empirical genomic analyses suggest that this 

conflict is among the strongest drivers of adaptation in nature 1-4. Elucidating how host-

parasite interactions shape genome-wide patterns of evolution, however, is not 

straightforward—especially from the parasite’s perspective. A major obstacle for many 

parasite lineages studied so far through the lens of genomics is the unavailability of 

genomes from closely related non-parasitic lineages for comparison. This obstacle arises 

because salient non-parasitic lineages are either poorly studied, poorly described 

taxonomically, or do not exist at all (in cases where parasitism evolved anciently) 5-7. As 

a result, parasite genomes are often compared with distantly related non-parasitic 

lineages, which complicates the inference of genetic changes coupled with the shift to 

parasitism. Thus, while the genetic bases of specific adaptations have been characterized 

in both hosts and parasites 6, 8, general trends regarding the effect of parasitism on 

genome-wide patterns of evolution remain debated. 

A key unanswered question is whether major genetic innovations are necessary 

for the evolution of parasitism. The genomes of many parasites differ dramatically from 

the genomes of free-living relatives 6, 8. For example, some parasite genomes harbor 

massive expansions of gene families involved in manipulating host physiology and 

evading host defenses, or have acquired and amplified many novel genes (sometimes 

through horizontal gene transfer) that facilitate aspects of a parasitic lifestyle 5-9. Such 
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striking characteristics of parasite genomes could indicate that finding, manipulating, and 

extracting resources from hosts requires major genetic innovations that rapidly remodel 

parasite genomes. 

Given how frequently parasitism has evolved across the tree of life 10, an 

alternative hypothesis is that the evolution of parasitism is not limited by a need for 

dramatic genetic innovations. Instead, the initial modification of pre-existing genes and 

traits might be sufficient. It is also possible that precursor traits 11 facilitate the evolution 

of herbivory. For example, although herbivory is present in only one third of insect 

orders, it has evolved at least 25 times in Diptera and is perhaps the most frequently 

evolved life history in the order 12, suggesting ancestral Dipteran traits might facilitate its 

evolution. If these changes are limited to a subset of genes and traits (possibly including 

precursor traits) involved in a few key functions, patterns of evolution in parasites may 

not differ from free-living relatives and ancestors across much of the genome. This 

hypothesis is not incompatible with stark differences sometimes observed between the 

genomes of parasites and their free-living relatives. Major genetic innovations might 

facilitate parasitism in some lineages without being necessary for its initial evolution. 

Further, investigations of anciently evolved parasitic lineages (or studies that do not 

include non-parasitic taxa closely related to the focal parasitic lineage) might be biased 

toward the conclusion that parasitism is coupled with dramatic genome-wide changes 

simply because the parasitic and non-parasitic genomes being compared have diverged 

over a vast expanse of time. Comparative studies of more recently evolved parasites, 

nested within well-sampled clades where many species retain an ancestral non-parasitic 
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habit, could help to more precisely uncover the extent of genome-wide change associated 

with transitions to parasitism. 

 

Dissertation aims and outcomes. The four chapters of this dissertation are attached as 

appendices. In these chapters, I explored genomic changes associated with the evolution 

of herbivory by a lineage of drosophilid flies. Because plants and herbivorous insects 

compose a majority of terrestrial multicellular life, and because many herbivorous insects 

are parasites that form obligate and intimate associations with their host plants for at least 

part of their life cycle, plant-herbivore interactions are a salient system for understanding 

how host-parasite interactions drive adaptation and generate biodiversity 13. 

I helped develop and then used a novel genomic model system for host-parasite 

interactions: leaf-mining (i.e., endo-parasitic) flies in the genus Scaptomyza 

(Drosophilidae) that feed on mustard plants (Brassicaceae), including the genetic model 

plant, Arabidopsis thaliana 14-17. Scaptomyza is nested within the paraphyletic genus 

Drosophila, which includes the genetic model insect, D. melanogaster 18. While most 

Drosophila retain an ancestral habit of feeding on microbes associated with decaying 

plant matter 19, mustard-feeding Scaptomyza consume living plant tissue and face 

inducible plant defenses (Fig. 1a) 14, 15. I used genetic and genomic resources for 

Drosophila and Arabidopsis to facilitate the discovery, evolutionary characterization, and 

functional characterization of some of the genes mediating interactions between mustard-

feeding Scaptomyza and their host plants. The study system is described in further detail 

in appendices A, B, and C. 
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1. The evolution of herbivory in Scaptomyza (appendices A & B). 

Over a century of physiological, anatomical, chemical, ecological, and genetic 

studies of plant-herbivore interactions 13, 20 have illuminated many of the challenges to 

living in or on plants. Southwood, Bernays, and others 21-24 synthesized this rich body of 

empirical research and enumerated major, general barriers to the evolution of herbivory 

from an ancestral niche in leaf-litter, other decaying matter, or soil. These barriers include 

the need to find, recognize, and accept host plant species; to attach to plants; to avoid 

desiccation (because plant tissues are more exposed than moist microhabitats); to ingest 

plant tissue; to obtain sufficient quantities of many nutrients that are typically present in 

suboptimal amounts in plant tissue; and to survive ingesting high concentrations of 

constitutive and induced plant defensive compounds. Integrating modern functional and 

comparative genomic techniques with the conceptual work of Southwood, Bernays, and 

others provides a targeted, hypothesis-driven framework for understanding the genetic 

changes involved in the evolution of herbivory. My research focused on investigating the 

genetic basis of adaptations putatively involved in overcoming some these barriers. 

I first focused on how mustard-feeding Scaptomyza evolved to cope with high 

amounts of defensive toxins produced by its host plants. Plants produce diverse and often 

taxonomically restricted compounds that are thought to have evolved as defenses against 

herbivory and are typically highly toxic to non-adapted insects 3, 20, 25. The major 

defensive compounds in mustard plants are glucosinolates, which are activated by 

endogenous plant enzymes into electrophilic toxins when plant tissues are damaged by 

herbivores 26. Two widespread patterns observed across herbivorous insects suggest that 

genetic innovations—such as the emergence of enzymes with novel functions or massive 
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gene family expansions—might be necessary to feed on chemically defended plant tissue. 

First, comparisons of herbivorous and non-herbivorous insect genomes have suggested 

that herbivores possess dramatic expansions of some gene families involved in 

detoxifying plant defensive chemicals 27, 28. Second, and more specific to insect-mustard 

interactions, insects studied to date that specialize on mustards have evolved highly 

efficient mechanisms to sequester glucosinolates, prevent their activation through 

chemical modification, or direct their activation toward non-toxic products rather than 

mustard oils 29. 

Opposite of these expectations, we found that mustard-feeding Scaptomyza fail to 

prevent the activation of glucosinolates into mustard oils during feeding, and instead 

detoxify mustard oils using an ancient detoxification pathway with broad substrate 

specificity. In multiple Scaptomyza species, some of the enzymes initiating this pathway 

(members of the glutathione S-transferase enzyme family, or GSTs) evolved to more 

efficiently detoxify mustard oils following gene duplication events. While GST protein-

coding sequences evolved more rapidly in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza than in non-

herbivorous relatives, GST gene family size was only slightly (although statically 

significantly) expanded. Together, these findings suggest Scaptomyza overcame a major 

plant chemical defense during the evolution of herbivory without dramatic genetic 

changes to its detoxification gene repertoire, and instead through duplications and amino 

acid substitutions affecting a few genes with pre-existing activity toward mustard oils. 

I also focused on a key morphological trait in Scaptomyza involved in overcoming 

numerous barriers to herbivory simultaneously. Unlike most microbe-feeding Drosophila 

species, mustard-feeding Scaptomyza have evolved a highly sclerotized, serrated 
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ovipositor that enables females to cut into plant leaves and lay eggs inside some of these 

wounds. These behaviors solve multiple barriers to plant parasitism. First, piercing leaves 

with the ovipositor enables adults to obtain nutrients by drinking wound exudates, thus 

solving the barrier of ingesting plant tissue, despite the absence of chewing mouthparts 

during the adult stage. Second, the insertion of eggs into leaves so larvae can emerge 

directly into the inner leaf tissue, where they are protected by the leaf cuticle, 

simultaneously solves the barriers of desiccation and attachment proposed by Southwood 

21, 22; neonate larvae are otherwise incapable of creating mines when placed onto the leaf 

exterior (personal observation). Strikingly, a densely serrated ovipositor has arisen 

independently in at least two other drosophilid lineages that parasitize plants (Fig. 1b). A 

previous anatomical study of one of these lineages (Drosophila suzukii, a parasite of ripe 

fruit) suggests ovipositor serrations may be modified bristles, a component of the 

peripheral nervous system 30, so I predicted that genes involved in nervous system 

development would be involved in the development of ovipositor pegs in S. flava. I 

conducted a genome-wide association study (GWAS) in S. flava to identify genes and 

biological processes involved in specifying ovipositor peg number. Genetic 

polymorphisms near genes involved in specifying the fate of sensory organ precursors 

cells were overrepresented among top associations. Consistent with the observation that 

variation in morphological traits typically arises through mutations in gene regulatory 

regions that alter where and when genes are expressed during development 31, 32, these 

polymorphisms were frequently located upstream of protein coding regions. 

My GWAS approach was not designed to identify the mutations responsible for 

the evolution of a more densely toothed ovipositor in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza. Such 
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a comparative study would be impeded by the fact that genes and expression patterns 

involved in the formation of sensory organs on the ovipositor have not been well 

characterized in microbe-feeding Drosophila, even in D. melanogaster. It did reveal, 

however, that regulatory mutations that fine-tune the timing and location of neural cell 

specification during development provide standing genetic variation affecting the number 

of ovipositor pegs, which could be targeted by natural selection. Follow-up, comparative 

studies are now needed to determine if modifications to this developmental pathway, 

rather than dramatic genetic innovations, were sufficient for the morphological changes 

that overcame attachment and desiccation barriers to herbivory. As with the ovipositor in 

Drosophila, convergent morphological evolution has occurred in other parasitic lineages 

as well—such as the recurrent evolution in plant parasitic nematodes of a stylet used for 

piercing plant cells, ingesting nutrients, and excreting effectors that manipulate host cell 

physiology 9. These patterns suggest that when related lineages sharing similar body 

plans converge on similar parasitic lifestyles, pre-existing developmental networks 

(rather than dramatic genetic innovations) may evolve in parallel to arrive at convergent 

morphological adaptations that facilitate parasitism. 

Overall, these genomic analyses suggest that mutations modifying the function of 

pre-existing genes—such as GSTs involved in detoxification or genes specifying sensory 

organ developmental trajectories—have likely enabled Scaptomyza to overcome some of 

the major barriers to parasitism of plants. Additional studies of Scaptomyza by Goldman-

Huertas et al.  33 suggest modifications to a few, functionally important genes may 

overcome another barrier to herbivory: locating and accepting host plants. Specifically, 

mustard-feeding Scaptomyza have lost an ancestral attraction to yeast and are more 
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sensitive to plant volatiles. Stepwise losses of olfactory receptors responsive to yeast 

volatiles and duplication and positive selection of olfactory receptors that sense leafy 

volatiles were identified as genetic changes likely to underlie these novel phenotypes 33, 

mirroring the pattern where GSTs that acquired the ability to rapidly detoxify mustard 

oils also underwent lineage-specific duplications. These modifications of a few genes 

with key functions in Scaptomyza contrast with some of the more extreme examples of 

genome evolution emerging from studies of other plant-feeding arthropods. For example, 

the hessian fly genome harbors a massive expansion of genes encoding secreted effectors 

that manipulate host plant physiology and defenses 34, and the diamondback moth 28 and 

spider mite 27 genomes harbor atypically large numbers of detoxification genes (i.e., 

some gene families have expanded by two-fold or more). While it remains possible that 

further studies in Scaptomyza could uncover dramatic genetic innovations as well, our 

results suggest that at least some of the major barriers to herbivory can likely be 

overcome through mutations that modify pre-existing functions of a few genes. 

Comparative studies in other, recently-evolved parasite lineages nested within 

well-sampled non-parasitic clades are needed to determine whether barriers to parasitism 

are frequently overcome by modifications to a few key genes or instead require more 

complex genetic innovations. Integrating studies of both anciently- and recently-evolved 

parasites—spanning timescales from millions to hundreds of millions of years—might 

then reveal if, and at what rate, highly efficient genetic innovations emerge over tens of 

millions of years of co-evolution between parasites and their hosts. 
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2. Functional genetic variation and host-parasite interactions (appendices C & D). 

Genetic differences among individuals in a population can determine which hosts 

are more susceptible or resistant to a parasite, or which parasites are more or less likely to 

establish and reproduce on a given host. Identifying individual genetic variants mediating 

host-parasite interactions offers two major advantages. First, this approach can reveal 

specific traits and mechanisms that shape the outcome of host-parasite interactions. 

Second, population genetic analyses and field experiments focused on these variants can 

reveal how traits related to host resistance and parasite virulence and infectivity evolve in 

nature. 

In the third chapter of this dissertation (appendix C), I used genome-wide 

association mapping to uncover loci in the Arabidopsis genome that influence 

susceptibility to herbivory by Scaptomyza. The first aim of this chapter was to uncover 

specific genes and traits that mediate interactions between Scaptomyza and Arabidopsis, 

as a strategy to uncover persisting challenges to herbivory that may have posed strong 

barriers to the evolution of mustard feeding in Scaptomyza. The second aim, more 

broadly, was to use Arabidopsis and Scaptomyza as a model system to test if the outcome 

of plant-herbivore interactions is primarily determined by genetic polymorphisms 

affecting plant chemical defenses, plant traits other than canonical-defenses (like plant 

size and phenology), or both. While both defensive and non-defensive plant traits have 

the potential to shape these interactions 25, 35, their relative importance in nature is 

debated. Most research in this area focuses on plant defensive characters that reduce 

herbivore performance and/or increase plant performance in non-choice tests. However, 

herbivores are faced with a medley of plant genotypes and species among which they 
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forage in nature. Here, using Scaptomyza and Arabidopsis, I performed the first GWAS 

to incorporate movement and choice behavior of herbivores foraging within genetically 

diverse plant assemblages. 

I found that rates of attack Scaptomyza were jointly determined by genetic 

variation at two classes of loci in the Arabidopsis genome: those affecting production of 

defensive chemicals and those affecting plant size. Ecological theory predicts that plant 

size affects herbivory because larger plants are encountered more often by herbivores 35, 

but the discovery of genetic polymorphisms that underlie such an effect has been elusive. 

By incorporating herbivore behavior, the results of this study help reconcile ecological 

theory and observations with the results of genetic mapping approaches. The former 

suggest roles for a broad range of defensive and non-defensive traits in shaping plant-

herbivore interactions, while the latter typically emphasize the importance of chemical 

defenses but minimize effects of other traits that impact herbivore foraging behavior 35-37. 

Consistent with ecological genetic meta-analyses 36, the results from Scaptomyza and 

Arabidopsis underscore that herbivory is likely to exert selection on many plant genes 

and traits, rather than predominately just canonical chemical and physical defenses. 

I conclude (appendix D) by highlighting theoretical and conceptual models for the 

maintenance of genetic diversity in herbivorous insects, empirical genomic studies testing 

these models, and pressing questions within the realm of evolutionary and functional 

genomic studies. Although recent genomic studies indicate that interactions with host 

plants drive genome-wide patterns of adaptation in diverging insect races and populations 

38-40, seminal hypotheses for how these interactions might affect variation within 

populations 41, 42 remain largely untested. I stress the importance of studying how plant-
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herbivore interactions generate and maintain genetic variation across biological scales—

from variation within populations to divergence among populations—to form a 

comprehensive view of adaptation in herbivorous insects. 
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Figure 1. Modifications of pre-existing genes and traits, rather than striking genetic 
innovations, likely enabled S. flava to overcome some of the major barriers to 
feeding on living plants. (A) S. flava parasitizes Arabidopsis (shown) and other plants in 
the mustard family (Brassicaeae). Above: Adult S. flava mate on or near host plants. 
Gravid females puncture leaves with their densely toothed ovipositors and lay eggs in a 
subset of the wounds. Below: larvae are endo-parasites that mine within plant leaves. 
Plants produce and accumulate defensive toxins at feeding sites (indicated by blue stain 
on right, see ref. 14). (B) Convergent evolution of a densely toothed cutting/piercing 
ovipositor in two plant-parasitic drosophilids, S. flava and D. suzukii. Digital illustrations 
were created by Richard T. Lapoint. (C) The genetic bases of putative adaptations 
coupled with the transition from microbe-feeding to herbivory in Scaptomyza, with 
barriers to herbivory indicated in yellow boxes. Left: deletions of olfactory receptors 
sensitive to yeast volatiles facilitate host finding by eliminating ancestral preferences for 
yeast-rich rots (see ref. 33). Center, gene duplications and amino acid substitutions in 
GSTs confer the capacity to rapidly detoxify mustard oils (see appendix A, all figures; 
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appendix B, figs. 2-5). Right, the pathway for peripheral nervous system development is 
involved in producing dense pegs on the cutting/piercing ovipositor used for wounding 
plants and inserting eggs into leaves (which enables larvae to attach to hosts by emerging 
from the egg directly into host tissue), although specific genes conferring inter-species 
differences are unknown (see appendix B, fig. 6). 
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CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
 

 
Many projects in this dissertation were collaborative efforts that benefitted from 

contributions by other researchers at the University of Arizona, the University of 

Chicago, Texas A&M University, and the Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology. 

Each appendix in this dissertation consists of a project that I led. I wrote the manuscripts, 

with input from Noah K. Whiteman and additional input from many co-authors. To 

satisfy requirements of the Graduate College, my specific contributions to data generation 

and the major analyses for each project, and those of co-authors, are outlined below. 

 

Appendix A. Experimental design. NKW and I conceived the evolutionary analyses and 

enzyme biochemistry experiments, and we coordinated collaborations. NKW conceived 

the metabolic profiling with JG and the structural biochemistry with WRM. Metabolic 

profiling. I collected the majority of fly colonies that were profiled and reared all flies 

and plants for the experiments. I set up feeding assays with DGV and KS. DGV, KS, 

MR, and JG generated radio-labeled compounds for use in feeding assays and analyzed 

chemical profiles. Evolutionary analysis. I collected the majority of herbivorous 

Scaptomyza specimens in the study, performed DNA sequencing, and conducted 

molecular evolutionary analyses. Enzyme biochemistry. TJR and I generated preliminary 

data and developed methods. We then prepared GSTD1 constructs, expressed them in 

bacteria, and purified the protein.  I conducted all specific activity assays for interspecific 

comparisons of GSTD1 activity. I conducted all enzyme kinetics assays with ALH. AND 

performed site-directed mutagenesis of DmelGSTD1 and SnigGSTD1A and expressed and 
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purified the protein, after which I assayed activity of mutagenized enzymes with AND 

and ALH. Structural biochemistry. ALH, AW, and WRM generated and solved the 

crystal structure for SnigGSTD1A. I identified structural differences between 

SnigGSTD1A and DmelGSTD1, inferred their putative functional significance through 

comparisons with published studies of other enzymes, and determined candidate sites for 

mutagenesis experiments; these hypotheses were then refined with input from ALH and 

WRM. 

 

Appendix B. Experimental design. RTL, AND, NKW, and I conceived the experiments 

and analyses. Genome assembly and annotation. RTL assembled and annotated the S. 

flava and S. pallida genomes. I assigned orthology and functional annotations (e.g., gene 

ontology) to predicted genes. Genome-wide evolutionary analyses. I conducted the 

genome-wide evolutionary analyses. Glutathione S-transferase (GST) evolution. AND 

curated GST annotations, and we collaborated to conduct molecular evolutionary 

analyses. AND and I designed and implemented protocols for GST enzyme assays, and 

AND then purified the enzymes and conducted these assays. AND performed 

experiments for RNA sequencing of larval S. flava guts. ADLN, AND, and I analyzed 

patterns of gene expression. I assayed the effect of mustard oil precursors 

(glucosinolates) on S. flava development. Sterol profiling. STB conducted sterol 

profiling. Population genomics. I mentored a rotation student, JLC, to conduct population 

genomic analyses. Genome-wide association study for ovipositor pegs. I was the primary 

mentor (with assistance from NKW) for an undergraduate researcher, JFR, who 

generated the ovipositor phenotype measurements from outbred populations and 
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controlled matings. We conducted statistical analyses of phenotypes together. I 

performed and interpreted the association mapping study. 

 

Appendix C. Experimental design. I designed the experiments with NKW, JB, and BB. 

Herbivory and plant size assays. I conducted herbivory assays and quantified feeding 

damage with SCG, ERL, and SCR. HSP, MJF, ERL, and I measured plant size 

phenotypes. Association mapping. I conducted all analyses. Population genetics. CB, FR, 

and JG generated pooled genome sequencing data. I conducted all other analyses. 

 

Appendix D.  I conceived the overall framework with NKW, and I wrote the majority of 

the manuscript with input from NKW and SCG throughout. NKW and SCG were the 

primary authors of the introduction and sidebars. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Chemically defended plant tissues present formidable barriers to herbivores. 

Although mechanisms to resist plant defenses have been identified in ancient herbivorous 

lineages, adaptations to overcome plant defenses during transitions to herbivory remain 

relatively unexplored. The fly genus Scaptomyza is nested within the 

genus Drosophila and includes species that feed on the living tissue of mustard plants 

(Brassicaceae), yet this lineage is derived from microbe-feeding ancestors. We found that 

mustard-feeding Scaptomyza species and microbe-feeding Drosophila 

melanogaster detoxify mustard oils, the primary chemical defenses in the Brassicaceae, 

using the widely conserved mercapturic acid pathway. This detoxification strategy differs 

from other specialist herbivores of mustard plants, which possess derived mechanisms to 

obviate mustard oil formation. To investigate whether mustard feeding is coupled with 

evolution in the mercapturic acid pathway, we profiled functional and molecular 

evolutionary changes in the enzyme glutathione S-transferase D1 (GSTD1), which 

catalyzes the first step of the mercapturic acid pathway and is induced by mustard 

defense products in Scaptomyza. GSTD1 acquired elevated activity against mustard oils 

in one mustard-feeding Scaptomyza species in which GstD1 was duplicated. Structural 

analysis and mutagenesis revealed that substitutions at conserved residues within and 

near the substrate-binding cleft account for most of this increase in activity against 

mustard oils. Functional evolution of GSTD1 was coupled with signatures of episodic 

positive selection in GstD1 after the evolution of herbivory. Overall, we found that 
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preexisting functions of generalized detoxification systems, and their refinement by 

natural selection, could play a central role in the evolution of herbivory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Herbivorous insects are remarkably successful: Approximately half of all insect 

species are herbivorous (Schoonhoven et al. 2005), and herbivorous lineages diversify 

more rapidly than their nonherbivorous relatives (Mitter et al. 1988). Paradoxically, 

however, evolutionary transitions to herbivory have occurred in only 9 of 30 extant insect 

orders (Mitter et al. 1988), despite the evolutionary success of established herbivore 

lineages. This suggests that feeding on living plant tissue is an evolutionary hurdle that is 

difficult to overcome. 

Plant chemical defenses have been proposed as a major barrier to the evolution of 

herbivory (Strong et al. 1984; Mitter et al. 1988). Evaluating this hypothesis requires an 

understanding of the mechanisms enabling nascent herbivores to detoxify plant defensive 

compounds. Specifically, it is unclear if overcoming plant defensive toxins during 

evolutionary transitions to herbivory requires metabolic innovations, which may explain 

why transitions to herbivory are absent in many insect orders, or if newly evolved 

herbivores can detoxify plant toxins using generalized detoxification systems present in 

their nonherbivorous ancestors. Our knowledge of adaptations during transitions to 

herbivory is limited because most herbivorous insect species are within lineages where 

herbivory arose greater than 150 Ma (Labandeira 1998). Comparative genetic, metabolic, 

and physiological studies of younger herbivorous lineages and their nonherbivorous 

relatives therefore hold promise to offer insight into the adaptations facilitating survival 

exclusively on living plant tissues. 
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We investigated the mechanism to detoxify plant defensive compounds employed 

by recently evolved herbivores in the genus Scaptomyza (Scaptomyza flava, S. nigrita, 

and closely related lineages). Larvae of these species are leaf miners that consume and 

live within leaves of mustard plants (Brassicaceae), including the model plant 

Arabidopsis thaliana. Mustard-feeding Scaptomyza are nested phylogenetically within 

the primarily microbe-feeding Drosophila, and the ancestor of the mustard-feeding clade 

transitioned to feeding on living plant tissue approximately 6–15 Ma (Whiteman et al. 

2012; Lapoint et al. 2013) (Fig. 1). Scaptomyza flava feeds on a much broader range of 

mustard species than S. nigrita, which feeds on only one species of mustard (Wheeler 

1952; Wheeler and Takada 1966; Collinge and Louda 1989; Louda and Collinge 1992; 

Martin 2004; Whiteman et al. 2011) (Supplementary Note). Differences in the breadth of 

plant-derived toxins encountered by each species may result in different selective 

pressures on detoxification pathways and enzymes. 

Although nonherbivorous drosophilids likely encounter toxins constitutively 

present in feeding substrates, leaf-mining larvae of S. flava and S. nigrita consume 

defensive compounds that accumulate to high levels in mustard leaves in response to 

feeding damage (Whiteman et al. 2011, 2012). The primary chemical defense compounds 

in mustards are derived from glucosinolates, nontoxic thioglucosides that are activated by 

myrosinases to form toxic isothiocyanates (ITCs or mustard oils) and other hydrolysis 

products upon tissue damage (Halkier and Gershenzon 2006). ITCs are highly 

electrophilic, and their insecticidal activity (Winde and Wittstock 2011) is thought to 

result primarily from disruption of proteins through conjugation to exposed nucleophilic 

residues (Mi et al. 2011) and cleavage of disulfide bonds (Kawakishi and Kaneko 1985). 
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Although drosophilids utilize a tremendous diversity of feeding substrates (Markow and 

O'Grady 2005; Lapoint et al. 2013), glucosinolate production is narrowly restricted 

almost exclusively to mustards and related plant families in the order Brassicales, and 

glucosinolates are not known to be produced by microbes (Halkier and Gershenzon 

2006). Thus, glucosinolate defenses were likely a novel dietary component associated 

with the transition to mustard feeding within Scaptomyza. 

Interactions between herbivores and glucosinolate-bearing host plants have been a 

fruitful model system for understanding mechanisms of resistance to plant defensive 

chemicals (Winde and Wittstock 2011). However, the initial adaptations that confer 

resistance to glucosinolate defenses during the transition to mustard feeding—either from 

herbivorous or nonherbivorous ancestors—are unknown. On one hand, previously 

studied insects that specialize on mustards, including representatives from insect orders 

that span over 300 million years of divergence from a common ancestor, have evolved 

efficient mechanisms to sequester glucosinolates or otherwise prevent the formation of 

ITCs (sawfly, Athalia rosae, Muller et al. 2001; harlequin bug, Murgantia histrionica, 

Aliabadi et al. 2002; diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella, Ratzka et al. 2002; cabbage 

aphid, Brevicoryne brassicae, Kazana et al. 2007; cabbage butterflies, Pieridae, Wheat et 

al. 2007). These mustard specialists are relatively insensitive to glucosinolate defenses 

(Raybould and Moyes 2001; Muller et al. 2010). Accordingly, transitions to mustard 

feeding might require the evolution of specific adaptations to prevent ITC formation. On 

the other hand, some insects with broader host ranges that occasionally feed on mustards 

metabolize ITCs using widely conserved, generalized detoxification mechanisms 

(Wadleigh and Yu 1988; Schramm et al. 2012) and remain susceptible to glucosinolate 
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defenses (Winde and Wittstock 2011), although these studies have focused on 

Lepidoptera with broad host plant ranges. Generalized detoxification mechanisms might 

provide an initial route to resist glucosinolate defenses in insects transitioning to 

herbivory of mustards. 

Glucosinolates slow S. flava larval development (Whiteman et al. 2011, 2012). 

Therefore, we hypothesized that mustard-feeding Scaptomyza would lack a mechanism to 

prevent ITC formation, unlike mustard specialists within more ancient herbivorous 

lineages. To test this hypothesis, we performed metabolic profiling to search for ITCs in 

larvae feeding on glucosinolate-bearing leaves. Second, we hypothesized that mustard-

feeding Scaptomyza would detoxify ITCs using a generalized pathway present in their 

ancestors. We searched for ITC-derived metabolites known to be produced through 

generalized detoxification pathways, and for novel ITC metabolites, following 

glucosinolate or ITC ingestion in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza and in the nonherbivorous 

relative Drosophila melanogaster. We found that both nonherbivorous and mustard-

specialist drosophilid flies use the widely conserved mercapturic acid pathway to 

detoxify mustard oils. 

Given that mustard-feeding Scaptomyza detoxify ITCs using the mercapturic acid 

pathway, we predicted that an enzyme controlling the pathway’s substrate specificity 

would evolve enhanced activity against ITCs following the transition to mustard feeding. 

Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) are the only enzymes known to catalyze the first step 

of the mercapturic acid pathway, and thus mediate the pathway’s specificity for different 

toxins (Habig et al. 1974). GSTs form a large multigene family in metazoans. Up to 45 

genes encoding GSTs are found in single Drosophila species with sequenced genomes 
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(Low et al. 2007). Although multiple GSTs, downstream enzymes in the mercapturic acid 

pathway, and toxin transport enzymes may have been targets of natural selection driven 

by dietary toxins during the evolution of herbivory, glutathione S-transferase D1 

(GSTD1) could play a particularly important role in the detoxification of ITCs. In D. 

melanogaster, GSTD1 has exceptionally broad substrate specificity, and it is one of the 

most efficient GSTs catalyzing the conjugation of ITCs to glutathione in vitro (Saisawang 

et al. 2012). GSTD1 has also been implicated in putatively adaptive responses to 

environmental toxins in drosophilids, such as resistance to insecticide (Low et al. 2010) 

and to toxins present in the larval substrates of cactophilic Drosophila species (Matzkin 

2008). GstD1 expression in S. flava is induced by ingestion of jasmonate-dependent plant 

defenses, which include glucosinolates (Whiteman et al. 2011). Because GstD1 evolves 

under strong purifying selection in Drosophila (Low et al. 2007), characterizing the 

function and evolution of GstD1 in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza could offer insight into 

how ecologically important, but conserved, detoxification enzymes evolve during 

transitions to herbivory. 

We conducted in vitro enzyme activity assays to test whether GSTD1 from 

mustard-feeding Scaptomyza detoxify ITCs more rapidly than orthologous copies from 

other drosophilids. Then, we solved the crystal structure of a duplicated GSTD1 enzyme 

from S. nigrita to identify amino acid substitutions in enzyme regions likely to affect 

substrate specificity, and we tested whether these residues affect the rate of ITC 

detoxification by GSTD1 in vitro. Finally, we tested whether GstD1 has evolved under 

neutral, purifying, and/or positive selection in the mustard-feeding Scaptomyza since their 

divergence from a nonherbivorous Scaptomyza ancestor. Our data suggest that the 
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transition to herbivory, and interactions with plant toxins in particular, can drive the 

functional evolution of generalized detoxification enzymes. However, additional studies 

are needed to test the hypothesis that GSTD1 facilitates resistance to mustard oils in 

Scaptomyza. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Metabolism of Glucosinolates 

 Previous studies found that chewing herbivores specializing on mustards block 

formation of toxic ITCs from glucosinolates during feeding (Ratzka et al. 2002; Wheat et 

al. 2007; Winde and Wittstock 2011). To determine whether a more recently evolved 

mustard specialist also prevents ITC formation, we profiled glucosinolate metabolites in 

S. flava larvae reared on glucosinolate-deficient A. thaliana plants (Whiteman et al. 2012) 

infused with radiolabeled 4-methylsulfinylbutyl glucosinolate, the predominant 

glucosinolate in A. thaliana accession Col-0 (Brown et al. 2003). Using this unbiased 

approach, we detected two glucosinolate hydrolysis products in the larvae of S. flava, 

ITCs and nitriles, and no intact glucosinolates (Fig. 2A & S1A). 

 In addition to free ITCs, we detected ITC-derived metabolites from the 

mercapturic acid pathway in the larvae of S. flava (Figs. 2A & S1A). Products in the 

mercapturic acid pathway are formed through the conjugation of the tripeptide 

glutathione (GSH) to a toxin and subsequent hydrolytic modification (Boyland and 

Chasseaud 1969) (Fig. 2B). To determine whether ITCs are detoxified using the 

mercapturic acid pathway across mustard-feeding Scaptomyza, we first inferred the 
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evolutionary relationship among eight mustard-feeding Scaptomyza lineages (Fig. 2C). 

Because the taxonomy of mustard-feeding Scaptomyza is not well resolved, we used a 

maximum cutoff of 3% sequence divergence at the mitochondrial genes COI and COII to 

delimit four major clades. We then performed a targeted search for mercapturic acid 

products in the larvae from one lineage from each clade. Larvae in all four lineages 

metabolized ITCs using the mercapturic acid pathway (Figs. 2C & S1B). We also 

detected ITC-derived products arising from the mercapturic acid pathway in the adults of 

D. melanogaster following experimental consumption of ITCs (Fig. S1D). 

 

Duplication of GSTD1, a Candidate ITC Detoxification Enzyme, in Mustard-

Feeding Scaptomyza 

 Although GstD1 is present as a single copy in most Drosophila species (Low et 

al. 2010), we discovered a novel duplication of GstD1 in S. nigrita, and we have named 

these paralogs GstD1A and GstD1B, respectively (Fig. 3). The presence of both paralogs 

could be verified in many S. nigrita populations in North America (Table S1) and in two 

of the three lineages in clade II using gene-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

primers and sequencing (Fig. 3). However, only a single functional copy of GstD1 was 

found in S. flava from Belmont, MA, through search of a draft genome assembly, and 

through PCR screens in other clade III and IV lineages. The most parsimonious 

reconciliation of the gene and species trees inferred through Bayesian phylogenetic 

analyses requires only a single duplication event and suggests that the duplication 

occurred in the ancestor of clades I and II (Fig. 2C). A search for GstD1 pseudogenes in 

the S. flava draft genome assembly does not refute this scenario: Although the assembly 
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contained putative GstD1 pseudogenes, none nested phylogenetically with either GstD1 

paralog from S. nigrita (Fig. S2). 

 An estimate of the timing of the duplication giving rise to GstD1A and GstD1B 

lends further support to the hypothesis that the duplication occurred in the ancestor of 

clade I and II, after the ancestors of S. flava and S. nigrita diverged. Maximum-likelihood 

estimates of nucleotide divergence for all pairwise comparisons of GstD1A and GstD1B 

sequences in our study ranged from 0.027 to 0.074 substitutions per synonymous site. 

Given that pairwise sequence divergence at putatively neutrally evolving sites is equal to 

twice the product of the mutation rate and divergence date, we estimated the age of the 

GstD1 duplication using a long-term mutation rate for the Hawaiian Drosophila (Tamura 

et al. 2004). The estimated duplication date, 1.2–3.3 Ma, is more recent than the 

divergence date of S. flava and S. nigrita inferred from a fossil-calibrated phylogeny 

(Lapoint et al. 2013). Although gene conversion events between GstD1A and GstD1B 

could bias this estimate toward a younger date, population genetic analyses (Betran et al. 

1997) found no evidence for gene conversion among GstD1A and GstD1B in S. nigrita. A 

phylogenetic analysis (Pond et al. 2006) did not suggest that recombination has occurred 

between GstD1A and GstD1B since divergence of clades I and II. However, neither 

analysis is able to detect gene conversion events prior to the divergence of clades I and II. 

 

Functional Evolution of GSTD1 in Mustard-Feeding Scaptomyza 

If GSTD1 plays a role in ITC detoxification, GSTD1 from mustard-feeding 

Scaptomyza might be expected to metabolize ITCs more efficiently than orthologs from 

species that do not feed on mustard plants. We compared activity profiles of 
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heterologously expressed and purified GSTD1 protein from S. flava (SflaGSTD1; 

sequenced from the Massachusetts population), S. nigrita (SnigGSTD1A and 

SnigGSTD1B; sequenced from the Colorado population), and eight nonherbivorous 

Scaptomyza and Drosophila species that diverged from a common ancestor 

approximately 70 Ma (Whiteman et al. 2012). In in vitro assays, SnigGSTD1A 

conjugated seven of the eight structurally diverse ITCs to GSH more rapidly than 

homologous GSTD1 enzymes from other species, including the ITCs derived from the 

five most abundant ITC-yielding glucosinolates in the host plant of S. nigrita (Rodman 

and Louda 1985) (Fig. 4 Table S2). GSTD1A enzymes from two other mustard-feeding 

lineages, S. nr. nigrita (OR) and S. nr. nigrita (ID), also had higher activity against ITCs 

than GSTD1 from microbe-feeding Drosophila (Fig. S3). SflaGSTD1 exhibited high 

specific activity only for phenethyl ITC (PEITC), but not other ITCs (Fig. 4). 

 Aromatic ITCs, such as benzyl ITC (BITC), are exceptionally toxic (Wadleigh 

and Yu 1988; Winde and Wittstock 2011). Their glucosinolate precursors are found 

across diverse mustard species, including in Cardamine cordifolia, the only known host 

plant of S. nigrita (Fahey et al. 2001). Therefore, we conducted a more extensive 

investigation on the efficiency of BITC conjugation to GSH by GSTD1 from S. nigrita 

and other drosophilids. We measured the activity of each enzyme across a range of BITC 

concentrations under a saturating GSH concentration. Two kinetic constants can be 

determined from this data: kcat, the maximum BITC turnover rate per unit of enzyme, 

and Km, the BITC concentration at which reaction velocity is half of the maximum 

velocity for that enzyme. In some cases, SnigGSTD1A did not have more efficient values 

of kcat or Km than GSTD1 enzymes from other species (one-sided Mann–Whitney U 
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test, P < 0.05 for seven of the ten pairwise comparisons of kcat and eight of the ten 

comparisons of Km after correcting for multiple tests; Fig. 4). However, the specificity 

constant, kcat/Km, which predicts the rate at which BITC is conjugated to GSH under the 

low BITC and high GSH concentrations likely predominating in cells (Zhang 2001), was 

200–450% higher for SnigGSTD1A than orthologous GSTD1 enzymes (Mann–Whitney 

U test, P < 0.01 for all comparisons between SnigGSTD1A and other enzymes; Fig. 4). 

Results for PEITC, another aromatic ITC, were similar (Fig. S4). Our activity 

measurements suggest that GSTD1 could increase the rate of BITC detoxification by 2–3 

orders of magnitude relative to the uncatalyzed reaction under physiologically relevant 

conditions, even in drosophilid species that do not naturally encounter ITCs (Table S3). 

However, GSTs other than GSTD1 may be important for ITC detoxification in vivo. 

 Activity assays using three structurally diverse non-ITC substrates of GSTs did 

not reveal a loss of substrate breadth or a change in affinity for GSH (reflected in Km) by 

SnigGSTD1A (Fig. S4). On the other hand, SnigGSTD1B exhibited little activity against 

ITCs or these other substrates, and also had a lower affinity (higher Km) for GSH (Figs. 4 

& S4). 

 

Molecular Basis of Elevated Activity Against ITCs in a Paralogous GSTD1 Enzyme 

from Mustard-Feeding Scaptomyza 

 To determine how substitutions in SnigGSTD1A affect enzyme topology, we 

used X-ray crystallography to solve the crystal structure of SnigGSTD1A in complex 

with GSH (Fig. 5A-B & Table S4). As is typical for GSTs, GSH was bound adjacent to a 

hydrophobic toxin-binding pocket (Fig. 5B). Comparison of SnigGSTD1A with the 
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structure of D. melanogaster GSTD1 (DmelGSTD1, PDB ID: 3EIN) (Low et al. 2010) 

revealed no dramatic changes to the structure of the protein (RMSD = 0.45 Å, Cα atoms). 

 SnigGSTD1A differed from orthologous GSTD1 enzymes in other drosophilids at 

20–29 (of 209) amino acids. To identify candidates among these amino acid differences 

that may confer enhanced activity of SnigGSTD1 against ITCs, we identified amino acid 

substitutions in SnigGSTD1A at conserved sites in regions known to impact substrate 

specificity and catalytic efficiency in related Delta-class GSTs (fig 5C), described in 

detail below. Because the activity of GSTD1 in the ancestor of S. nigrita prior to the 

duplication of GstD1 is unknown, we considered unique substitutions in SnigGSTD1A 

and substitutions shared by SnigGSTD1A and SnigGSTD1B as potential candidates 

underlying elevated activity of SnigGSTD1A against ITCs. Although resurrecting and 

performing site-directed mutagenesis on inferred ancestral proteins could offer insight 

into whether GSTD1 acquired higher activity against ITCs before or after the duplication 

in ancestral Scaptomyza, a marginal reconstruction approach (Yang 2007) could not infer 

the ancestral states at four amino acids (posterior probability ranging from 0.5 to 0.7). 

Therefore, we instead performed reciprocal replacements of candidate amino acids 

between SnigGSTD1A and DmelGSTD1—either singly or in combination with other, 

nearby amino acids—and we measured the rate at which these modified enzymes 

metabolize ITCs. 

Hydrophobic Binding Cleft. Changes in substrate specificity and catalytic 

efficiency in insect Delta-class GSTs often arise from substitutions to residues 

contributing to a hydrophobic toxin-binding cleft, termed the H-site (Vararattanavech et 

al. 2006; Wongsantichon et al. 2010). Residues forming the H-site wall (Low et al. 2010) 
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are highly conserved in GSTD1 across drosophilids: We observed only a single 

substitution among 30 nonmustard-feeding species of Drosophila and Scaptomyza, with 

the exception of an evolutionarily labile aromatic amino acid at the periphery of the H-

site. Interestingly, one amino acid substitution in the hydrophobic H-site wall was fixed 

in SnigGSTD1A following the GstD1 duplication event (T166S). The same site is highly 

conserved across GSTD1 in schizophoran flies, including in microbe-feeding species of 

Drosophila and Scaptomyza (Fig. 5C). Adjacent H-site residues are shifted in 

SnigGSTD1A relative to DmelGSTD1 (F204 and Y207 in Fig. 5D and F), putatively due 

to the loss of a methyl group contributing to the H-site wall due to the T166S 

substitution. Reversing the T166S substitution lowered the specificity constant (kcat/Km) 

for BITC in SnigGSTD1A, and introducing an S166T substitution into DmelGSTD1 

increased the specificity constant (P < 0.05 for both comparisons, one-way analysis of 

variance with Tukey’s HSD; Fig. 5G). In both cases, specificity constants for BITC were 

altered by approximately 50%. A similar trend was observed for specific activity 

measured at high concentrations of BITC, PEITC, and an aliphatic ITC derived from 

glucosinolates in the host plant of S. nigrita (Fig. S5). However, these changes in activity 

were more subtle than the changes to the specificity constant, kcat/Km, suggesting that 

the effect of this substitution on enzyme efficiency is magnified at low, physiologically 

relevant ITC concentrations. 

Residues Not Exposed to the Binding Cleft. Two amino acid substitutions unique 

to SnigGSTD1A reorganize packing of buried residues in an aromatic zipper motif near 

residue 166 (Fig. 5C and E). Additionally, unlike most drosophilid GSTD1 enzymes, 

SnigGSTD1A has a polar amino acid residue at site 202, which protrudes from α-helix 8 
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near the hydrophobic binding cleft (Fig. 5C and F). Site 202 was identified as one of the 

two sites putatively evolving under positive selection across Scaptomyza and the 

subgenus Drosophila as a whole (Table S6). After substituting all four candidate amino 

acids in the zipper motif, α-helix 8, and H-site from SnigGSTD1A into DmelGSTD1, the 

modified DmelGSTD1 enzyme had a specificity constant (kcat/Km) for BITC that was 

greater than wild-type DmelGSTD1 and not different from SnigGSTD1A (Fig. 5G). 

Interface of Toxin and GSH Binding Clefts. GSTD1 enzymes across mustard-

feeding Scaptomyza have undergone multiple substitutions at highly conserved amino 

acids (sites 33, 35–36) in a loop region between the toxin-binding H-site and GSH 

binding cleft. In SnigGSTD1A, these residues form a novel hydrogen bond network 

absent in the structure of DmelGSTD1 (Fig. 5C and D). However, exchanging amino 

acids at these positions between DmelGSTD1 and SnigGSTD1A—either alone (Fig. 5G) 

or in conjunction with the other four substitutions discussed previously (Table S5)—did 

not affect the activity against ITCs. 

 

Rapid Molecular Evolution of GstD1 in Mustard-Feeding Scaptomyza 

 To illuminate patterns of selection driving the evolution of GstD1 across 

drosophilids, we used phylogenetic models of evolution that rely on the rates of 

nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions expected under different selection 

pressures. Episodic positive selection results in an excess of normalized nonsynonymous 

substitutions compared with synonymous substitutions (ω > 1), whereas synonymous 

substitutions are fixed much more frequently than nonsynonymous substitutions under 

purifying selection (ω < 1). 
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Across the genus Scaptomyza and the subgenus Drosophila, in which Scaptomyza 

and the Hawaiian Drosophila are nested phylogenetically, we found a strong signal of 

gene-wide purifying selection in GstD1 (one-ratio model, gene-wide ω = 0.1100). A 

model allowing some codons to evolve under positive selection was a better fit than a 

model constraining all codons to evolve under purifying selection or neutral evolution 

(models M7 versus M8, likelihood-ratio test, P = 0.006; Table S6). Although 

identification of single codons under positive selection should be interpreted cautiously, 

there was strong support (posterior probability > 0.95) that codons at position 133 and 

202 of GstD1 were evolving under positive selection across drosophilids. However, the 

model allowing positive selection was not a significantly better fit than a conservative 

null model less prone to false positives when some codons are evolving neutrally (models 

M8a vs. M8, P > 0.1; Table S6). Thus, conservative model comparisons did not find 

strong evidence for episodic positive selection (ω > 1) acting on specific codons in GstD1 

across the subgenus Drosophila and genus Scaptomyza generally. 

Next, we tested for an elevated rate of nonsynonymous substitutions in GstD1 in 

individual lineages of mustard-feeding Scaptomyza (Yang 1998). Although evolution of 

GstD1 was dominated by purifying selection across microbe-feeding drosophilids, ω was 

elevated after the evolution of herbivory in Scaptomyza (branches indicated as -A,B; -A; -

B; and -F in Fig. 6). Interestingly, however, ω along more recent branches of the 

phylogeny for SnigGstD1A, SnigGstD1B, or SflaGstD1 was not statistically different than 

in Drosophila and Scaptomyza as a whole. This is striking because the presence of locally 

adaptive or slightly deleterious nonsynonymous polymorphism, which contributes 

proportionally less than synonymous polymorphism to among-species divergence, would 
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be expected to inflate ω in terminal branches for closely related lineages relative to 

deeper branches of the phylogeny (Peterson and Masel 2009). Although ω was elevated 

in GstD1 following the evolution of herbivory, only two branches showed ω > 1, and the 

models allowing ω > 1 along either branch did not fit significantly better than a model 

fixing ω = 1 (ln L = −4009.958; for -A, ln L = −4013.494 for -A,B; likelihood-ratio test P 

> 0.05 in both cases). More powerful tests to detect a subset of codons evolving under 

positive selection (ω > 1) (Zhang et al. 2005) could not be applied to individual branches 

because these tests may be prone to false positives when the total number of substitutions 

is small (Nozawa et al. 2009). Therefore, although elevated ω in mustard-feeding 

Scaptomyza could result from episodic positive selection affecting only a subset of 

codons in GstD1, phylogenetic models of variation in ω cannot rule out past relaxation of 

purifying selection as the cause of this pattern. 

The McDonald–Kreitman test detects an excess of nonsynonymous divergence 

relative to expectations based on current patterns of polymorphism. Polarized 

McDonald–Kreitman tests revealed an excess of nonsynonymous substitutions in 

SflaGstD1, SnigGstD1A, and SnigGstD1B (Tables 1 & S9). The proportion of amino acid 

substitutions predicted to have been fixed by positive selection (α; Smith and Eyre-

Walker 2002) exceeded 85% for each gene (table 1), although this statistic fluctuates 

stochastically and should be interpreted cautiously (Nei et al. 2010). Genes without roles 

in detoxification did not yield statistically significant McDonald–Kreitman tests or show 

elevated ω in S. flava or S. nigrita (Table S7). This suggests that evidence for positive 

selection on SnigGSTD1A, SnigGSTD1B, and SflaGSTD1 was not due to demographic 

processes, such as a population bottleneck, which can leave genome-wide molecular 
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signatures resembling positive selection. Although statistical tests for positive selection 

may yield false inferences when assumptions are violated, the results of our independent 

tests are consistent with a scenario in which the transition to herbivory in Scaptomyza is 

associated with positive selection driving evolution of GstD1. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

An Ancient Metabolic Pathway Detoxifies Plant-Derived Chemicals in a Recently 

Evolved Herbivorous Insect Lineage 

 Most mustard-specialist herbivores are highly resistant to glucosinolate defenses 

(Raybould and Moyes 2001; Muller et al. 2010). Notably, chewing insect herbivores that 

specialize on mustard plants have evolved mechanisms to prevent the activation of 

glucosinolates into toxic ITCs (Muller et al. 2001; Ratzka et al. 2002; Wheat et al. 2007; 

Winde and Wittstock 2011), which otherwise occurs in mustards when leaf tissue is 

damaged during feeding. However, studies have focused on mustard specialist species 

within lineages for which the timing of the transition to herbivory is ancient or unknown. 

Thus, it is unclear whether highly efficient mechanisms to prevent ITC formation are 

necessary for evolutionary transitions to herbivory of mustards. 

 ITCs are highly toxic to D. melanogaster (Lichtenstein et al. 1962), a 

nonherbivorous relative of Scaptomyza, and may have presented a barrier to the evolution 

of mustard feeding. The evolutionary transition to mustard herbivory in Scaptomyza 

occurred without novel, highly efficient mechanisms to prevent ITC formation. Instead, 

lineages spanning the diversity of mustard-feeding Scaptomyza, in which herbivory 
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evolved relatively recently (Whiteman et al. 2012; Lapoint et al. 2013), detoxify ITCs 

through the mercapturic acid pathway. This is also the primary mode of ITC metabolism 

in generalist feeders, including humans (Mennicke et al. 1988), some lepidopteran larvae 

(Schramm et al. 2012), and mollusks (Falk et al. 2013). In an unbiased quantitative 

analysis, no ITC-derived metabolites other than mercapturic acid products could be 

detected as metabolites produced by S. flava larvae. We found that D. melanogaster, a 

nonherbivorous relative of mustard-feeding Scaptomyza, also detoxifies ITCs using the 

mercapturic acid pathway. The ability to detoxify ITCs through the mercapturic acid 

pathway was therefore likely present in the earliest ancestral drosophilids and predated 

the evolution of mustard herbivory in Scaptomyza. 

 Scaptomyza flava feeds and develops more slowly when encountering 

glucosinolate defenses (Whiteman et al. 2012), unlike mustard specialists that prevent 

ITC formation (Raybould and Moyes 2001; Muller et al. 2010). Two aspects of the 

glucosinolate and ITC metabolism in S. flava may underlie this observation. First, 

detoxification of ITCs through the mercapturic acid pathway in S. flava may be 

nutritionally costly. The GST-catalyzed step in the mercapturic acid pathway involves the 

addition of a nitrogen-containing compound (GSH) to ITCs, and herbivores are thought 

to be nitrogen limited (Mattson 1980). Furthermore, GSH synthesis requires cysteine, 

which insects can obtain directly from the diet or synthesize from methionine. Cysteine 

and methionine are among the least abundant amino acids in plant leaves and may be 

growth limiting for chewing herbivores, and a large fraction (∼20%) of total cysteine 

content is used to produce GSH (Barbehenn, Kochmanski, et al. 2013; Barbehenn, 

Niewiadomski, et al. 2013). Second, ITCs have direct chemotoxic effects. Free ITCs bind 
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to nucleophilic residues of cellular proteins (Mi et al. 2011; Zhang 2012), disrupt 

disulfide bridges important for protein structure (Kawakishi and Kaneko 1985), and can 

induce cell death and apoptosis (Brown and Hampton 2011). These chemotoxic effects of 

ITCs likely contribute to the induction of stress response genes following ingestion of 

dietary glucosinolates in S. flava larvae (Whiteman et al. 2012). 

 

Evolution of an Increased Rate of ITC Detoxification in a GST from a Mustard-

Feeding Drosophilid 

 GSTs, a family of enzymes that catalyze the mercapturic acid pathway, have 

broad substrate specificity (Hayes et al. 2005). However, if ITCs imposed strong 

selection on GSTs following the transition to mustard herbivory in Scaptomyza, these 

enzymes could evolve increased activity against ITCs. We tested this hypothesis by 

comparing activity against ITCs by the enzyme GSDT1, an abundant and ecologically 

important detoxification enzyme in drosophilids. We found that SnigGSTD1A, one of the 

two copies of GSTD1 in S. nigrita resulting from a gene duplication event in the mustard-

feeding Scaptomyza lineage, initiates the detoxification of diverse ITCs at a rate 

unmatched by orthologous GSTD1 enzymes we profiled in other Drosophila. However, 

more radical kinetic changes have been inferred in other detoxification enzymes—such as 

cytochrome P450s—following host shifts or exposure to pesticides (Li et al. 2003, 2007; 

Joußen et al. 2012). Larger activity increases often involve enzymes that undergo rapid 

duplication and loss (Li et al. 2003) or form novel chimeric enzymes through 

recombination (Joußen et al. 2012). Purifying selection—which we found to be pervasive 

for GstD1 across microbe-feeding species in the genus Scaptomyza and subgenus 
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Drosophila—might prevent similarly large changes in GSTD1 function. Furthermore, 

radical increases in activity against ITCs may be difficult to achieve. The specificity 

constants (kcat/Km) of drosophilid GSTD1 enzymes against two ITCs are within an order 

of magnitude of the largest known for these substrates among any GST (Kolm et al. 

1995; Wiktelius and Stenberg 2007), and random engineering of a human GST with high 

activity against BITC and PEITC resulted in no more than 2-fold increases in activity 

(Runarsdottir and Mannervik 2010). On the other hand, because Drosophila GSTs other 

than GSTD1 are also able to metabolize ITCs (Saisawang et al. 2012), the absence of a 

larger increase in activity against ITCs may reflect a limited role for GSTD1 in ITC 

detoxification. Nonetheless, kinetic changes similar in magnitude to those observed in 

SnigGSTD1A can have large effects on organismal fitness (Walkiewicz et al. 2012), and 

functional evolution of SnigGSTD1A is consistent with an adaptive evolutionary 

response to dietary ITCs. 

 Although molecular evolutionary analyses suggested that GstD1 evolved under 

positive selection in the ancestor of S. flava, we did not observe an increase in GSTD1 

activity against most ITCs in this species. SflaGSTD1 did, however, exhibit high specific 

activity and catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) against PEITC. Phenethyl glucosinolate 

(which yields PEITC) and hydroxylated phenethyl glucosinolate dominate the 

glucosinolate profile of B. vulgaris (van Leur et al. 2006), the host plant from which the 

S. flava individuals used in this study were collected in Belmont, MA. Thus, a role for 

ITCs in driving evolution of SflaGSTD1 cannot be rejected. 
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Structural Basis of Changes in GSTD1 Function Following Gene Duplication 

 Evolutionary genetic analyses suggest that many amino acid substitutions in 

SnigGSTD1A, which acquired elevated activity against ITCs, were likely fixed by 

positive selection following gene duplication, although forces other than glucosinolate 

defenses may have been responsible. Therefore, linking structural and functional changes 

in SnigGSTD1A could reveal new insight into adaptive structural changes during the 

divergence of paralogous GSTs coupled with exposure to novel selective pressures. To 

identify residues in SnigGSTD1A that enhanced activity against ITCs, we assayed 

enzyme activity after swapping candidate amino acid residues between SnigGSTD1A and 

DmelGSTD1, which has a specificity constant (kcat/Km) for BITC that is less than 40% 

of the specificity constant of SnigGSTD1A. 

 Only one substitution occurred in the hydrophobic toxin-binding pocket of 

SnigGSTD1A (T166S), and site-directed mutagenesis revealed that this substitution 

accounts for approximately 50% of the difference in specificity for ITCs in SnigGSTD1A 

versus DmelGSTD1. This suggests that elevated activity against ITCs by SnigGSTD1A 

evolved, at least partly, following gene duplication. Although the substituted site is 

highly conserved in drosophilid GSTD1 enzymes, a parallel substitution occurred in a 

GstD1 paralog resulting from gene duplication in the repleta group, which contains 

cactophilic (though nonherbivorous sensu stricto) species that are also tightly linked to 

their host plants. The substituted (Ser) and ancestral (Thr) amino acids do not differ in 

charge and are of a similar size. Despite this, substitutions between Thr and Ser have 

independently evolved at a positively selected site in the binding pockets of mammalian 

Mu-class GSTs, and these substitutions alter substrate specificity (Norrgård et al. 2006). 
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Our results are consistent with previous findings that nonradical substitutions in the 

hydrophobic toxin-binding pocket can drive functional divergence of GSTs. 

 We also observed a cluster of substitutions unique to SnigGSTD1A or shared by 

mustard-feeding Scaptomyza species at the interface of the hydrophobic and GSH 

binding pockets, which form a novel hydrogen bond network. This region affects 

substrate specificity in another dipteran Delta-class GST (Vararattanavech et al. 2006). 

Furthermore, specialization for metabolism of dietary furanocoumarins by papilionid 

cytochrome P450 enzymes appears to result, in part, from novel stabilizing networks in 

the catalytic pocket that reduce flexibility and maintain an enzymatic conformation 

favorable for furanocoumarin metabolism (Li et al. 2003, 2004). However, this region did 

not affect specificity for ITCs in GSTD1. Given that this region differs between 

SnigGSTD1A, SnigGSTD1B, and SflaGSTD1—each of which have likely undergone 

episodic positive selection—its functional importance in these enzymes warrants further 

investigation. 

 Because substitutions of exposed amino acids in the binding cleft did not fully 

explain differences in activity against ITCs between SnigGSTD1A and DmelGSTD1, we 

investigated substitutions unique to SnigGSTD1A or both SnigGSTD1 paralogs that 

occurred outside the binding cleft. Two substitutions rearranged packing of an aromatic 

zipper buried near the hydrophobic binding cleft, which affects flexibility, and in turn 

substrate specificity, in another dipteran Delta-class GST (Wongsantichon et al. 2010). 

Additionally, a charged amino acid substitution formed a novel hydrogen bond with the 

backbone of the mobile α-8 helix, which partially occludes the hydrophobic binding cleft 

(Low et al. 2010). Although this may affect the stability of the α-8 helix (Scholtz and 
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Baldwin 1992), its functional importance is not clear. Swapping these three candidate 

substitutions in the α-8 helix and hydrophobic zipper between DmelGSTD1 and 

SnigGSTD1A, in conjunction with the T166S substitution to the wall of hydrophobic 

binding cleft, nearly completely reversed specificity constants of SnigGSTD1A and 

DmelGSTD1 for ITCs. The direction of these changes in activity suggests that one or 

more of these substitutions may have been adaptive in S. nigrita. 

 Although we observed only very small topological changes in regions affecting 

SnigGSTD1A activity against ITCs, GSTs undergo conformational shifts upon substrate 

binding (Wongsantichon et al. 2012), and our attempts to cocrystallize SnigGSTD1A 

with ITCs were unsuccessful. Therefore, our structural analysis may underestimate the 

extent of topological changes relevant to ITC detoxification. 

 

A Potential Role for Relaxation of Functional Constraint on GstD1 Following a 

Lineage-Specific Duplication in S. nigrita 

 Strong purifying selection we and others (Low et al. 2007) inferred for GstD1 in 

drosophilids may result from pressure to maintain both broad substrate specificity and an 

essential developmental function. GSTD1 exhibits the broadest known substrate 

specificity among GSTs in D. melanogaster (Saisawang et al. 2012), and we found that 

the ability to metabolize a broad range of toxins is maintained across the drosophilid 

radiation. Furthermore, RNAi-mediated knockdown of GstD1 in D. melanogaster results 

in pupal-stage lethality, suggesting that GSTD1 also plays a developmental role (RNAi 

stock 10045R-4, National Institute of Genetics, Japan). The retention of at least one 

GstD1 copy across the Drosophila and Scaptomzya radiations, despite the dynamic 
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turnover of many GSTs observed in fully sequenced Drosophila genomes (Low et al. 

2007), further suggests that one or more functions performed by GSTD1 are essential in 

drosophilids. 

 When a single gene performs multiple functions, pleiotropy may constrain the 

simultaneous optimization of both functions, termed adaptive conflict (Piatigorsky and 

Wistow 1991; Des Marais and Rausher 2008). This model is particularly relevant to 

promiscuous detoxification enzymes that metabolize a diversity of toxic substrates, such 

as GSTD1 (Storz 2008). Gene duplication allows escape from adaptive conflict. Different 

functions are then refined in each paralog via positive selection. Both GstD1 paralogs in 

S. nigrita show signatures of episodic positive selection, and phylogenetic models 

revealed that nonsynonymous substitutions were fixed at an accelerated rate in both 

paralogs following gene duplication but not in the more recent history of either paralog. 

This pattern would be expected if different ancestral functions were refined in each 

paralog following duplication. Interestingly, however, SnigGSTD1B had minimal 

activity against all ITC and non-ITC substrates. One evolutionary scenario is that 

refinement of a developmental role by SnigGSTD1B enabled SnigGSTD1A to acquire 

increased activity against ITCs without negative pleiotropic effects. Similarly, the loss of 

high activity against many substrates observed in SnigGSTD1B may have been enabled 

by the retention of these activities in SnigGSTD1A. Characterizing differences in the 

timing and location of SnigGstD1A and SnigGstD1B expression is likely to give further 

insight into their functional divergence. Future studies could test for roles of both 

enzymes in generalized detoxification, mustard oil resistance, and development by 

expressing either SnigGstD1A or SnigGstD1B in D. melanogaster. 
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 Differences in host breadth between S. flava and S. nigrita may also influence the 

strength of purifying selection on GstD1. Although S. flava feeds on >40 mustard species 

and a few unrelated host plant species (Whiteman et al. 2011), S. nigrita specializes on a 

single mustard species (Collinge and Louda 1989) (Supplementary Note) and is likely to 

be exposed to a more restricted set of plant-derived toxins. The narrow host breadth of S. 

nigrita could have permitted the evolution of increased efficiency and specificity for 

ITCs at the expense of activity against other toxins not present in its only known host 

plant species. In an analogous situation, narrow dietary specialization may have enabled 

functional specialization for furanocoumarins by promiscuous cytochrome P450 enzymes 

in papilionid larvae (Li et al. 2003, 2004; Wen et al. 2006). 

 

Generalized Detoxification Systems May Facilitate the Evolution of Herbivory 

 The larvae of most Scaptomyza species feed on microbes living in rotting 

vegetation (Lapoint et al. 2013). We have successfully reared S. pallida and S. apicata, 

which last shared a common ancestor with herbivorous Scaptomyza >15 Ma (Whiteman 

et al. 2012; Lapoint et al. 2013), in rotting tissue from mustard plants (Supplementary 

Note). The ability to detoxify mustard oils using the mercapturic acid pathway—which is 

shared by herbivorous mustard-feeding Scaptomyza and microbe-feeding D. 

melanogaster—could have facilitated feeding on rotting and then living mustard tissues. 

 Interestingly, herbivory has evolved more times in flies (Diptera) than in other 

insect orders, including multiple times in the Drosophila radiation (Mitter et al. 1988; 

Whiteman et al. 2012). Comparative functional and genomic studies of these species and 

their closest relatives, which are not herbivores, will shed further light on the role of 
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GSTs and other detoxification enzymes in facilitating transitions that are among the most 

important in the history of terrestrial life. 

 

Conclusion 

Rapid species radiations follow evolutionary transitions to herbivory, such that 

herbivorous insects account for approximately half of insect species diversity. However, 

these transitions are absent from most insect orders. Understanding the behavioral, 

morphological, and physiological underpinnings of the transition to herbivory is 

important to addressing this paradox. From a physiological perspective, plant toxins 

present in living plant tissue have long been hypothesized to render living plant tissues 

recalcitrant to invasion by insects. Although specialized herbivorous species possess 

derived and efficient detoxification mechanisms, it is unclear whether more generalized 

detoxification mechanisms play an important role in the transition to herbivory. Here, we 

tested the hypothesis that generalized detoxification mechanisms may play important 

roles in evolutionary transitions to herbivory. We found that a recently derived lineage of 

drosophilid herbivore uses generalized, ancestral detoxification pathway to metabolize 

ITCs, a major defensive toxin in their host plants. After the transition to herbivory, an 

otherwise highly conserved GST, catalyzing the initiation of this pathway, may have 

evolved under positive selection in the herbivorous lineage. Signatures of positive 

selection are coupled with the evolution of higher activity against ITCs in one paralog 

following gene duplication. We found that a single amino acid substitution in this enzyme 

is critical for the increased specificity against ITCs. Given these results, and the fact that 

GSTs arose before the divergence of plants and animals (Sheehan et al. 2001), the 
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generalized detoxification pathway catalyzed by GSTs could have helped to facilitate the 

very first transitions to herbivory in insects >350 Ma (Labandeira 1998). We anticipate 

that studies in other lineages will provide insight into the extent to which recently derived 

herbivores use generalized detoxification pathways, rather than entirely novel 

mechanisms, to metabolize dietary plant toxins. This could help illuminate the 

evolutionary origins of herbivory, one of the most widespread, complex, and ecologically 

important phenotypes known in metazoans. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Detailed Materials and Methods with references are described in the Supplementary 

Information. 

 

Analysis of Glucosinolate and 4msob-ITC Metabolism 

To enable quantitative analysis in larval S. flava, [14C]-4msob-glucosinolate was 

prepared biosynthetically from [U-14C]-Met, HPLC purified, and introduced into 

detached leaves of glucosinolate-deficient A. thaliana (cyp79b2 cyp79b3 myb28 myb29 

in the Col-0 background) (Schramm et al. 2012). After feeding, S. flava larvae were 

homogenized, extracts were fractionated by HPLC, and metabolites were quantified by 

scintillation counting (Schramm et al. 2012). Metabolic analyses in other species were 

semiquantitative. Mustard-feeding Scaptomyza larvae were fed A. thaliana in the 

laboratory or wild-collected from mustard plants. Adult D. melanogaster were fed with 1 

mM 4msob-ITC in 5% sucrose. Compounds were analyzed by HPLC-mass spectrometry 
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(MS)/MS and identified based on comparison of retention times to previously isolated 

compounds or synthetic standards (Schramm et al. 2012). 

 

PCR and Sequencing of GstD1 

Degenerate PCR primers (Table S10) were used to amplify the GstD1 coding 

sequences (CDS) (630 bp) from S. flava, S. nigrita, additional mustard-feeding lineages 

that could not be confidently identified as described species, and 16 species of 

Scaptomyza and Hawaiian Drosophila. Searches for new paralogs in S. flava and S. 

nigrita used high-efficiency thermal asymmetric interlaced PCR (Liu and Chen 2007) 

and, for S. flava, a preliminary genome assembly. Specific primers were designed to 

amplify GstD1 from individuals from single populations of S. flava and S. nigrita for 

population genetic analysis. Sequencing of purified PCR products or plasmids generated 

overlapping reads across the CDS. DNA sequences have been deposited in GenBank 

under accession codes listed in Table S1. 

 

Construction of GSTD1 Expression Vectors and Enzyme Purification 

The coding sequence of GstD1 (or, for S. nigrita, GstD1A and GstD1B) was 

amplified from each of the ten Drosophila and Scaptomyza species and inserted into the 

pT7-MAT-Tag-2 expression vector using restriction digest and ligation. Constructs were 

sequence verified before and after transformation into Rosetta 2 E. coli. Enzymes were 

overexpressed and purified using affinity for Glutathione Sepharose (Fig. S6). 
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Specific Activity and Kinetic Assays 

 Initial reaction rates of GSH:substrate conjugation were determined using 

spectrophotometry (Table S11), with published or newly determined extinction 

coefficients. Specific activities reported are the mean of four to eight independent 

replicates. For kinetic assays, initial reaction rates were measured (N = 3–7) at seven to 

nine concentrations of the rate-limiting substrate, and Michaelis–Menten kinetic 

parameters were determined using nonlinear regression. 

 

Structure Determination and Refinement 

 Successful crystallization conditions for SnigGSTD1A with a GSH ligand were 

identified by robotic screening trials and optimized using a sitting-drop vapor diffusion 

method. The structure was determined from X-ray diffraction data by molecular 

replacement using D. melanogaster GSTD1 (PDB ID: 3EIN) (Low et al. 2010), manually 

rebuilt, and refined. Coordinates and structure factors for the final model have been 

deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession code 4I97. 

 

Phylogenetic and Molecular Evolutionary Analysis 

 Phylogenetic analyses of GstD1 in drosophilids and a multigene phylogeny for 

mustard-feeding Scaptomyza were implemented under maximum likelihood (Stamatakis 

2006) and Bayesian (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) frameworks with the general time 

reversible (GTR)+G substitution model. The tree topology for GstD1 in mustard-feeding 

Scaptomyza inferred through Bayesian analyses, presented in figure 3, was used for 

phylogenetic analysis of codon evolution rates (ω). Because many internal nodes in the 
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GstD1 genealogy could not be confidently inferred, previously described species 

relationships were used to specify the topology for nonherbivorous taxa in this analysis. 

Models implemented in PAML 4.5 (Yang 2007) tested for positive selection across the 

genus Scaptomyza and subgenus Drosophila (including the Hawaiian Drosophila) 

generally, and for accelerated evolution and positive selection in specific mustard-feeding 

lineages. McDonald–Kreitman tests (McDonald and Kreitman 1991), polarized using 

marginal ancestral reconstruction conducted using PAML 4.5 (Yang 2007), were also 

used to test for lineage-specific positive selection in S. flava and S. nigrita. Similar 

analyses were conducted for additional genes to control for demographic effects. 
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Figure 1. An herbivorous lineage nested within the genus Drosophila. 
(A) Scaptomyza flava larvae and adults complete their life cycle on mustard plants 
(Brassicaceae), shown on Arabidopsis thaliana. Adult female species pierce leaves with 
their ovipositors, consume the exudates, and lay eggs (i); larvae form leaf mines after 
eclosion (ii) and can move between leaves (iii); pupation often occurs in leaf mines (iv); 
and adults mate on host plants (v). The life cycle of S. nigrita on its host 
plant, Cardamine cordifolia, is similar. (B) Feeding habit for 
representative Drosophila and Scaptomyza species indicated on the dated phylogeny of 
Whiteman et al. (2012). 
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Figure 2. A common mechanism for ITC detoxification in mustard-
feeding Scaptomyza. (A) Distribution of 4msob-glucosinolate-derived products detected 
in S. flava (Massachusetts) larvae feeding on leaves from A. thaliana glucosinolate-
knockout mutants infused with [14C]-4msob-glucosinolate. Mercapturic acid products 
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were the only insect-transformed metabolites detected. NAC: N-acetylcysteine. (B) 
Inferred route of ITC metabolism in Scaptomyza through conjugation of ITCs to GSH 
and subsequent transformation using the mercapturic acid pathway. (C) Left: Bayesian 
50% majority-rule consensus phylogeny of mustard-feeding Scaptomyza from a 
partitioned alignment of six genes, rooted with S. pallida. Bayesian posterior probabilities 
and maximum-likelihood bootstrap values are indicated above and below each node, 
respectively. Four clades were designated using a maximum divergence cutoff of 3% at 
the genes COI and COII. Right: ITC-derived metabolites detected in the larvae from four 
mustard-feeding Scaptomyza lineages using HPLC-MS/MS. The chromatogram for each 
lineage shows overlaid MS/MS ion traces from compounds 1 to 5. Profiled lineages are 
indicated by dotted lines. Larvae were fed A. thaliana in the laboratory and profiled for 4-
msob-glucosinolate derivatives with the exception of S. nigrita (CO), which could not be 
reared in the laboratory. Wild-collected S. nigrita (CO) larvae were therefore profiled for 
derivatives of PE glucosinolate (as well as isopropyl, isobutyl, and sec-butyl 
glucosinolates, see Fig. S1), which is present in their host plant. Unlike 4msob-ITC, the 
free ITCs formed from these glucosinolates cannot be detected using the method we 
employed, and thus only ITC-derived metabolites were profiled in S. nigrita larvae. 
Numbers above peaks correspond to compounds in panel (B). Collection localities in the 
United States are indicated following species/lineage names using abbreviated state 
names; NLD: Netherlands.	
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Figure 3. Phylogeny of GstD1 across Scaptomyza and Drosophila. Analyses were 
performed using a nucleotide alignment of the full GstD1 coding sequence (630 bp) 
partitioned by codon position with the GTR + G substitution model. Bayesian posterior 
probabilities (generated using MrBayes) and maximum-likelihood bootstrap values 
(generated using RAxML) are shown on the Bayesian 50% majority-rule consensus tree. 
“GstD1A” and “GstD1B” refer to paralogous copies of GstD1 within the mustard-
feeding Scaptomyza. The tree was rooted using the divergence between the 
subgenera Sophophora and Drosophila. 
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Figure 4. Scaptomyza nigrita GSTD1A is the most efficient GSTD1 ortholog at 
detoxifying ITCs across the Drosophilidae. Specific activity ± SEM, the velocity at 
which an enzyme conjugates a substrate to GSH under fixed assay conditions, was 
determined for eight ITCs (N = 5–7 replicates across 2–3 independent experiments); 
specific activity values and statistically significant pairwise comparisons are reported 
in  Table S2. Cell shading reflects standard deviations of a measured value from the 
column mean. Michaelis–Menten kinetic constants ± SEM were determined for BITC by 
nonlinear regression using variable ITC concentrations at saturating GSH concentration 
(N ≥ 3 independent replicates). Bolded values are not significantly different than values 
in the same column for SnigGSTD1A (Mann–Whitney U test). The electrophilic carbon 
is circled in each ITC structure. kcat, the substrate turnover rate at Vmax; Km, the substrate 
concentration at which the reaction rate is half of Vmax. 
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Figure	5.	A single amino acid in the GSTD1 hydrophobic binding cleft, and 
additional residues outside the cleft, affect the rate of ITC detoxification by 
SnigGSTD1A and DmelGSTD1 in vitro. (A) Novel structure of the SnigGSTD1A 
homodimer cocrystallized with GSH. (B) Surface residues in the GSH binding site 
(purple) and hydrophobic toxin-binding site (orange) are represented as stick models. (C) 
Amino acid differences between SnigGSTD1A and other drosophilid GSTD1 enzymes at 
sites incorporated into site-directed mutagenesis experiments. (D-F) Location of amino 
acid residues from panel (C) in SnigGSTD1A (yellow) and DmelGSTD1 (blue). In 
SnigGSTD1A, these residues form a novel hydrogen bond network (D), rearrange 
packing in a hydrophobic zipper motif (E), and form a novel hydrogen bond in a α-helix 
near the binding cleft (F). Site 166 is shown in all panels. (G) Kinetic constants of 
purified enzymes with candidate amino acids (panel C) switched between SnigGSTD1A 
and DmelGSTD1. For each purified enzyme, Michaelis–Menten kinetic constants ± SEM 
were determined for BITC by nonlinear regression using variable ITC concentrations at 
saturating GSH concentration (N = 4 independent replicates). Groupings of enzymes with 
statistically indistinguishable specificity constants (kcat/Km), determined using a one-way 
analysis of variance and Tukey’s post hoc test, are indicated with letters a–e. kcat, substrate 
turnover rate at Vmax; Km, substrate concentration at which reaction rate is half of Vmax. 
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Figure	6.	GstD1 evolved rapidly in ancestral Scaptomyza lineages following the 
evolution of herbivory. (A) Branches or clades tested for an elevated normalized ratio of 
nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions (ω) are indicated on the gene tree 
of GstD1 from mustard-feeding Scaptomyza. Background branches (not shown) included 
all subgenus Drosophila, Hawaiian Drosophila, and genus Scaptomyza species in Fig. 3. 
(B) Branch-specific ω values, likelihood scores, and significance values for likelihood-
ratio tests comparing a model allowing elevated ω in the specified foreground branch or 
clade (CodeML two-ratio branch model) with a model estimating a single ω across all 
species in the subgenus Drosophila, including the Hawaiian Drosophila, and 
genus Scaptomyza (CodeML one-ratio model M0, ω = 0.1100, ln L = −4015.596). 
Phylogenetic studies [6] suggest herbivory evolved along the branch labeled “-A,B,F.” 
Multiple test correction used the method of Benjamini and Hochberg. Filled circle 
indicates 0.1 < P < 0.05; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. ω = ∞ reflects that no synonymous 
changes were inferred along the branch of interest.	
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Table 1. Polarized McDonald–Kreitman tests for GstD1 in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR APPENDIX A 

 

Supplementary Materials and Methods 

Analysis of glucosinolate and isothiocyanate metabolism 

[14C]-4-methylsulfinylbutyl glucosinolate ([14C]-4msob-GLS) metabolism in 

Scaptomyza flava (MA): S. flava from an outbred line (Whiteman et al. 2011; Whiteman 

et al. 2012) were reared on Barbarea verna and Arabidopsis thaliana. [14C]-4msob-GLS 

was prepared biosynthetically from [U-14C]-Met, HPLC-purified and introduced into 25 

detached leaves (details in (Schramm et al. 2012)) of 4–5 week-old myb28 myb29 and 

cyp79b2 cyp79b3 myb28 myb29 mutant A. thaliana  (Col-0 background) containing <1% 

of wild-type 4msob GLS levels (Muller et al. 2010). Following [14C]-4msob-GLS 

introduction, a total of 4–6 second or third instar larvae were transferred onto each leaf 

using a small paintbrush. Larvae were allowed to feed until >75% leaf area was 

consumed. Larvae were collected, homogenized and extracted as in (Schramm et al. 

2012) using smaller solvent volumes (0.40 mL per step). Extracts were fractionated by 

HPLC and scintillation-counted for quantification as in (Schramm et al. 2012). Using this 

same method, no ITC-GSH conjugates were detected in ground leaves (Schramm et al. 

2012); thus, any detected ITC-GSH conjugates are likely products of insect metabolism.  

4msob-GLS metabolism in S. nr. nigrita (NV): ~10 wild-collected pupae from 

leaves of Cardamine cordifolia near Lake Tahoe, NV, USA, were used to start an outbred 

colony maintained on greenhouse-propagated C cordifolia from the Rocky Mountain 

Biological Laboratory, CO, USA. For metabolic profiling, a single larva was transferred 

to each of 25 detached A. thaliana (Col-0 wild-type, or myb28 myb29 alkylglucosinolate 
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knockout mutants as a negative control) leaves and allowed to feed until nearly all leaf 

tissue was consumed, then collected and extracted as above. C. cordifolia lacks 4msob-

GLS (Rodman and Chew 1980), so any products originating from 4msob-GLS and 

4msob-ITC in the insects were obtained from feeding on A. thaliana after larval transfers. 

Extracts were analyzed by HPLC-MS/MS. Unlike quantitative profiling using [14C]-

4msob-GLS, these results are semi-quantitative. None of the 4msob-GLS metabolites 

could be detected in negative control larvae. 

4msob-GLS metabolism in S. nr. flava (AZ): ~150 wild-collected pupae from 

leaves of Barbarea sp. near Flagstaff, AZ, USA, were used to start an outbred colony 

maintained on A. thaliana. Third instar larvae used for metabolic profiling were reared 

from egg on Col-0 wild-type A. thaliana or myb28 myb29 cyp79b2 cyp79b3 glucosinolate 

knockout mutants as a negative control. Larvae (~10 per sample) were collected, 

homogenized and extracted once with MeOH:H2O, pH 3 (1:1, 0.10 mL). Extracts were 

analyzed by HPLC-MS/MS.  

4msob-GLS metabolism in S. nigrita (CO): Larvae were collected from leaves of 

C. cordifolia near the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, CO, USA. Larvae were 

immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC.  Metabolic profiling was 

conducted using wild-collected larvae because S. nigrita could not be reared in the lab; 

therefore, we searched for metabolites derived from glucosinolates known to be produced 

by C. cordifolia at the collection site, i.e. phenethyl (PE)-, isopropyl (iPr)-, isobutyl 

(iBu)- and sec-butyl (sBu)-GLS. Larvae (3-5 per sample) were collected, homogenized 

and extracted once with MeOH:H2O, pH 3 (1:1, 0.10 mL), and extracts were analyzed by 

HPLC-MS/MS.  
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4msob-ITC metabolism in Drosophila melanogaster: Because D. melanogaster 

larvae cannot be reared in plant leaves, D. melanogaster Oregon-R adults (5 flies per 

treatment) were segregated by sex and fed 5% aqueous sucrose solutions containing 1 

mM 4msob-ITC in DMSO (4%) for 48 h. Frass was collected from vial walls using 

cotton swabs; frass and homogenized flies were separately extracted once with 

MeOH:H2O, pH 3 (flies: 0.15 mL, frass: 0.30 mL). Extracts were analyzed by HPLC-

MS/MS. 

HPLC-MS analysis: HPLC-MS analyses were carried out on an Agilent 

Technologies (Santa Clara, CA) 1200 Series HPLC using an Agilent Eclipse XDB-C18 

4.6 x 100 mm x 1.8 µm column coupled to an Applied Biosystems API 3200 triple-

quadrupole mass spectrometer using positive-mode MRM scans optimized with 

chemically synthesized standards for the different ITC conjugates. Formic acid (0.05%) 

in water and acetonitrile were employed as mobile phases A and B, respectively. The 

elution profile for 4msob conjugates was: 0-0.5 min, 3% B; 0.5-2.5 min, 3-85% B; 2.5-

2.6 min 85-100% B; 2.6-3.5 min 100% B and 3.5-6 min 3% B. The elution profile for 

other conjugates was: 0-5.0 min, 3-70% B; 5.0-5.1 min, 70-100% B; 5.1-7.0 min 100% 

B; 7.0-7.1 min 100-3% B, 7.1-8.5 min 3% B. The mobile phase flow rate was 1.1 

mL/min. The column temperature was maintained at 25°C. The ionspray voltage was 

maintained at 5500 eV. The turbo gas temperature was set to 700°C. Nebulizing gas was 

set at 70 psi, curtain gas at 35 psi, heating gas at 70 psi and collision gas at 2 psi. Multiple 

reaction monitoring (MRM) was used to monitor analyte parent ion → product ion: m/z 

485 →179 (collision energy (CE ) 29 V; declustering potential (DP) 51 V) for 4msob-

GSH; m/z 356 →136 (CE 15V; DP 21V) for 4msob-CysGly; m/z 299 →136 (CE 15V; 
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DP 26V) for 4msob-Cys; m/z 341 →178 (CE 17V; DP 26V) for 4msob-NAC; m/z 178 

→114 (CE 13V; DP 26V) for 4msob-ITC; m/z 471 →239 (CE 25V; DP 61V) for PE-

GSH; m/z 342 →179 (CE 17V; DP 56V) for PE-CysGly; m/z 285 →105 (CE 33V; DP 

56V) for PE-Cys; m/z 327 →164 (CE 15V; DP 51V) for PE-NAC; m/z 409 →179 (CE 

23V; DP 56V) for iPr-GSH; m/z 280 →179 (CE 15V; DP 56V) for iPr-CysGly;  m/z 223 

→206 (CE 13V; DP 51V) for iPr-Cys; m/z 265 →122 (CE 19V; DP 51V) for iPr-NAC; 

m/z 423 →294 (CE 17V; DP 56V) for sBu- and iBu-GSH; m/z 294 →179 (CE 15V; DP 

56V) for sBu- and iBu-CysGly; m/z 237 →122 (CE 15V; DP 51V) for sBu- and iBu-Cys; 

m/z 279 →164 (CE 13V; DP 51V) for sBu- and iBu-NAC. Both Q1 and Q3 quadrupoles 

were maintained at unit resolution. Analyst 1.5 software (Applied Biosystems, 

Darmstadt, Germany) was used for data acquisition and processing. All compounds were 

identified based on comparison of retention times and mass spectra to those of 

commercial or synthetically produced standards or to compounds isolated in a previous 

study (Schramm et al. 2012). The mixtures of glutathione (GSH), cysteinylglycine 

(CysGly), cysteine (Cys) and N-acetylcysteine (NAC) conjugates of phenethyl- (PE-), 

iso-propyl- (iPr-), iso-butyl- (iBu-) and sec-butyl- (sBu-) isothiocyanates (ITC) 

synthesized for optimization of MS/MS (MRM) conditions were prepared using a 

procedure similar to that of Kassahun et al. (1997). In short, 5 mL of each ITC were 

mixed with 500 nmol each of GSH, CysGly, Cys and NAC in 70% (vol/vol) EtOH/water 

containing 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate, and allowed to stand overnight. The resulting 

mixtures were used without further purification. 

Chemicals: Glutathione, CysGly and Cys were from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, 

Germany), PE-ITC and NAC were from Alfa Aesar GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany), iBu-
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ITC was from Avocado Research Chemicals (Heysham, UK), sBu-ITC was from ABCR 

GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany), and iPr-ITC was from Sigma Aldridge (St. Louis, MO). 

Experimental locations: Fly rearing and feeding experiments were conducted at 

the University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ). Preparation of [14C]-4msob-GLS and HPLC-MS 

analysis was conducted at the Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology (Jena, 

Germany). 

 

PCR and Sequencing 

The sequences of all primers used in this study are listed in Table S10 or are from 

(Bonacum et al. 2001). Unless otherwise noted, PCR reactions were performed using 1x 

Failsafe PCR Premix E (Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison, WI), 0.8 µM of each 

primer, and 1 unit AccuTaq LA DNA Polymerase (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). PCR 

conditions, unless otherwise indicated, consisted of an initial 5 minute denaturation step 

at 95o C; 35 cycles of denaturation (94o C for 30 seconds), annealing (37oC for 

GSTD1_DEG_F/GSTD1_DEG_R primers, or 55-62o C for other primers, for 30 

seconds), and extension (72o C for 45-60 seconds). 

To enable phylogenetic tests for positive selection and to search for substitutions 

at conserved residues in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza, we sequenced GstD1 from S. flava 

and S. nigrita, 3 species of North American Scaptomyza, 5 species of Hawaiian 

Scaptomyza, and 8 species of Hawaiian Drosophila, the sister clade to Scaptomyza (Table 

S1). The entire coding region (630 bp) and a small fragment of the 3’ UTR was amplified 

from each species using the degenerate primers GSTD1_DEG_F and GSTD1_DEG_R, 

which were designed through alignment of GstD1 from the sequenced genomes in the 
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subgenus Drosophila (Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium et al. 2007). Amplicons were 

separated by gel electrophoresis (0.8% agarose and 0.5X TAE) and an amplicon of the 

appropriate size was extracted and purified using custom columns, ligated into the PCR-

II TOPO vector (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY), and transformed into TOP10 E. coli cells 

(Invitrogen). Direct Sanger sequencing was performed on plasmids used the standard SP6 

and T7 primers, which gave fully overlapping complementary reads across the coding 

region. We required at least two clones from the same sample to match perfectly across 

the coding region to be retained for further analysis. Sequencing of GstD1, GstD1A 

and/or GstD1B from S. nr. nigrita and S. nr flava was conducted as described for 

polymorphism-based analyses below. Additional sequences from species in the subgenera 

Drosophila and Sophophora were obtained from FlyBase (flybase.org; release 

FB2011_03). 

To search for duplications of GstD1 in S. flava (from Belmont, MA, USA) and S. 

nigrita (from RMBL, CO, USA), we employed hiTAIL PCR following the method 

previously described (Liu and Chen 2007). For each of the long arbitrary degenerate 

primers (Liu and Chen 2007), sequential reactions were carried out with the nested 

primer pair combinations GSTD1-hiTAIL-F1/GSTD1-hiTAIL-F2 and GSTD1-hiTAIL-

R1/GSTD1-hiTAIL-R2, or GSTD1-hiTAIL-F2/GSTD1-hiTAIL-F3 and GSTD1-hiTAIL-

R2/GSTD1-hiTAIL-R3. Reactions yielding multiple products were separated by gel 

electrophoresis, extracted, cloned and sequenced as described above, which returned a 

portion of the GstD1 coding sequence and variable length flanking sequence. We 

discovered two copies in S. nigrita, only one of which was amplified by our previous 

approach using degenerate primers in the 3’ and 5’ UTRs; we refer to the copy amplified 
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by degenerate PCR as SnigGstD1A and the second copy as SnigGstD1B, but this does not 

suggest directionality of the duplication. Although we cannot rule out that the two copies 

arose by tandem duplication, attempts to sequence between the two copies using all 

possible orientations of copy-specific primers were not successful. We recovered both 

copies through 5’/3’-RACE using cDNA from an S. nigrita larva collected near RMBL, 

indicating that both copies are expressed. We used the hiTAIL-generated sequences as a 

template to design SnigGstD1B-specific primers (SnigGSTD1B_5UTR_F1 and 

SnigGSTD1B_3UTR_R1) and amplified, cloned, and sequenced across the coding region 

in both directions as is described in our initial degenerate PCR approach. We found only 

one copy of GstD1 through hiTAIL PCR in S. flava, as is common across most 

Drosophila. Blastn searches using S. flava and S. nigrita GstD1 sequences uncovered 

only this same copy in a preliminary S. flava genome assembly from a single inbred line 

derived from the Belmont, MA population, as well as putative pseudogenes (Fig.S2). 

Short reads and assembled contigs are available from the authors upon request. We did 

not explicitly search for duplicated copies in non-herbivorous Drosophila and 

Scaptomyza species without sequenced genomes. 

To investigate GstD1 sequence polymorphism across in S. flava and S. nigrita, 

copy-specific primers were used to amplify the coding region from 20 individuals of S. 

flava from Belmont, MA, USA for SflaGstD1; 24 individuals from the RMBL (Gothic, 

CO, U.S.A.) and 5 individuals from nearby populations (Colorado, New Mexico, 

Arizona) for SnigGSTD1A; and 18 individuals from RMBL and the same 5 individuals 

from nearby populations for SnigGSTD1B (Table S1). Primers used were 

GSTD1_DEG_F with GSTD1_DEG_R or GSTD1_SFLA_F with GSTD1_SFLA_R for 
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SflaGstD1, SnigGSTD1A_F with SnigGSTD1A_R for SnigGstD1A, and 

SnigGSTD1B_F and SnigGSTD1B_R for SnigGstD1B. The same primers were used to 

screen for orthologous copies of GSTD1, GSTD1A, and GSTD1B in single individuals of 

S. nr. flava (AZ) and S. nr. nigrita (ID, NV, OR) populations (Table S1, Figs. 2,3). 

SnigGstD1A and SnigGstD1B amplicons were cleaned using ExoSAP –IT (Affymetrix, 

Santa Clara, CA) and directly sequenced in both directions. SflaGstD1 amplicons were 

cloned and sequenced in both directions as described for our initial degenerate PCR 

approach due to low DNA and PCR-amplicon yields from small, wild-collected larvae.  

Additionally, to determine if patterns of molecular evolution detected in the 

GstD1 sequences were due to other, genome-wide factors (e.g., recovery from a historical 

population bottleneck), we sequenced a ~620 bp portion of another gene typically under 

strong purifying selection in Drosophila, the olfactory receptor co-receptor (Orco, or 

Or83b) (Benton et al. 2006; Guo and Kim 2007), from many of the same Scaptomyza 

species and S. flava and S. nigrita individuals described above (Table S1). PCR was 

conducted using the primers Orco_1F and Orco_1R (Table S10), which are anchored in 

the first and second intron of the D. grimshawi gene model. All PCR amplicons were 

cleaned using ExoSAP –IT and directly sequenced. 

Sequencing of six additional genes (orco, esc, cad, marf, coi, and coii) was 

conducted as described above, using primers described in (Bonacum et al. 2001) or 

above. Lineages for which these genes were sequenced are represented in Fig. 2, with the 

addition of S. pallida (not shown). 
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Phylogenetic analysis 

Phylogenetic analyses were performed using a nucleotide alignment of the full 

GstD1 coding sequence (630 bp). Alignment was performed by eye and was 

straightforward, with only a single indel in one species. For some taxa, 50-300 bp of 

alignable flanking sequence was available; however, because this additional sequence 

data did not significantly improve tree resolution and could not be reliably aligned 

between distantly related taxa, only coding sequence was retained. Maximum likelihood 

analysis was conducted RAxML HPC-Hybrid-SSE3 v7.2.8 (Stamatakis 2006), and 

Bayesian analysis was conducted using MrBayes v3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 

2003). Both analyses used the GTR+G model of sequence evolution, and the dataset was 

partitioned into 1st, 2nd, and 3rd codon positions. For maximum likelihood analysis, ten 

independent runs were conducted to simultaneously infer the optimal topology and assess 

bootstrap support (1000 rapid bootstrap replicates). The most likely tree across runs was 

retained. Bayesian analyses were run five times for 10 x 106 generations, with 25% burn-

in and sampling every 1,000 generations. Convergence was assessed via low (< 0.01) 

average standard deviation in split frequencies. 

Phylogenetic analyses using a concatenated alignment of six genes (orco, esc, 

cad, marf, coi, and coii) for mustard-feeding Scaptomyza, were performed following the 

same procedure, with the dataset partitioned by gene for maximum likelihood analysis, 

and by gene and codon position for Bayesian analysis. Scaptomyza pallida was included 

as an outgroup. 

Analyses were conducted using the high performance computing cluster at the 

University of Arizona and the CIPRES Science Gateway. 
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Construction of GSTD1 expression vectors and transformation into E. coli 

The GstD1 coding sequence was amplified from 10 species of Drosophila and 

Scaptomyza. Amplicons were inserted in-frame into the pT7-MAT-Tag-2 expression 

vector (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) through restriction digest and ligation. Digestions 

used KpnI and HindIII restriction enzymes with the exception of D. melanogaster, S. 

flava, and S. pallida, which used KpnI and EcoRI. Primers are listed in Table S10 under 

“GstD1 Amplification for Restriction Digest and Ligation Into Expression Vector.” 

Because the GstD1 stop codon was amplified, the enzyme was expressed without the His 

tag from the pT7-MAT-Tag-2 vector. Removal of excess nucleotides in the multiple 

cloning site following ligation, as well site-directed mutagenesis, used the QuickChange 

II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) following 

the manufacturer’s instructions with primers listed in Table S10 under “Restriction Site 

Clean-up”. Plasmids were isolated and sequence-verified using C24 and RC24 primers 

(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) after transformation into electrocompetent GC5 (Sigma 

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or One Shot TOP10 (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) E. coli cells. 

Prior to protein expression, sequence-verified plasmids were transformed into 

electrocompetent Rosetta 2 E. coli cells (Novagen/EMD Biosciences, Merck KGaA, 

Darmstadt, Germany) plated on Luria Broth (LB) + 50 µg/mL ampicillin + 30 µg/mL 

chloramphenicol agar media. For each enzyme, purified plasmids from each of three 

single colonies were sequenced to re-verify that the plasmid contained the correct coding 

sequence; these colonies were used to seed the three separate protein purifications 

described below. 
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Protein expression and purification 

Expression and purification for activity assays: Cultures were grown at 37o C and 

shaken at 300 rpm in media supplemented with 50 µg/mL ampicillin and 30 µg/mL 

chloramphenicol unless otherwise noted. A single-colony seed culture in 3-5 mL LB was 

incubated for ~10 hours, and 0.75-1 mL was used to inoculate 100 mL 2X LB. At 

OD600=1.8, 10 mL of RM (200 g/L tryptone, 100 g/L yeast extract) was added, and 

expression was induced 20 minutes later with 1 mM IPTG. Temperature was reduced to 

30o C for 16-20 hours, after which cells were chilled on ice, and all subsequent steps were 

carried out at < 5o C. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 1,500 x g for 10 minutes 

and resuspended in 10 mL lysis buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.0, 300 mM 

NaCl, 10% glycerol, 100 µg/mL lysozyme, 1 mM PMSF, 1x Protease Inhibitor Cocktail 

[Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL]). Cell lysate was disrupted by pulse sonication, 

and debris was removed by centrifugation at 2,050 x g for 10 minutes. 

Cleared supernatant, containing soluble protein, was incubated at 13o C with 20% 

Glutathione Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corporation, Piscataway, NJ) 

with gentle rocking for 30 minutes and subsequently centrifuged at 500 x g for 10 

minutes. Sepharose-bound protein was washed 3x with Phosphate Buffered Saline, pH 

7.3 (140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4) with 

centrifugation at 500 x g for 10 minutes. Protein was subsequently eluted by 3-4 washes 

with elution buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM reduced glutathione) with centrifugation 

at 500 x g for 10 minutes. Following centrifugation at 2,300 x g for 10 minutes to remove 

residual sepharose, eluted protein was further purified and concentrated using Amicon 

Ultra centrifugal filtration units with a 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff (EMD Millipore, 
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Billerica, MA). To remove all but a negligible portion of GSH, three buffer exchanges 

were performed with 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0 using the same 10 kDa filtration units, which 

resulted in a ~250 fold decrease in GSH. Protein purity and correct expression was 

verified by mass spectrometry (select protein preps) and SDS-PAGE electrophoresis (all 

protein preps, Fig. S6). Purified protein concentration was determined using Bradford 

Reagent (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) with BSA as a standard. Wildtype proteins were 

stored at -80o C until use in specific activity and kinetic assays. Each wildtype GSTD1 

enzyme was purified from three separate transformation events. DmelGSTD1 and 

SnigGSTD1A were re-purified at a later date, along with proteins with amino acids 

swapped between the two, for assays summarized in Fig. 5. These proteins were stored < 

1 month at -20oC with 50% glycerol, and exhibited nearly identical activity levels to 

previously purified DmelGSTD1 and SnigGSTD1A stored at -80oC.  

Expression and purification for X-ray crystallography: Cultures were grown at 

37o C and allowed to shake at 300 rpm in media supplemented with 50 µg/mL ampicillin 

and 34 µg/mL chloramphenicol unless otherwise noted. Single colonies were selected to 

inoculate 2 mL LB media pre-cultures, which were added to a 50 mL LB media overnight 

culture after 12 hours. After ~16 hours, 25 mL of overnight culture was used to inoculate 

flasks containing 1L of TB media (12g bacto-tryptone, 24g bacto-yeast extract, 4 mL 

glycerol, 17 mM KH2PO4, and 72 mM K2HPO4). At OD600=0.6-0.9, expression was 

induced using 1 mM IPTG and growth temperature was reduced to 30o C. After 12 hours, 

cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 x g for 15 minutes. Harvested cell pellets 

were weighed (~12 g cell pellet per L of TB), flash frozen in liquid N2, and stored at -80o 

C until purification. 
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All purification steps were done at 4o C. ~4g of frozen harvested cells were 

resuspended in 40 mL of lysis buffer (50 mM NaPO4 pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 0.25 mg/mL 

lysozyme, 1 mM PMSF, 1 µg/mL aprotinin, leupeptin and pepstatin, and 1 mM 

benzamidine) and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. Cell lysate was further disrupted by 

pulse sonication, and cell debris and insoluble proteins were removed by 

ultracentrifugation (185,000 x g for 30 minutes). The supernatant, containing soluble 

protein, was loaded at 1 mL/min onto two consecutive pre-packed 1 mL GSTrap-FF 

affinity columns (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp, Piscataway, NJ) equilibrated in 

PBS, pH 7.3. The column was washed to baseline with 5-10 column volumes of PBS at 1 

mL/min. Protein was then eluted with elution buffer. Protein concentration was estimated 

using the calculated extinction coefficient (Wilkins et al. 1999), ɛ280 = 1.938 (mg/mL)-1 

cm -1. Protein was diluted to 7.5-10 mg/mL, and stored at -80o C. The purification yielded 

80-100 mg GSTD1 per L of TB. Purity was verified using SDS-PAGE. 

 

Specific activity and kinetics assays 

Seven ITCs (benzyl, phenethyl, allyl, butyl, 4-methylsufinylbutyl, isobutyl, 

isopropyl) and three other GST substrates (1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene, CDNB; 4-

nitrophenyl acetate, pNPA; and trans-2-nonenal, tNon) were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). sec-butyl ITC was purchased from Maybridge Chemical 

Company (Cornwall, UK). Reduced glutathione (GSH) was purchased from Fisher 

BioReagents (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL). For kinetic assays with rate-

limiting GSH concentrations, GSH was freshly dissolved in water prior to use. In assays 

where GSH was in excess, GSH dissolved in distilled water was briefly stored at -80o C, 
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which did not detectably reduce the measured reaction rates relative to those from 

reactions carried out with freshly prepared GSH. Conditions for specific activity and 

kinetics assays are given in Table S11. 

 Specific activity assays were carried out in 300-350 µL volumes in a UV-Star 96 

well flat bottom microplate (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany) and absorbance 

was measured using an Eon Microplate Spectrophotometer (BioTek, Winooski, VT). 

Absorbance was measured for each well across a single row at 3 second intervals, 

allowing up to 10 reactions and 2 no-enzyme controls to be measured simultaneously. 

Initial linear reaction rates (measured over the first 21-30 seconds of the reaction) were 

corrected for the non-enzymatic reaction rate and converted to molar substrate turnover 

using published extinction coefficients for ITCs, CDNB, pNPA, and tNon (references 

above); novel absorption coefficients for sec-butyl ITC (ɛ274 = 7.79 mM-1 cm -1), isobutyl 

ITC (ɛ274 = 8.11 mM-1 cm -1), and isopropyl ITC (ɛ274 = 8.08 mM-1 cm -1) were 

determined following a previously described method (Kolm et al. 1995). 

Kinetic assays were carried out in 350-500 µL volumes. When GSH was rate-

limiting, initial reaction rates with 2.5 mM CDNB were measured at 8 GSH 

concentrations ranging from 25 µM to 5 mM in a UV-Star 96 well flat bottom microplate 

(Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany) using an Eon Microplate Spectrophotometer 

(BioTek, Winooski, VT). When benzyl or phenethyl ITC were rate-limiting, initial rates 

were measured with 4 mM GSH at 8-9 ITC concentrations (25-500 µM) in quartz 

cuvettes using a Cary 50 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa 

Clara, CA). Absorption coefficients used were those previously described for activity 

assays. Initial reaction rates were corrected for the non-enzymatic reaction, and kinetic 
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parameters were determined using non-linear regression in GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad 

Software, La Jolla, CA). 

Due to the rapid non-enzymatic rate of dithiocarbamate (ITC+GSH) formation, 

studies examining the role of GSTs in ITC detoxification have conducted activity assays 

at pH 6.5 (Kolm et al. 1995; Wadleigh and Yu 1988). This results in enzymatic and non-

enzymatic reaction rates slower than those under physiological conditions (pH 7-7.5, low 

mM GSH concentrations) (Josephy and Mannervik 2006), but allows accurate and 

reproducible measurements of enzyme activity. However, because assays have been 

conducted below physiological pH, some doubt remains as to whether GSTs significantly 

enhance rates of dithiocarbamate formation under physiological conditions in insects 

(Winde and Wittstock 2011). To address this, we performed specific activity assays for 

benzyl isothiocyanate at pH 7.4 with ITC (75 µM) and GSH (1 mM) concentrations more 

similar to those likely found in cells (Josephy and Mannervik 2006; Zhang 2001) and 

conducive to rapid non-enzymatic reaction rates. Reactions were conducted in quartz 

cuvettes using a Cary 50 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer. 

Both specific activity and kinetic assays were performed with purified GSTD1 

stock aliquots thawed in-hand and stored on wet ice for no more than 2.5 hours before 

freshly thawing a new aliquot. When stock aliquots needed to be further diluted prior to 

the addition of enzyme for rapid reactions, enzyme concentration was never reduced 

below 2.5 µM to avoid loss of enzyme through adsorption to tube walls, as recommended 

for GST activity assays (Fedulova and Mannervik 2011). Approximately equal 

concentrations of each GSTD1 enzyme were used in assays with a given substrate with 
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the exception of SnigGSTD1B, where higher enzyme concentration was often used to 

facilitate accurate measurement of absorbance changes. 

 

X-ray crystallography: structural determination and refinement 

Robotic crystallization screening trials were carried out using a Phoenix liquid handling 

system (Art Robbins Instruments, Inc.), commercial screening solutions Index (Hampton 

Research, Inc.) and Classics (Qiagen Inc.), and the sitting-drop vapor diffusion method. 

Screening experiments yielded several successful crystallization conditions, which were 

optimized by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method at room temperature. Long rod-

shaped crystals were obtained by mixing 1:1 SnigGSTD1A at 9 mg/mL (in 50 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8.0 and 10 mM reduced glutathione) with the precipitant solution (27% PEG 

4000, 0.2 M sodium acetate, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5) and equilibrating against the 

precipitant solution. The crystals were transferred to 35% PEG 4000 and flash-frozen in 

liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data were measured remotely at SSRL beamline 9-2 at 100 K. 

The intensities were processed to 2.15 Å resolution using CrystalClear (Pflugrath 1999). 

The structure was determined by molecular replacement using MrBump (Keegan and 

Winn 2007) and GSTD1 from D. melanogaster as a starting model (PDB entry 3EIN, 

(Low et al. 2010)). The structure was manually rebuilt with Coot (Emsley et al. 2010) and 

refined with Refmac5 (Murshudov, Vagin, Dodson 1997) as implemented in CCP4 

(Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4 1994). Both monomers of the dimeric 

protein were in the crystallographic asymmetric unit and were very similar in 

conformation (RMSD = 0.37 Å for Cα atoms). Each active site contained GSH; however, 

the GSH sulfhydryl in monomer B occupied two positions. The GSH ligand was 
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therefore modeled in two alternate conformations at 0.5 occupancy for each. Structural 

figures were prepared using PyMOL (Delano Scientific, San Carlos, CA, 

http://www.pymol.org/). Final statistics are shown in Table S4. Coordinates and structure 

factors for the final model have been deposited to the Protein Data Bank with accession 

code 4I97. 

 

Molecular evolutionary analysis 

Analyses using sequence divergence: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic models 

of codon evolution, which estimate ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous 

substitutions corrected for the number of possible substitutions of each type (ω) were 

used to evaluate the history of selection on GstD1 in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza and 

across drosophilids generally. Pervasive positive selection leaves a signature of ω>1, 

while ω=1 under neutral evolution and ω<1 under purifying selection. 

Phylogenetic models of codon evolution in GstD1 used species tree topologies 

(Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium et al. 2007; Lapoint, Whiteman, O'Grady 2013; 

O'Grady et al. 2011), in which relevant nodes were supported with Bayesian posterior 

probability >0.9 or ML bootstrap support >70%. The topology of GstD1 depicted in Fig. 

3 was used for GstD1 in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza. We tested for recombination 

within our dataset using the GARD algorithm implemented in HyPhy (Pond et al. 2006). 

We found no evidence for recombination using the recommended small sample AIC, and 

therefore conducted all further analyses using the species tree topology. Codon models 

were implemented using the codeml package in PAML 4.5 (Yang 2007) assuming the 

F3x4 model of codon frequencies. 
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First, we tested for positive selection on GstD1 across the clade comprised of the 

subgenus Drosophila (including Hawaiian Drosophila) and the genus Scaptomyza as a 

whole. Two pairs of nested models –M7 vs. M8, and M8a vs. M8 (Nielsen and Yang 

1998; Wong et al. 2004; Yang 2000) – were compared using codeml. Model M7 (“beta”) 

uses a beta distribution of rate classes with 0<ω<1, model M8 (“beta and ω”) adds an 

additional class with ω>1, and model M8a (“beta and ω=1”) constrains the additional 

class in model M8 to ω=1. Likelihood ratio tests of M7 vs. M8 and M8a vs. M8, using a 

χ2 distribution and degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of 

parameters between models, were used to evaluate the probability that a subset of codons 

is evolving with ω>1 in GstD1 (Swanson, Nielsen, Yang 2003; Wong et al. 2004). The 

posterior probability that a given site fell into the site class with ω>1 in model M8, 

indicative of positive selection, were inferred using the Bayes empirical Bayes method 

(Yang, Wong, Nielsen 2005). 

Next, we tested for evidence of accelerated evolution and positive selection 

specific to mustard-feeding Scaptomyza. We used branch models (Yang 1998), which 

allow ω to vary across branches in a phylogeny but do not allow codon-to-codon 

variation in ω. Across the phylogeny as a whole, ω was estimated using the one ratio 

branch model (M0) in codeml. This served as the null model against which we evaluated 

a two ratio branch model (M0) allowing a separate ω in specified branches or clades. The 

one ratio vs. two ratio models were compared using a likelihood ratio test with a χ2 

distribution and one degree of freedom. To determine whether demographic changes with 

genome-wide effects, rather than changes in selective pressure on GstD1, might be 

responsible for differences in ω in mustard-feeding species relative to other drosophilids, 
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we applied one ratio and two ratio branch models to five control genes: cad, esc, Marf, 

l(2)not, and Orco. 

Analysis using sequence polymorphism: Analyses were performed using DnaSP 

v5.10.01 (Librado and Rozas 2009). Because S. nigrita is restricted to geographically 

isolated alpine habitats, only phased haplotypes from the RMBL population were used to 

avoid putatively confounding effects of population structure and local adaptation (Table 

S1). Similarly, only S. flava from the MA population was used. Sanger sequencing reads 

containing heterozygous sites were phased to haplotypes using PHASE v2.1 with 500 

burn-in iterations and 5000 total iterations. The method of Betrán et al. (Betran et al. 

1997) found no evidence for gene conversion between GstD1A and GstD1B haplotypes, 

so it was appropriate to consider the two genes separately for all analyses. Nucleotide 

diversity (π), Watterson’s theta (θw), and statistics for three tests of neutrality (Tajima’s 

D, Fu and Li’s D*, and Fu and Li’s F*) were calculated (Fu and Li 1993; Nei 1987; 

Tajima 1989; Watterson 1975); when applicable, statistics reflect the number of 

segregating sites rather than the estimated total number of mutations. Significance of the 

three neutrality tests was assessed by coalescent simulation conditioned on the number of 

segregating sites with 10,000 replicates. Simulations were conducted without 

recombination, which is conservative. 

Analysis using sequence polymorphism and divergence: We used the polarized 

McDonald-Kreitman test (MK test) (McDonald and Kreitman 1991) to determine 

whether an excess of non-synonymous substitutions have been fixed in SflaGstD1, 

SnigGstD1A, and SnigGstD1B. Phased haplotypes from S. flava individuals sampled in 

MA and S. nigrita individuals in CO and adjoining states were used to identify 
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polymorphic synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions (Table S1). Tests were 

implemented in DnaSP v5.10.01. Substitutions within a lineage were detected by 

comparison to the ancestral sequence most recent node common ancestral node of 

SnigGstD1A and SnigGstD1B for both S. nigrita GstD1 genes, or the most recent 

ancestral node of SnigGstD1A, SnigGstD1B, and SflaGstD1 for SflaGstD1. Sequences at 

these nodes were inferred using ancestral sequence reconstruction and the species tree. 

Specifically, maximum likelihood marginal reconstruction was performed in codeml 

assuming one ω in mustard-feeding Scaptomyza and another rate across the rest of the 

phylogeny. As a control for demographic effects leaving genome-wide signatures similar 

to those of natural selection, polarized MK tests were also conducted with Orco as a 

control gene (as in the phylogenetic methods), using individuals from the same 

populations, with the addition of individuals from Amsterdam for S. flava to include a 

larger amount of polymorphism (Table S1). 
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Supplementary Note 
 

S. flava: S. flava is a common leaf-miner of mustards in North America, Europe, 

and Asia, and it has been introduced to New Zealand (Martin 2004; Whiteman et al. 

2011). Larvae have been extensively documented feeding on many species in the order 

Brassicales, including A. thaliana, although it has been reported from pea (Fabaceae: 

Pisum sativum) and species of Caryophyllaceae (in New Zealand) (Martin 2004; 

Whiteman et al. 2011). 

S. nigrita: Less is known about the host breadth of S. nigrita. Adults have been 

reported from California, Wyoming, Idaho, and Alaska in the U.S.A. and in Canada 

(Wheeler 1952; Wheeler and Takada 1966). Larvae have only been identified in 

Colorado, where they mine leaves of C. cordifolia (Collinge and Louda 1989; Louda and 

Collinge 1992). Mines are conspicuous and easily distinguishable from those of 

sympatric leaf-miners. While we identified mines in 4/26 C. cordifolia specimens in the 

RMBL herbarium, no mines were identified in 224 specimens from 30 sympatric species 

of Brassicaceae. Similarly, mines were identified in thousands of C. cordifolia plants in 

the field but not in sympatric plant species. Therefore, we used host choice assays to test 

further test the assertion (Collinge and Louda 1989; Louda and Collinge 1992) that S. 

nigrita is monophagous on C. cordifolia. 

To test whether S. nigrita prefers C. cordifolia over other sympatric mustards, we 

conducted pairwise choice tests in June and July 2010 using wild-collected (used within 2 

hours of collection) adult female flies and wild-collected, budding or flowering plants 

(used within 1 day of transplanting into pots with soil indoors) of the following species: 

Boechera stricta, Draba sp., Erysimum capitatum, Noccea montanum, and Thlaspi 
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arvense. Collections were performed within 5 km of the RMBL. Stem or cauline leaf 

clippings, consisting of 13-15 cm2 total leaf area from C. cordifolia and a sympatric 

mustard, were inserted into 2% Phytoblend agar media (Caisson Labs, Logan, UT) in 

corners of a clear plastic 12x12x8.5 cm cage with a mesh cover. A single, gravid female 

fly was allowed to feed for 24 hours at ambient outdoor temperature in partial sunlight, 

after which the total number of stipples (feeding punctures) and eggs were recorded. This 

was replicated 5-6 times per pairwise combination, and no plants or flies were used more 

than once. Larval development time could not be compared across hosts because eggs on 

hosts other than C. cordifolia did not yield late instar larvae or pupae. 

S. nr flava. We collected indivdiuals from Barbarea spp. (AZ, USA). Assigning 

this lineage to a previously described species was not straightforward. 

S. nr nigrita. We collected individuals from Cardamine cordifolia (NV, OR & ID, 

USA). Assigning this lineage to a previously described species was not straightforward. 

S. apicata and S. pallida: We have established colonies of both S. apicata and S. 

pallida from adults naturally emerging from rotting mustard plants (Brassicaceae). S. 

apicata adults emerged from cultivated Barbarea verna (growing location unknown), 

while S. pallida adults emerged from field-collected Barbarea vulgaris leaves mined by 

S. flava (Belmont, MA, USA). Both species were successfully reared for multiple 

generations on rotting Barbarea verna, but were not observed mining healthy leaves. 
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Supplementary Figures and Tables 
 

 
 
Figure for Supplementary Note. S. nigrita exhibits a strong feeding (A) and 
oviposition (B) preference for C. cordifolia over sympatric mustards. In each 
replicate, leaves of approximately equal surface area from C. cordifolia and another 
sympatric mustard species were inserted into plant tissue culture agar media, and a single 
wild-collected, gravid S. nigrita female fly was placed in the center of the cage and 
allowed to feed for 24 hours. Leaves were collected from wild plants that were budding 
or beginning to flower within 2 km of the fly collection site. The data were not normally 
distributed; thus, each pairwise comparison was assessed using a one-tailed Wilcoxon 
Signed-Rank Test (•: P < 0.1; *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.01; ***: P < 0.001). Means are 
plotted ± SEM. 
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Figure S1. Detection of glucosinolate-derived metabolites in drosophilids. (A) HPLC 
fractionation showing quantification of glucosinolate metabolites in S. flava (MA, USA). 
Larvae fed on leaves from glucosinolate-deficient A. thaliana (cyp79b2 cyp79b3 myb28 
myb29 mutant) infused with radiolabeled [14C]-4msob-glucosinolate. Minute-long HPLC 
fractions of larval extracts were scintillation-counted to quantify radioactive products. 
Compound identities were confirmed by comparison of retention times to authentic 
standards and parallel non-radioactive samples. The initial peak at 2-3 min represents 
chromatographically unretained substances not yet identified. Control incubations of 
mashed [14C]-infiltrated leaves without herbivory also give rise to similar quantities of 
this chromatographic peak (in addition to 4msob-ITC and corresponding nitrile), thus 
suggesting these substances are not insect-derived. Mercapturic acid products from the 
conjugation of ITCs to glutathione were also identified semi-quantitatively by HPLC-MS 
in (B, C) wild-collected S. nigrita (CO) larvae from C. cordifolia plants containing 
phenethyl (PE, Figure 2), isopropyl (iPr), isobutyl (iBu) and sec-butyl (sBu) 
glucosinolates, and (D) bodies and frass of D. melanogaster adults fed sucrose solution 
containing 1 mM 4msob-ITC for 48 hours. 
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Figure S2. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of GstD1 from Drosophila and 
Scaptomyza with putative pseudogenes from an S. flava draft genome assembly. 
Putative pseudogenes with frameshifts or premature stop codons were identified by a 
blastn search, aligned with GstD1 sequences using MAFFT, and poorly aligned regions 
were removed using GUIDANCE. RAxML was used to infer topology and bootstrap 
support (rapid bootstrapping algorithm, 1000 replicates) using the GTR+G substitution 
model. Bootstrap support above 50 is indicated. 
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Figure S3. Specific activity of GSTD1A from S. nigrita and S. nr nigrita against two 
isothiocyantes. Assays were conducted as described in the supplementary methods. 
Significance (* indicates P < 0.05) was determined using Mann-Whitney U tests. N = 4 
replicates, each an average of 2 technical replicates. 
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Figure S4. Activity and kinetic parameters for GSTD1 across Scaptomyza and 
Drosophila. Specific activity, the rate at which an enzyme conjugates a hydrophobic 
substrate to reduced glutathione (GSH) under fixed assay conditions, was determined for 
non-ITC substrates (N = 4 replicates). The electrophilic carbon atom attacked by the 
sulfhydryl group of GSH is circled on each structure. Cells are colored by z-score, the 
number of standard deviations of a measured value from the mean value for that substrate 
across all orthologous enzymes in our dataset. Michaelis-Menten kinetic constants for 
GSH, were determined by non-linear regression from reaction velocities for eight GSH 
concentrations at a saturating concentration of CDNB (N = 3-4 measurements across 2-3 
independent experiments). Kinetic constants for phenethyl ITC (PEITC), were 
determined from velocities for eight different PEITC concentrations with saturating GSH 
(N = 3 independent measurements). kcat: maximum substrate turnover rate under 
saturating conditions. Km: substrate concentration at which reaction velocity is exactly 
one-half of Vmax. For all observations, standard errors are indicated in parentheses. 
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Figure S5. Specific activity against three isothiocyanates for SnigGSTD1A, 
DmelGSTD1, and enzymes with amino acids swapped between the two at the 
indicated sites. Assays were conducted as described in the supplementary methods. 
Significance (* indicates P < 0.05) was determined using Mann-Whitney U tests. N = 6 
replicates. 
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Figure S6. SDS-PAGE gel of purified GSTD1 enzyme used in kinetics assays. Above: 
one representative protein preparation is shown per enzyme. Species names (Scaptomyza 
and Drosophila) are given above each corresponding lane. Below: Proteins used for 
analysis in Figure 5. 
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Table S1. PCR amplicons and NCBI GenBank accession codes generated in this study. 
Uses for each sequence are listed following the accession code (Ph = phylogenetic 
analysis of codon evolution; Po = polymorphism-based population genetic analysis, MK 
= McDonald-Kreitman test, En = enzyme purification). Italicized accession codes were 
from previous studies. 
 
Specimen / 
voucher ID 

Species Collection 
Locality 

GstD1A GstD1B Other Genes 

SpalC2 
(10002) 

S. pallida Unknown KF365929 
(Ph, En) 

NA Orco: KF365984 (Ph); 
cad: JX160019 (Ph); 
marf: JX160037 (Ph); 
coi: JX160023 (Ph);  
coii:  JX160027 (Ph) 

202583 S. cyrtandrae HA, USA KC609529 
(Ph) 

NA Orco: KF365987 (Ph) 

201060 S. varipicta HA, USA KC609526 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

202725 S. bryani HA, USA KC609531 
(Ph) 

NA Orco: KF365985 (Ph) 

ShemCT41.
A (10053) 

S. hsui Lake Tahoe, 
NV, USA 

KF365932 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

Sdws1 
(10003) 

S. apicata Unknown KF365931 
(Ph, En) 

NA Orco: KF365986 (Ph) 

202698 S. caliginosa HA, USA KC609530 
(Ph, En) 

NA Orco: KF365989 (Ph) 

202573 S. palmae HA, USA KC609528 
(Ph) 

NA Orco: KF365988 (Ph) 

202558 D. 
ochropleura 

HA, USA KC609536 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

Dcon1 D. conformis HA, USA KF365939 
(Ph, En) 

NA NA 

Dimp1 D. 
imparisetae 

HA, USA KF365938 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

201041 D. nr. 
humeralis 

HA, USA KF365937 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

200994 D. 
apicipuncta 

HA, USA KF365936 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

201043 D. eurypeza HA, USA KF365935 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

200995 D. tetraspilota HA, USA KF365934 
(Ph, En) 

NA NA 

200989 D. desallei HA, USA KF365933 
(Ph) 

NA NA 

SflaME (2 
specimens, 
10001) 

S. flava Colony from 
ME, USA 

NA NA Orco: KF365942- 
KF365943 (MK) 

SflaMA (2 
specimens, 
10000) 

S. flava Colony from 
MA, USA 

KC609532 
(Ph, En) 

NA Orco: KF365944- 
KF365945 (MK); 
cad: JX160018 (Ph);  
esc: KJ943838 (Ph); 
marf: JX160036 (Ph); 
coi: JX160022 (Ph);  
coii: JX160026 (Ph) 

AMST (3 
specimens) 

S. flava Amsterdam KF365924 
(Ph) 

NA Orco: KF365949- 
KF365951 (MK), 
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KF365950 (MK, Ph); 
cad: KJ943831 (Ph); 
esc: KJ943837 (Ph); 
coi: KJ943851 (Ph); 
coii: KJ943857 (Ph) 

SflaN (23 
specimens) 

S. flava MA, USA KJ943806-
KJ943825 
(Po, MK) 

NA Orco: KF365940 (Ph, 
MK), KF365941 (MK), 
KF365952 (MK) 

sp.FLAG4 
(20581) 

S. nr.  flava Flagstaff, 
AZ, USA 

KF365928 
(Ph) 

NA Orco: KF365948 (Ph); 
cad: KJ943830 (Ph); 
esc: KJ943836 (Ph); 
marf: KJ943843 (Ph); 
coi: KJ943850 (Ph);  
coii: KJ943856 (Ph) 

cDNA 
(10004) 

S. nigrita RMBL, CO, 
USA 

KC609535 
(Ph, En) 

KF365930 
(Ph, En) 

NA 

28 
specimens 
(10004) 

S. nigrita RMBL, CO, 
USA 

KF289974-
KF289997 
(Po, MK) 

KF290003-
KF290020 
(Po, MK) 

Orco: KF365953-
KF365978 (Po, MK), 
KF365978 (Ph);  
cad: JX160021 (Ph); 
marf: JX160039 (Ph); 
coi: JX160025 (Ph);  
coii: JX160029 (Ph) 

SnigCT23.i S. nigrita Rio Grande 
NF, CO, 
USA 

KF289969 
(MK) 

KF289998 
(MK) 

Orco: KF365979 (MK) 

SnigCT24.i S. nigrita Taos, NM, 
USA 

KF289970 
(MK) 

KF289999 
(MK) 

Orco: KF365980 (MK) 

SnigCT30.i S. nigrita White 
Mountains, 
AZ, USA 

KF289971  
(Ph, MK) 

KF290000 
(Ph, MK) 

Orco: KF365981 (Ph, 
MK); 
cad: KJ943826 (Ph);  
esc: KJ943832 (Ph);  
marf: KJ943839 (Ph); 
coi: KJ943846 (Ph);  
coii: KJ943852 (Ph)  

SnigCT31.i S. nigrita Telluride, 
CO, USA 

KF289972 
(MK) 

KF290001 
(MK) 

Orco: KF365982 (MK) 

SnigCT34.i S. nigrita Fourmile 
Creek, CO 

KF289973 
(MK) 

KF290002 
(MK) 

Orco: KF365983 (MK) 

SnigCT5.i S. nr. nigrita Boise NF, 
ID, USA 

KJ943860 
(Ph, En) 

NA Orco: KJ943845 (Ph); 
cad: KJ943829 (Ph);  
esc: KJ943835 (Ph);  
marf: KJ943842 (Ph); 
coi: KJ943849 (Ph);  
coii: KJ943855 (Ph)  

SnigCT12.i S. nr. nigrita Mt. Hood 
NF, OR, 
USA 

KJ943859 
(Ph, En) 

KJ943862 (Ph) Orco: KJ943844 (Ph); 
cad: KJ943828 (Ph);  
esc: KJ943834 (Ph); 
marf: KJ943841 (Ph); 
coi: KJ943848 (Ph);  
coii: KJ943854 (Ph) 

SnigCT41.i S. nr. nigrita Lake Tahoe, 
NV, USA 

KJ943858 
(Ph) 

KJ943861 (Ph) cad: KJ943827 (Ph);  
esc: KJ943833 (Ph); 
marf: KJ943840 (Ph); 
coi: KJ943847 (Ph);  
coii: KJ943853 (Ph) 
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Table S2. Specific activitya against ITCs for orthologous GSTD1 enzymes (µM change in substrate • µM-1 enzyme • min-1) and 
without enzyme (µM change in substrate • min-1).  

 Substrate (isothiocyanate R-group) 

GSTD1 enzyme benzyl phenethyl allyl 4msob butyl isobutyl secbutyl isopropyl 

S. nigrita A 163 ± 3.4  60.4 ± 1.6 50.0 ± 3.0 30.9 ± 2.2 21.4 ± 1.3 15.1 ± 0.8 8.4 ± 0.4 6.3 ± 0.8 

S. nigrita B 13.9 ± 0.9 7.2 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.0 1.8 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.3 

S. flava 86.8 ± 2.6 62.8 ± 2.7 42.6 ± 2.6 20.7 ± 1.0 17.1 ± 1.5 10.9 ± 0.7 6.3 ± 1.3 4.3 ± 0.7 

S. pallida 71.2 ± 2.6 31.3 ± 1.0 60.0 ± 2.3 18.5 ± 0.8 14.2 ± 1.2 11.2 ± 0.8 6.3 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.6 

S. apicata 63.2 ± 2.3 26.0 ± 1.3 64.5 ± 2.9 19.2 ± 0.5 15.4 ± 1.3 11.3 ± 0.7 7.1 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.4 

S. caliginosa 112 ± 2.3 43.5 ± 1.5 67.9 ± 2.6 17.5 ± 0.7 17.4 ± 1.0 11.7 ± 1.0 8.2 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.4 

D. tetraspilota 93.1 ± 3.3 39.7 ± 1.8 61.2 ± 3.3 19.7 ± 0.9 16.7 ± 1.5 11.0 ± 0.7 5.8 ± 0.2 4.0 ± 0.4 

D. conformis 59.0 ± 1.9 26.7 ± 0.7 54.1 ± 2.6 28.1 ± 1.0 15.9 ± 1.9 11.7 ± 0.8 6.7 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 0.5 

D. erecta 68.1 ± 2.7 26.0 ± 0.3 49.3 ± 1.7 5.6 ± 0.6 8.5 ± 0.7 5.0 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.3 

D. yakuba 104 ± 4.4 45.3 ± 3.2 60.4 ± 3.1 23.3 ± 1.1 15.8 ± 1.7 11.4 ± 1.0 4.8 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.4 

D. melanogaster 106 ± 1.9 44.5 ± 1.6 40.8 ± 2.9 17.7 ± 0.7 11.0 ± 1.2 9.0 ± 0.7 3.8 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.5 

No enzyme 18.8 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 0.1 21.7 ± 0.4 13.7 ± 0.2 5.3 ± 0.2 4.3 ± 0.2 3.4 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.2 
 

aAssays were conducted in 100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, with 1 mM GSH and 0.4 mM ITC (n=5-7 replicates across 3 independent 
experiments). Bolded values indicate higher activity in SnigGSTD1A than the corresponding orthologous enzyme (P < 0.05) and italicized values 
indicate higher activity in the orthologous enzyme (P < 0.05). P values were calculated by two-tailed pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests and adjusted 
for 8 tests per substrate using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg. Post-hoc comparisons were justified because enzymes showed significant 
differences in activity for any given substrate (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, P < 0.001 in all cases after adjusting for 8 tests). 4msob = 4-
methylsulfinylbutyl.  
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Table S3. Predicted GSTD1-catalyzed fold increase in the rate at which GSH is conjugated to benzyl ITC under various conditions 
and a physiologically-relevant GSTD1 concentrationa.  

Assay 
conditions: [ITC] 
(mM); [GSH] 
(mM); pH 

0.01; 5; 6.5 0.5; 5; 6.5 0.075; 1; 6.5 0.075; 1; 7.4 

Specific 
Activity: 

Turnover 
(mM/s) 

Fold 
Increase 

Turnover 
(mM/s) 

Fold 
Increase 

Turnover 
(mM/s) 

Fold 
Increase 

Turnover 
(mM/s) 

Fold Increase 

S. flava 0.079 622 0.801 126 - - - - 
S. nigrita A 0.180 1414 1.382 217 0.636 3654 0.935 774 
S. nigrita B 0.007 54 0.115 18 - - - - 
S. pallida 0.052 406 0.639 100 0.250 1439 0.412 341 
S. apicata 0.061 476 0.725 114 - - - - 
S. caliginosa 0.089 696 1.041 163 - - - - 
D. tetraspilota 0.084 660 0.857 134 - - - - 
D. conformis 0.044 346 0.506 79 - - - - 
D. erecta 0.036 279 0.572 90 - - - - 
D. yakuba 0.089 700 1.129 177 - - - - 
D. melanogaster 0.065 509 0.939 147 0.374 2150 0.572 474 
Non-enyzmatic 0.00013 - 0.00638 - 0.00017 - 0.00121 - 
 

a Absolute reaction rates are presented in mM ITC conjugated to GSH per second, assuming a GSTD1 concentration of 2 mg/mL 
(~0.085 µM, estimated from D. melanogaster and not necessarily reflective of GSTD1 abundance in other species) and conservatively 
assuming a cellular total soluble protein concentration of 100 mg/mL. Reaction rates in the presence of 5 mM GSH and variable ITC 
concentration were inferred using Michaelis-Menten kinetic constants from this study (Fig. 3), and non-enzymatic rates under the 
same condition used the previously determined rate constant for each reaction. Reaction rates in the presence of 1 mM GSH, 0.75 mM 
ITC, and variable pH were determined through specific activity assays as described in the Supplemental Methods (N = 3 independent 
replicates). Note that although an elevated non-enzymatic reaction rate at a physiological pH (pH 7.4) reduces the observed enzyme-
catalyzed fold increase over the non-enzymatic reaction rate, the majority of the reaction is expected to be enzyme-catalyzed even 
under physiological pH with moderate GSH and ITC concentrations. Given that the non-enzymatic reaction rate is directly 
proportional to both ITC and GSH concentration, the enzyme-catalyzed rate enhancement will become substantially larger if ITCs are 
at low levels, or if GSH is depleted following prolonged exposure to ITCs. The presence of other GSTs in vivo may reduce the fold 
increase in reaction rate catalyzed by GSTD1 specifically, but could enhance the fold increase catalyzed by GSTs collectively. 
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Table S4. Crystallographic data processing and refinement statistics. 
Data Measurement a 

 Synchrotron Beam 
Line SSRL 9-2 

 Space group P43212 
 Cell dimensions 
 a, b, c (Å) 63.29, 63.29, 221.41 
 a, b, g  (°)  90.00, 90.00, 90.00 
  Z 16 
 Resolution (Å) 27.47–2.15 Å 
 Rmerge 0.11 (0.44) 

 I / σI 11.6 (4.3) 
 Completeness (%) 99.2 (98.8) 
 No. of unique 
reflections 24020 (1528) 

 Redundancy 13.6 (13.8) 
Refinement 
Nonhydrogen atoms 
  Protein 3328 
  GSH 40 
  Solvent 145 
 Resolution (Å) 27.47–2.15 Å 
 Rcryst 0.219 (0.257) 

 Rfree 0.273 (0.293) 
Mean B (Å2) 
  chain A 29.8 
  chain B 34.3 
  GSH 30 
R.m.s. deviations 
  Bond lengths (Å) 0.018 
  Bond angles (°) 1.8 
Ramachandran Plot (%) 
  Favored region 96.3 
  Allowed region 3.2 
  Outliers 0.5 b 
 PDB entry 4I97 

 
a Values in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell (2.23–2.15). 
b Glu 65 in each chain is stabilized in an outlier position through hydrogen bonding. This is true 
also in DmelGSTD1 (PDB ID: 3EIN). 
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Table S5. Kinetic constants (with standard error) against benzyl ITC. Experiments were 
conducted as described for Figure 5. 

Enzyme kcat (s -1) Km (uM) kcat/Km (mM -1 s -1) 

SnigGSTD1A + D33N, 
S335Q, T36A, S166T, 
V135F, M164V, Q202L 

11.2 (0.7) 64 (8) 182 (16) 

DmelGSTD1 + N33D, 
Q35S, A36T, T166S, 
F135V, V164M, L202Q 

23.4 (0.5) 151 (8) 157 (7) 
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Table S6. Phylogenetic tests for positive selection on GstD1 across the genus Scaptomyza and 
subgenus Drosophila.  

Model lnL H0 -2lnΔL P a ps 
b ωs 

c 
M7 (beta) -3898.32 - - - - - 
M8a (beta + ω=1) -3894.39 - - - - - 
M8 (beta + ω>1) -3893.17 M7 10.29 0.0058 0.022 1.600 
M8 (beta + ω>1) -3893.17 M8a 2.45 0.1178 - - 

a A significant likelihood ratio test (P < 0.05) between nested models M8 and M7, and M8 and M8a, 
indicates the presence of a class of codons with ω > 1; the M8 vs. M8a comparison is a more conservative 
test than M8 vs. M7 because the latter can be significant due to codons evolving under either positive 
selection or neutral evolution. 
b Proportion of codons in the positively selected site class (only if P < 0.05 for likelihood ratio test). 
c Estimated ω for the positively selected site class (only if P < 0.05 for likelihood ratio test). 
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Table S7. Phylogenetic tests for branch-specific elevated ω and positive selection (ω > 1) in 
mustard-feeding Scaptomyza using likelihood ratio tests that evaluated the model of interest 
against a nested null model (M0).  

Gene Codons Model Foregrounda lnL 2ΔlnL P b ωb
c ωf 

d 

GstD1 208 1 ratio (M0) - -3781.565 - - 0.105 - 

GstD1 208 2 ratio (M0) S. flava -3777.525 8.080 0.019 0.098 0.296 

GstD1A 208 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -3773.018 17.094 <0.001 0.100 ∞ 

GstD1B 208 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -3775.078 12.974 0.002 0.099 0.876 

cad 243 1 ratio (M0) - -3001.094 - - 0.054 - 

cad 243 2 ratio (M0) S. flava -3001.005 0.179 0.850 0.055 0.040 

cad 243 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -3000.793 0.602 0.711 0.054 0.096 

esc 126 1 ratio (M0) - -1000.296 - - 0.007 - 

esc 126 2 ratio (M0) S. flava -1000.278 0.036 0.850 0.007 0.000 

esc 126 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -1000.235 0.122 0.850 0.007 0.000 

Marf 112 1 ratio (M0) - -1237.182 - - 0.094 - 

Marf 112 2 ratio (M0) S. flava -1236.731 0.903 0.711 0.092 0.493 

Marf 112 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -1237.140 0.084 0.850 0.093 0.119 

l(2)not 120 1 ratio (M0) - -1890.586 - - 0.141 - 

l(2)not 120 2 ratio (M0) S. flava -1890.224 0.725 0.711 0.137 0.249 

l(2)not 120 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -1890.566 0.040 0.850 0.140 0.163 

Orco 143 1 ratio (M0) - -1822.917 - - 0.071 - 

Orco 143 2 ratio (M0) S. flava -1822.109 1.615 0.530 0.070 0.275 

Orco 143 2 ratio (M0) S. nigrita -1820.942 3.950 0.152 0.067 0.252 
 

a The 1 ratio vs. 2 ratio comparison detects elevated ω in indicated foreground branches relative to the rest 
of the tree (positive selection or relaxed purifying selection). 
b Likelihood ratio test P values comparing 1 vs. 2 ratio models with one degree of freedom, corrected for 
False Discovery Rate using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg 
c ω estimated for whole tree (1 ratio model) or background branches (2 ratio model) 
d ω estimated for foreground branch (2 ratio model)  
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Table S8. McDonald-Kreitman test for Orco (143 codons analyzed) in mustard-feeding 
Scaptomyza.  

Species Gene Nchr a Ps b Ds d Pn d Dn e P f 
S. flava Orco 20 9 2 1 1 0.423 
S. nigrita Orco 62 7 6 2 5 0.375 

a Number of chromosomes sampled 
b Number of synonymous polymorphisms within a lineage 
c Number of synonymous substitutions within a lineage 
d Number of nonsynonymous polymorphisms within a lineage 
e Number of nonsynonymous substitutions within a lineage 
f P-value from Fisher’s Exact Test after multiple test correction using the method of Benjamini and 
Hochberg. * indicates P < 0.05.
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Table S9. Polymorphism statistics in S. flava GstD1, S. nigrita GstD1 paralogs, and S. nigrita Orco using sequences from individuals 
in a single S. nigrita population (RMBL). 

Gene Nchr a Seg. sites(Eta) b π+SD c θw d Tajima’s D Fu&Li’s D* e Fu&Li’s F* e 
GstD1A  48 10 (10) 0.00219+0.00030 0.00358 -1.1195 -0.4246 -0.768 
GstD1B 36 7 (8) 0.00119+0.00029 0.00268 -1.5703 -3.0997 -3.0737 
Snig Orco 52 9 (9) 0.00253+0.00036 0.00464 -1.2658 -1.3097 -1.5257 
Sfla GstD1 40 8 (8) 0.00400+0.00046 0.00343 0.47825 -0.08425 0.13785 

 

a Nchr: number of phased haplotypes used (twice the number of sequenced diploid individuals). 
b Seg.sites(Eta): number of segregating sites (and inferred number of mutations) in each gene. 
c π: nucleotide diversity per site. 
d θw: Watterson’s theta per site. 
e Significantly negative values of Fu & Li’s D* and Fu & Li’s F* are consistent with GstD1B residing in a genomic region that underwent a 
selective sweep, although the target of selection may reside outside GstD1B.  For Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s tests, the probability that the test 
statistic differed from 0 was determined through coalescent simulation without recombination, which is conservative. For each species, P-values 
were corrected for multiple tests using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg.



Table S10. Primers used in this study.  

Primer Name 
(F = forward, 
R = reverse) 

Primer 
Sequence (5’ – 
3’) 

Orientation Use and gene / region 
targeted a 

Species b 

Population Genetics and Phylogenetics 
GSTD1_DEG
_F 

TGTGCTYTTCTAATT
ATAG 

F A,S (GstD1 
CDS+5UTR+3UTR) 

Sfla, SnigA, Scap, Dros 

GSTD1_DEG
_R 

GAATACWCTTTTAT
TWTAAG 

R A,S (GstD1 
CDS+5UTR+3UTR) 

Sfla, SnigA, Scap, Dros 

SnigGSTD1A
_F 

ATATGGACCGCATC
TWATGATC 

F A,S (GstD1 
CDS+5UTR+3UTR) 

SnigA 

SnigGSTD1A
_R 

GTTCTTTATTTATAA
ATCATGC 

R A,S (GstD1 
CDS+5UTR+3UTR) 

SnigA 

SnigGSTD1B
_F 

GCTTTTTGTGGTGCC
CTAAC 

F A,S (GstD1 
CDS+5UTR+3UTR) 

SnigB 

SnigGSTD1B
_R 

TGCTTTATTTATATA
GTAACTTG 

R A,S (GstD1 
CDS+5UTR+3UTR) 

SnigB 

GSTD1_SFL
A_F 

GTCTAACTATAGTA
AAATG 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Sfla 

GSTD1_SFL
A_R 

GTGTAAAGGAATAT
CGC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Sfla 

Orco_1F ATGCAGCCCRGCAA
RTAYACSG 
 

F A, S (Orco partial CDS) Sfla, Snig, Scap 

Orco_1R CRTGRCTSGCATCCC
AYGGA 

R A, S (Orco partial CDS) Sfla, Snig, Scap 

hiTAIL PCR 
GSTD1-
hiTAIL-F1 

CAATGGMTTYGCNC
TSTGGGAGTC 

F A (GstD1 region) Sfla, Snig 

GSTD1-
hiTAIL-R1 

GACTCCCASAGNGC
RAAKCCATTG 

R A (GstD1 region) Sfla, Snig 

GSTD1-
hiTAIL-F2 

GAGAARTAYGGCAA
GACCGAYTC 

F A (GstD1 region) Sfla, Snig 

GSTD1-
hiTAIL-R2 

GARTCGGTCTTGCC
RTAYTTCTC 

R A (GstD1 region) Sfla, Snig 

GSTD1-
hiTAIL-F3 

CGAYATGGGCACH
MTGTAYCAG 

F A (GstD1 region) Sfla, Snig 

GSTD1-
hiTAIL-R3 

CTGRTACAKDGTGC
CCATRTCG 

R A (GstD1 region) Sfla, Snig 

GstD1 Amplification for Restriction Digest and Ligation Into Expression Vector 
GSTD1_T7M
ATSnigF 

CGAATAAAGCTTAT
GGCTGATTTATACT
ACTTGC 

F A (GstD1 CDS) SnigA, SnigB 

GSTD1_T7M
ATSnigRA 

CTACGTGGTACCTT
ATTCGAAGTATTTC
TTGAACTC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) SnigA 

GSTD1_T7M
ATSnigRB 

TTAACTGGTACCTT
AGCCGAAGTATTTC
TTGAACTC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) SnigB 

GSTD1_T7M
ATSflaF 

CGTAGAGAATTCCA
CCATGGCAGATTTT
TACTACTTGCC 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Sfla 

GSTD1_T7M
ATSflaR 

CTACGTGGTACCTT
AATCGAAGAATTTC
TTGAACTCC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Sfla 
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GSTD1_T7M
ATSpalF 

CGTAGAGAATTCCA
CCATGGCTGATTTC
TACTACTTGC 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Spal 

GSTD1_T7M
ATSpalR 

CTACGTGGTACCTT
ATTCGAAGTATTTC
TTGAACTCC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Spal 

GSTD1_T7M
ATSapiR 

TTAACTGGTACCTT
ATTCGAAAAATTTC
TTAAACTC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Sapi 

GSTD1_T7M
ATScalF 

TCAAGAAAGCTTAT
GGCTGATTTCTACT
ACTTGC 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Scal, Sapi 

GSTD1_T7M
ATScalR 

TTACTTGGTACCTTA
TTCGAAGAATTTCT
TGAACTCC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Scal 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDconF 

CGAATAAAGCTTAT
GGCTGACTTATACT
ATTTG 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Dcon 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDconR 

GCATACGGTACCTT
AATCAAAGAATTTC
TTGAACTC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Dcon 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDereF 

CGAATAAAGCTTAT
GGCTGACTTCTATT
ACCTG 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Dere 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDtetF 

TCAGTCAAGCTTAT
GGCTGACCTCTACT
ACTTGC 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Dtet 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDtetR 

TTAACTGGTACCTT
ATTCAAAGTATTTC
TTGAACTCC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Dtet 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDmelF 

CGTAGAGAATTCCA
CCATGGTTGACTTC
TACTACCTG 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Dmel 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDMelR 

CTACGTGGTACCTT
ATTCGAAGTACTTC
TTGAAC 

R A (GstD1 CDS) Dmel, Dere, Dyak 

GSTD1_T7M
ATDyakF 

CGAATAAAGCTTAT
GGCTGACTTCTACT
ACCTG 

F A (GstD1 CDS) Dyak 

Restriction Site Clean-up 
GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_SnigF 

TCTAGAAATAATTT
TGTTTAACTTTAAG
AAGGAGATATAATA
ATGGCTGATTTATA
CTACTTGC 

F M (GstD1 CDS) SnigA, SnigB 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_SnigR 

GCAAGTAGTATAAA
TCAGCCATTATTAT
ATCTCCTTCTTAAA
GTTAAACAAAATTA
TTTCTAGA 

R M (GstD1 CDS) SnigA, SnigB 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_SflaF 

CTTTAAGAAGGAGA
TATAATAATGGCAG
ATTTTTACTACTTGC
CCGGC 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Sfla 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_SflaR 

GCCGGGCAAGTAGT
AAAAATCTGCCATT
ATTATATCTCCTTCT
TAAAG 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Sfla 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_SpalF 

TCTAGAAATAATTT
TGTTTAACTTTAAG
AAGGAGATATAATA
ATGGCTGATTTCTA
CTACTTGC 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Spal 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_SpalR 

5'GCAAGTAGTAGAA
ATCAGCCATTATTA
TATCTCCTTCTTAAA
GTTAAACAAAATTA

R M (GstD1 CDS) Spal 
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TTTCTAGA 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_ScalF 

TCTAGAAATAATTT
TGTTTAACTTTAAG
AAGGAGATATAATA
ATGGCTGATTTCTA
CTACTTGC 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Scal, Sapi 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_ScalR 

GCAAGTAGTAGAAA
TCAGCCATTATTAT
ATCTCCTTCTTAAA
GTTAAACAAAATTA
TTTCTAGA 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Scal, Sapi 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DconF 

TCTAGAAATAATTT
TGTTTAACTTTAAG
AAGGAGATATAATA
ATGGCTGACTTATA
CTATTTGC 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Dcon 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DconR 

GCAAATAGTATAAG
TCAGCCATTATTAT
ATCTCCTTCTTAAA
GTTAAACAAAATTA
TTTCTAGA 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Dcon 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DtetF 

GAAATAATTTTGTT
TAACTTTAAGAAGG
AGATATAATAATGG
CTGACCTCTACTAC
TT 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Dtet 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DtetR 

AAGTAGTAGAGGTC
AGCCATTATTATAT
CTCCTTCTTAAAGTT
AAACAAAATTATTT
C 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Dtet 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DmelF 

TAGAAATAATTTTG
TTTAACTTTAAGAA
GGAGATATAATAAT
GGTTGACTTCTACT
ACCTG 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Dmel 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DmelR 

CAGGTAGTAGAAGT
CAACCATTATTATA
TCTCCTTCTTAAAGT
TAAACAAAATTATT
TCTA 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Dmel 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DereF 

TAGAAATAATTTTG
TTTAACTTTAAGAA
GGAGATATAATAAT
GGCTGACTTCTATT
ACCTG 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Dere 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DereR 

CAGGTAATAGAAGT
CAGCCATTATTATA
TCTCCTTCTTAAAGT
TAAACAAAATTATT
TCTA 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Dere 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DyakF 

GAAATAATTTTGTT
TAACTTTAAGAAGG
AGATATAATAATGG
CTGACTTCTACTAC
CT 

F M (GstD1 CDS) Dyak 

GSTD1_T7M
ATdel_DyakR 

AGGTAGTAGAAGTC
AGCCATTATTATAT
CTCCTTCTTAAAGTT
AAACAAAATTATTT
C 

R M (GstD1 CDS) Dyak 

 

 

a A = amplification, S = Sequencing, M = mutagenesis 
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b Sfla = S. flava, Snig = S. nigrita (A and B refer to GstD1A and GstD1B, when 
applicable), Spal = S. pallida, Sapi = S. apicata, Scal = S. caliginosa, Dcon = D. 
conformis, Dtet = D. tetraspilota, Dere = D. erecta, Dyak = D. yakuba, Dmel = D. 
melanogaster, Scap = Scaptomyza generally, Dros = Drosophila generally 
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Table S11. Conditions for specific activity and kinetic assays used to monitor rate of 
increase in the glutathione:substrate conjugate (dithiocarbamates) or decline in free 
substrate at 25o C using a spectrophotometer, 100 mM sodium phosphate. 
 
Substrate Enzyme 

(µM) 
GSH 
(mM) 

Substrate 
(mM) pH Solvent Abs. 

(nm) Citation 

ITCs 0.15-0.75 1 0.4 6.5 2% acetonitrile 274 Kolm et al. 1995 (36) 

CDNB 0.05 1 1 6.5 3% ethanol 340 Habig et al. 1974 (24) 

pNPA 0.75 0.5 0.2 7 3% ethanol 400 Keen & Jakoby 1978 
(90) 

tNon 0.05 1 0.025 6.5 3% ethanol 225 Brophy et al. 1989 
(91) 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Evolutionary transitions to herbivory spur unparalleled species radiations in 

insects, but they first require adaptations to overcome barriers to ingesting, digesting, and 

living on plant tissue. The ancient origin of herbivory in most herbivorous lineages makes 

identifying these adaptations difficult. Here, we report the assembled genome of 

Scaptomyza flava, a drosophilid fly that feeds on Arabidopsis and other mustards. The 

close relatedness between Scaptomyza and Drosophila, the genetic model insect, enabled 

the discovery of evolutionary innovations in Scaptomyza using comparative genomics. 

We found that genes playing key roles in metabolism of plant-derived dietary compounds 

evolved at an accelerated rate following the transition to herbivory in S. flava, consistent 

with the hypothesis that plant chemicals are major drivers of herbivorous insect 

evolution. Notably, an expanded set of rapidly evolving glutathione S-transferases confer 

unprecedented capacity to detoxify insecticidal mustard oils produced by host plants. 

Further, an altered sterol profile in S. flava relative to microbe-feeding Drosophila was 

coupled with rapid evolution of sterol transporters that are orthologous to a gene essential 

for cholesterol homeostasis in humans. Using genome-wide association mapping, we 

found that the neural developmental pathway is involved in the formation of dense, plant-

cutting pegs on the S. flava ovipositor, a key morphological innovation in S. flava. 

Overall, these analyses highlight how the targeted modification of pre-existing genes—

rather than dramatic genome-wide changes—likely plays a key role in overcoming 

barriers to the evolution of herbivory.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

By evolutionary standards, herbivorous insects are incredibly successful. Since 

the emergence of the first herbivorous insects over 350 million years ago [1], herbivorous 

lineages have diversified into new species at a faster rate than non-herbivores [2,3] and 

now compose one quarter of all named species on Earth [4]. Despite the success of 

herbivorous insects, evolutionary transitions to herbivory are, paradoxically, absent from 

two-thirds of living insect orders [3]. Reflecting on the paucity of these transitions across 

the higher taxa of insects, Strong and others proposed that “life on higher plants presents 

a formidable evolutionary hurdle that most groups of insects have conspicuously failed to 

overcome” [5]. These barriers include the need to locate and attach to host plants, ingest 

and digest plant tissue, overcome plant defenses (including potent defensive toxins), and 

utilize the suboptimal balances of nutrients in plant tissues for growth and development, 

among others [5-8]. Uncovering the strategies that enable herbivorous insects to 

overcome these barriers is essential to understanding the origins of biological diversity. 

Comparative genomics methods, in which the genomes of species are interrogated 

for evolutionary patterns associated with a trait of interest, offer a powerful toolkit for 

uncovering adaptations facilitating herbivory. Such studies have been hindered, however, 

by the fact that herbivory evolved anciently (more than 100 million years ago) in 

herbivorous arthropod lineages that have been studied through the lens of comparative 

genomics. The lack of closely related non-herbivorous lineages for comparison makes it 

difficult to distinguish herbivory-associated patterns from those that might have arisen in 

response to other ecological differences among lineages, or even through stochastic 
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processes. Thus, while striking patterns have been uncovered in the genomes of some 

herbivorous insects—such as the expanded detoxification gene repertoire that may enable 

a broad diet breadth in the diamondback moth (Plutella xylostella) [9], or the rampant 

emergence of new gustatory receptors allowing passionvine butterflies (genus 

Heliconius) to identify their host plants [10]—demonstrating that herbivory drove these 

genomic patterns is a challenge. 

A comparative genomic approach focusing on recently derived herbivores and 

their non-herbivorous relatives would be ideal for uncovering genomic changes linked to 

the evolution of herbivory. The most promising higher taxon in insects for such studies 

are the Diptera, in which herbivory has evolved at least 25 times independently [11]. 

More high quality genome sequences are available for species of Diptera than any other 

higher taxon [12]. Within the Diptera, the family Drosophilidae—including the pre-

eminent genetic model organisms, D. melanogaster, and thousands of other species 

distributed throughout the globe—presents a powerful model to begin dissecting the 

molecular basis of adaptations facilitating the evolution of herbivory [13]. Herbivory has 

evolved multiple times in the past 20 million years in the Drosophilidae [14], where most 

non-herbivorous species retain the ancestral habit of feeding on microbes associated with 

decaying plant or fungal tissue [15,16]. Although most drosophilids encounter plant and 

fungal toxins, they, unlike herbivores, typically don’t face feeding-induced defenses from 

their hosts. High-quality genome assemblies are available for over 20 Drosophila species 

that share a common ancestor ca. 70 million years ago and that have diverse ecologies but 

feed on microbes or ripe fruit [17,18]. These genomic resources and the genetic tools for 

Drosophila, coupled with the addition of genome sequences from herbivorous species, 
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could facilitate the identification of loci targeted by natural selection as nascent 

herbivores overcome the hurdles plants present to the evolution of herbivory [13]. 

Here, we assembled the genome of an herbivorous drosophilid fly species, S. 

flava, nested phylogenetically within the paraphyletic genus Drosophila and subgenus 

Drosophila. The ancestor of S. flava transitioned from microbe-feeding to herbivory 5-15 

million years ago [16] (Fig. 1a). S. flava and its herbivorous sister lineages feed on plants 

in the mustard family (Brassicaceae), including the genetic model plant Arabidopsis 

thaliana [14,19]. Herbivorous Scaptomyza are intimately associated with their host plants 

throughout their life cycle. Adult females and larvae of both sexes consume living leaf 

tissue (Fig. 1b). Females use a cutting oviscap (ovipositor) to create feeding punctures in 

leaves, and they lay eggs into a subset of these wounds; thus, the ovipositor that serves as 

both a trophic organ and egg-laying organ. After eclosing from eggs, larvae immediately 

begin feeding as leafminers on mesophyll tissue, where they encounter high 

concentrations of constitutive and wound-induced plant chemical defenses [14]. Because 

larvae are internal-feeding and entirely dependent on plants for nutrition, herbivorous 

Scaptomyza are endo-parasitoids. 

Using comparative genomic resources for Drosophila and functional genetic 

resources from Arabidopsis, we employed both reverse and forward genomic approaches 

to uncover the genetic basis of putative adaptations coupled with the evolution of 

herbivory in S. flava. 
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 

Genome assembly and annotation 

We sequenced the genome of S. flava using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. 26 

Gb of reads (approximately 90x coverage of the estimated 289 Mb genome [20]) from 

libraries with insert sizes ranging from 180 bp to 5 kb were assembled using 

ALLPATHS-LG into a 216 Mb assembly with a scaffold N50 size of 105 kb. Based on 

homology to other Drosophila and mapping a de novo transcriptome assembly of RNA 

sequenced across S. flava life stages, we predicted 12,993 and 17,997 genes using high 

confidence and liberal methods, respectively. The assembly is of high quality: 97.4% of 

2799 core dipteran genes (i.e., genes present as a single copy across the family Diptera) 

are annotated in the high confidence gene set. To aid in identifying patterns of gene 

evolution that are tightly coupled with the evolution of herbivory in S. flava, we also 

generated a de novo gene-space assembly from S. pallida, a species from the non-

herbivorous clade that is sister to S. flava. These two lineages diverged from a microbe-

feeding common ancestor approximately 15 million years ago (Fig. 1a). The S. pallida 

assembly, which was assembled from 12 Gb of reads from a single 350 bp insert library, 

included at least partial assemblies of 61.4% of core dipteran genes. 

 

Genome-wide rates of gene evolution and selective constraint 

A key assumption of our study is that unique patterns of genome evolution in S. 

flava, relative to non-herbivorous Drosophila, were likely to have been driven directly by 

new selective pressures exerted by host plants. An alternative hypothesis is that the 
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transition to herbivory might indirectly alter patterns of genome evolution if it results in a 

smaller effective population size (Ne) and a concomitant decrease in the efficacy of 

natural selection. Specifically, herbivory could cause a reduction in Ne in Scaptomyza if 

feeding on plants presents a marginal (i.e., lower quality) or less abundant niche for 

drosophilids, or if usable habitat is rarer or spatiotemporally fragmented due to an 

obligate association with mustard plants (rather than a wide range of rotting plant 

material) [21]. We therefore used comparative population genomic and phylogenomic 

methods to compare indicators of the efficacy of natural selection in S. flava and other 

drosophilids. 

We found no evidence for a dramatic, genome-wide shift in the efficacy of natural 

selection in S. flava. First, pooled genome sequencing of an outbred S. flava population 

from Massachusetts revealed that the amount of genetic variation (θ = 0.0128) and the 

coalescent effective population size at fourfold degenerate sites (Ne = 1.14 x 106) are 

similar to North American D. melanogaster (θ = 0.0121, Ne = 1.08 x 106 [22]). Second, 

the genome-wide rate of amino acid-changing substitutions in protein coding genes in S. 

flava (dN/dS, estimated for genes present in a single copy across drosophilids), which is 

shaped by the rate of adaptive fixation and the strength of purifying selection in species 

with large effective population sizes [23], fell within the range observed among non-

herbivorous lineages across Drosophila and Scaptomyza (Fig. 2a-b). Only 6.4% of all 

single copy genes exhibited an accelerated rate of evolution in S. flava relative to 

drosophilids as a whole (likelihood ratio test, FDR = 5%). These results suggest that 

unique patterns of genome evolution in S. flava are likely to arise from changes in 
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selective pressures coupled with the evolution of herbivory, rather than genome-wide 

changes in the efficacy of natural selection. 

Given that S. flava is an obligate endo-parasite of mustard plants during its larval 

stage, it is noteworthy that most core dipteran genes (at least 97.4%) are retained and did 

not collectively exhibit a substantial reduction in selective constraint (which would be 

reflected by elevated dN/dS) in S. flava. Comparative genomic studies of parasites and 

their free-living relatives have generally concluded that parasitism drives reductions in 

gene number, as gene functions that are redundant to those provided by the host are lost 

from parasite genomes [24,25]. S. flava may retain most core dipteran genes because it is 

not dependent on its host throughout its life cycle, and instead is free living as an adult. 

Alternatively, it has been suggested that targeted gene family expansions, rather than 

gene loss, might be a more consistent signature of parasite genome evolution [25]. For 

this reason, expanded gene families—particularly those that enable S. flava to exploit its 

host plants (such as detoxification enzymes)—may be particularly important for the 

understanding of adaptation in S. flava. 

 

Accelerated evolution of proteins that interact with plant compounds 

To gain insight into gene functions experiencing novel selective pressures in 

herbivorous Scaptomyza, we searched for functionally related sets of genes evolving 

more rapidly in S. flava than in non-herbivorous drosophilids. Two evolutionary 

processes could cause accelerated evolution in specific gene families: positive natural 

selection favoring the fixation of beneficial amino acid-changing mutations, or relaxed 

selective constraints permitting stochastic fixation of non-beneficial amino acid-changing 
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mutations. Our goal was to discover functionally related sets of genes that may underlie 

adaptation to an herbivorous diet and should be prioritized for functional studies, so we 

applied our screen for rapidly evolving genes to all genes present as a single copy across 

Drosophila and Scaptomyza. For each gene, we obtained maximum-likelihood estimates 

of dN/dS in S. flava, the entire phylogeny of non-herbivorous drosophilids, and seven 

different non-herbivorous lineages. We then used non-parametric tests to identify 

functionally-related sets of genes, grouped by biological process or molecular function 

Gene Ontology term, that collectively showed an accelerated rate of evolution specific to 

S. flava. 

We found five gene functional categories that exhibited elevated dN/dS in S. flava 

at a 10% false discovery rate (Fig. 2c). Strikingly, many of these genes are known to 

mediate interactions with compounds encountered in the diet or biotic environment. 

Genes encoding glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), an ancient gene family present in all 

kingdoms of life that serves to detoxify a broad suite of environmental and metabolic 

toxins [26], exhibited the most pronounced fold-increase in dN/dS relative to non-

herbivorous drosophilids. Fatty acid elongases, another gene set evolving at an 

accelerated rate in S. flava, control the rate and substrate specificity of the elongation of 

dietary and endogenous fatty acids, which serve as precursors of cell membrane 

components, cuticular hydrocarbons, pheromones, and molecules used for energy storage 

[27,28]. Two other rapidly evolving gene sets, encoding octopamine receptors and 

sodium ion transporters, are involved in sensory perception. Octopamine receptors 

mediate reward-based learning during feeding in D. melanogaster [29]. DEG/ENaC 

channels, the majority of sodium ion transporters in our analysis, are essential in D. 
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melanogaster for tasting sodium chloride [30], a limiting nutrient in herbivore diets [31]. 

DEG/ENac channels also directly function in salt uptake and liquid clearance [32]. 

Given that coping with a new suite of plant-derived, dietary chemicals is 

hypothesized to be a major driver of adaptive evolution in herbivores, we predicted that 

genes expressed in organs with key roles in transport, metabolism, and detoxification of 

dietary compounds—such as the midgut or Malpighian tubules [33,34]—would evolve at 

an accelerated rate in S. flava. We identified genes with tissue-biased expression using 

tissue-specific expression data from D. melanogaster larvae [35]. Among seven tissues 

with available data, only genes with midgut-biased expression collectively exhibited 

elevated dN/dS in S. flava relative to Drosophila and Scaptomyza as a whole (P = 6.8x10-

6; Fig. 2d). To ensure this pattern was not driven by genes that are midgut-specific in D. 

melanogaster but not S. flava, we conducted transcriptome sequencing of the digestive 

tract (gut) from larval S. flava and compared gene expression between larval guts and 

whole bodies [14] to identify genes with gut-biased expression. One-third of genes with 

midgut-biased expression in D. melanogaster also showed gut-biased expression in S. 

flava, suggesting that midgut-biased expression is likely an ancestral state for these genes 

in Drosophila and Scaptomyza. This refined midgut-biased gene set also exhibited 

elevated dN/dS in S. flava (P = 0.02; Fig. 2e), but not in any non-herbivorous drosophilid 

lineage (all P > 0.05). Given the importance of the midgut in nutrient absorption and as 

the physical interface between dietary compounds and the fly’s internal tissues [34], 

accelerated evolution of midgut-specific genes is consistent with the hypothesis that 

interactions with dietary, plant-derived compounds drive the evolution of herbivorous 

insect genomes [36]. 
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Sterol homeostasis 

The type and abundance of sterol molecules—which function as components of 

cellular membranes, hormone precursors, and signals that regulate developmental 

processes [37]—varies between herbivorous and saprophagous diets [38]. Adaptations 

that fine-tune herbivore metabolism to efficiently use the mixture of dietary sterols 

abundant in plant tissue may therefore be a crucial step in the evolution of herbivory. 

This is likely particularly true for insects, because unlike most animals, they lack the 

ability to synthesize sterols and must obtain them from their diet [37,39]. 

We found dramatic differences between the sterol profiles of S. flava and D. 

melanogaster. The relative amounts of different sterol molecules in D. melanogaster 

tissue closely matches the composition of sterols directly obtained from the diet [38]. 

Cholesterol—which is preferentially used for synthesis of ecdysone, an essential 

developmental hormone in insects [40]—is present in only trace amounts. In contrast, we 

found that the sterol composition of S. flava larvae and adults is predominately 

cholesterol, even though it constitutes only a minute fraction of sterols in the leaves they 

mine (Fig. 2f). The difference in sterol profiles between these two species persists even 

when D. melanogaster is experimentally provisioned with a diet rich in plant-based 

sterols [38], suggesting that genetic differences (and not a plastic response to diet) might 

account for their different sterol profiles. 

We hypothesized that genes physically interacting with sterol molecules might 

have evolved rapidly in S. flava in order to maintain sterol homeostasis despite exposure 

to the altered blend of sterol molecules provided by a plant-based diet. Intriguingly, genes 

involved in sterol binding and/or sterol homeostasis are evolving more rapidly in S. flava 
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than in Drosophila and Scaptomyza collectively (Mann-Whitney U Test, P = 1.7x10-4; 

Fig. 2f). Since the function and substrate specificity of these enzymes depend protein 

structure, their accelerated evolution in S. flava might reflect the adaptive evolution of 

novel functions or modulation of ancestral functions affecting sterol homeostasis when 

consuming a plant-based diet. 

S. flava offers a powerful model system to uncover the molecular basis of 

evolutionary changes in sterol homeostasis coupled with dietary transitions, and could aid 

in understanding the functional evolution of genes underlying human disease. Faster 

evolution of genes functioning in sterol binding and/or homeostasis in S. flava is driven 

predominately by orthologs of the human npc2 gene. In humans, the protein encoded by 

npc2 is involved in trans-membrane sterol transport and exhibits unequal specificity 

toward different sterol structures, and ncp2 harbors rare genetic variants causing 

Niemann-Pick Type 2 disease (marked by impaired cholesterol efflux) [41]. Genomic 

scans have uncovered evidence of positive selection acting on other cholesterol 

transporters coupled with dietary shifts putatively driven by agriculture in humans and 

domestication in dogs [42], underscoring the broad importance of adaptations affecting 

sterol homeostasis during dietary shifts. 

Our findings in S. flava also highlight how diverse strategies have evolved in 

drosophilid flies as a means to cope with novel sterol profiles in their diverse feeding 

substrates. In D. pachea, which feeds only on microbes growing on senita cactus rots, 

mutations in the neverland gene do not allow D. pachea to use cholesterol as a precursor 

for ecdysteroid biosynthesis; instead, these flies use senita-derived phytosterols [43]. The 
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mechanism that allows S. flava to accumulate high levels of cholesterol, despite only low 

levels of cholesterol in plant tissue it feeds on, remains to be uncovered. 

 

Detoxification 

The pressure to cope with plant-derived toxins is predicted to drive the 

remodeling of detoxification gene repertoires in herbivores [44]. Some herbivorous 

arthropods—notably, the diamondback moth [45], whitefly [46], and spider mite [47]—

have expanded detoxification gene repertoires, driven largely by gene duplications 

concentrated within a few detoxification gene subfamilies. However, their broad diets are 

not representative of 90% of herbivorous arthropod species, which typically feed on a 

small number of related plant families or genera [4,48]. This, and a paucity of genomes 

from closely related non-herbivorous lineages for comparative genomic studies, has 

precluded confidently linking changes to the detoxification gene repertoire with the 

evolution of herbivory per se. Our goal here was to determine if rates of detoxification 

gene evolution were accelerated in S. flava compared to its non-herbivorous relatives, and 

whether this pattern could be explained (at least in part by) interactions with major 

defensive compounds produced by its host plants. 

Previously, we explored how how S. flava is impacted by glucosinolates (GSLs), 

the primary defensive compound in plants in the order Brassicales [49], including most 

known host plants of S. flava [14]. GSLs are transformed into highly electrophilic and 

insecticidal mustard oils during tissue damage [49]. Ingestion of mustard oils or exposure 

to mustard oil vapor slows growth and can be lethal to insects, including D. melanogaster 

[50,51]. Insects that specialize on mustard plants, however, have evolved physiological 
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mechanisms to avoid toxic effects of mustard oil exposure during feeding, usually by 

preventing the hydrolysis of GSLs into mustard oils altogether [51]. Surprisingly, 

metabolic profiling revealed that mustard oils accumulate in S. flava tissue during feeding 

on mustards [52]. Although physiological exposure to mustard oils is costly to S. flava—

ingestion of GSLs slows development time (Fig. 3a), reduces weight gain [14], and 

induces physiological stress [14]—the detrimental impacts of GSLs on S. flava growth 

and performance are small compared to insects that do not specialize on GSL-bearing 

plants (e.g., [53]). Together, these patterns suggest that dietary GSLs likely presented a 

major barrier to the evolution of herbivory and mustard specialization in the ancestor of 

S. flava, and that an efficient mechanism of mustard oil detoxification likely played a key 

role in overcoming this barrier. 

We next investigated how the presence of mustard oils in the diet of S. flava 

shaped evolution of its detoxification gene repertoire. Our metabolic profiling [52] 

revealed that Scaptomyza metabolize mustard oils using the mercapturic acid pathway 

(Fig. 3b), a versatile pathway for the detoxification of electrophilic molecules that is 

present across eukaryotes and predated the evolution of herbivory in arthropods [54]. 

Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) catalyze the first step of the mercapturic acid pathway 

for a wide variety of substrates, including mustard oils [52]. In S. nigrita, a close relative 

of S. flava that specializes on a single mustard species, we previously discovered that 

rapid accumulation of amino acid substitutions following a gene duplication event caused 

a highly conserved GST (GstD1) to more efficiently detoxify mustard oils [52]. Variation 

in amino acid sequence among paralogous GST copies also leads to marked differences 

in the rate of mustard oil detoxification in humans [55], although it us unknown whether 
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this variation might be adaptive. We therefore expected elevated rates of gene duplication 

and molecular evolution in genes encoding GSTs in S. flava relative to non-herbivorous 

drosophilids. 

Although the number of GST genes in the S. flava genome fell within the range 

observed in other Drosophila (Fig. 3c), two patterns suggested the evolution of herbivory 

has spurred remodeling of the GST repertoire in S. flava. First, the rate of GST gene 

duplications and losses is significantly elevated in S. flava relative to its non-herbivorous 

relatives (phylogenetic simulations, P = 0.016). Of 19 duplication or loss events observed 

among species in the subgenus Drosophila and genus Scaptomyza, 9 (47%) occurred in S. 

flava. Second, nearly one-third of all GSTs in S. flava have evolved at a significantly 

faster rate than their orthologs in other lineages (Fig. 3c). This pattern was driven largely 

by rapid evolution of duplicated GSTs (median fold increase in dN/dS in S. flava = 1.15 

for single copy GSTs and 2.33 for duplicated GSTs).  

Strikingly, the largest lineage-specific expansion of a single GST observed within 

the subgenus Drosophila occurred in S. flava (Fig. 3d) and was coupled with rapid 

evolution of many of the resulting paralogs (Fig 3d, subtree). We refer to this expanded 

clade of GSTs as GSTE5-8 genes, based on homology to GSTE5, GSTE6, GSTE7, and 

GSTE8 in D. melanogaster (Fig. 4a). S. pallida and D. grimshawi, the closest relatives of 

S. flava included in our analysis, each have two single GSTE5-8 copies, whereas S. flava 

has five. Gene tree-species tree reconciliation (Fig. 4a-b) and mutation rate-calibrated 

estimates of pairwise divergence between paralogs (Fig. 4c) indicated that the GSTE5-8 

lineage-specific duplications in S. flava occurred after the split from S. pallida, broadly 

concurrent with the timing of the evolution of herbivory and feeding on mustard plants. 
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To identify specific GSTs at which rapid molecular evolution was likely driven by 

adaptation to dietary mustard oils, we characterized gene expression and enzyme function 

for all cytosolic GSTs (delta, epsilon, sigma, and theta class) in S. flava. First, we reared 

larvae on wild-type Arabidopsis and GSL-deficient Arabidopsis mutants, and we 

compared gene expression in the presence or absence of GSLs (for both whole larvae and 

larval guts) using transcriptome sequencing. Only the expression of GSTE5-8 genes, 

which together comprise > 1% of all transcripts in the gut (Fig. 3e, left), was strongly 

induced by dietary GSLs (Fig. 3e, middle). Second, we profiled the rate of mustard oil 

detoxification using pure solutions of each S. flava GST, obtained by heterologous 

expression in vitro. GSTE5-8 enzymes from S. flava had exceptionally high activity 

against mustard oils (Fig. 3e, right). Strikingly, the most active enzyme, SflaGSTE5-8a, 

had a five-fold higher efficiency toward mustard oils than observed for any previously 

characterized GST from animals, fungi, and bacteria (Fig. 5). 

Together, these results reveal that exposure to mustard oils, a novel dietary toxin, 

was coupled with rapid rates of sequence evolution and gene duplication in the GST gene 

family. This process gave rise to highly expressed detoxification enzymes with 

exceptional affinity for mustard oils—thus providing a direct link between the evolution 

of herbivory and putatively adaptive remodeling of a detoxification gene family in S. 

flava. 
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Novel feeding organ 

Two obstacles to the evolution of herbivory are the difficulty of ingesting tough 

plant tissue and the risk of desiccation for larvae feeding on exposed leaf surfaces [5,6]. 

Adult females of S. flava overcome these obstacles by gouging plant tissue with serrated 

ovipositor plates (Fig. 6a). Immediately after creating these wounds, which can number 

in the hundreds per female per day [56], females use their proboscis to feed on plant 

fluids that seep from these wounds. They insert eggs into a subset of these wounds, which 

allow larvae to avoid desiccation by emerging directly from the egg into the moist 

internal leaf environment [14]. Thus, three major barriers to the evolution of herbivory—

attachment to the host, avoidance of desiccation of both eggs and larvae, and ingestion of 

plant tissue [5,6,8]—are overcome by behavioral and morphological traits relying on the 

ovipositor. 

The derived function of the ovipositor as a plant-piercing organ in S. flava is 

coupled with a key morphological novelty: unlike related microbe-feeding drosophilids, 

the ovipositor plate is lined with hardened and enlarged pegs (Fig. 6a) that slice through 

leaf tissue. Because the serrated ovipositor enabled a new means of resource acquisition 

in S. flava relative to its non-herbivorous ancestors, which do not form feeding punctures 

nor lay eggs inside living plant tissues, this derived morphological trait is an example of a 

key evolutionary innovation [57]. 

Our comparative genomic approach of searching for rapidly evolving protein-

coding sequences, as employed earlier in this study, is unlikely to identify genes involved 

in the development of a serrated ovipositor in S. flava. Novel morphological structures 

typically evolve through genetic changes interspersed within long stretches of non-coding 
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regulatory DNA, which modify the timing and location at which master developmental 

genes (often transcription factors) are expressed [58,59]. We therefore used an alternative 

approach: we employed genome-wide association (GWA) mapping to locate genetic 

polymorphisms associated with variation in ovipositor morphology in S. flava. Although 

both ovipositor peg number and peg size differ conspicuously between herbivorous and 

non-herbivorous Scaptomyza, we focused on peg number because it was more tractable to 

measure. Our GWA mapping approach was not designed to detect mutations fixed in the 

ancestor of S. flava that account for inter-species differences in ovipositor morphology. 

Instead, our aim was to identify genes and developmental processes that contribute to the 

formation of derived ovipositor features in S. flava, which are also candidate genes and 

developmental pathways that may underlie inter-species differences. 

We screened for variation in ovipositor peg number in two different populations 

of outbred flies that were recently derived from the field in New Hampshire. Variation 

was normally distributed within populations (Fig. 6b), typical of a quantitative trait 

controlled by multiple loci, and additive genetic differences among individuals accounted 

for roughly 50% of this variation (Fig. 6c). We used a pool-GWAS approach, which 

relies on detecting allele frequency differences among pools of individuals with extreme 

phenotypes [60], to identify specific genetic polymorphisms contributing to variation in 

peg number in the two populations. Because peg number was correlated with ovipositor 

length and we did not intend to map loci associated with ovipositor length, we 

constructed pools of individuals in the upper and lower 20% of the peg number 

distribution after accounting for the effect of ovipositor length on peg number (Fig. 6d-e) 

for two outbred mapping populations. We then conducted whole genome sequencing of 
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each of the four DNA pools (mean total coverage per site = 168x), mapped sequences to 

the S. flava genome, and quantified the probability that allele frequencies differed 

between the high and low peg number pools for 1.7 million SNPs. We found an excess of 

SNPs with significantly differentiated allele frequencies among pools (Fig. 6f; FDR for 

top 15 SNPs = 21%). Because linkage disequilibrium decays quickly in S. flava (Fig. 6g), 

SNPs showing the strongest associations likely are in close proximity to causal 

polymorphisms or are likely to be causal themselves. 

Previous anatomical studies in other dipterans found that hardened ovipositor 

pegs are modified sensory bristles [61,62], a component of the peripheral nervous system. 

We therefore expected that genes involved in peripheral nervous system development, 

which often control the fate or migration of neural cells [63], would play an outsized role 

in shaping variation in S. flava ovipositor peg number. To test this prediction, we 

quantified the enrichment of transcription factors putatively involved in specifying neural 

cell fate in D. melanogaster [64] surrounding the 15 SNPs (i.e., the top 0.001 percentile) 

most strongly associated with ovipositor peg number in S. flava. Because cis-regulatory 

mutations often underlie variation in morphological traits [58], and nearly 90% of cis-

regulatory elements are located within 30 kb of the genes they regulate, our enrichment 

tests considered genes within 30 kb of the focal SNPs. Neural transcription factors were 

enriched in these regions (4 transcription factors observed: slp1, slp2, croc, Eip75B; 0.3 

expected from genomic permutation; P < 0.001). In all cases, SNPs were located 

upstream of the neural transcription factors (Fig. 6h). This pattern suggests ovipositor peg 

development likely relies, at least in part, on cis-regulatory elements affecting the 
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abundance, location, or timing of expression of transcription factors that initiate 

developmental cascades to determine neural cell fates. 

Enriched ontologies among genes near top-scoring SNPs from GWA mapping 

further suggest that genes functioning in peripheral nervous system development play a 

role in the determination of ovipositor peg number in S. flava. Genes involved in neural 

cell morphogenesis and elongation of imaginal disc-derived cells were overrepresented 

near top-scoring SNPs (Fig. 6i). These same processes are involved in the development 

of sensory organ precursors, which are derived from the imaginal disc and elongate to 

form innervated peripheral sensory organs such as bristles [65,66]. 

The developmental pathways, genes, and regulatory regions identified through 

our GWA mapping approach are promising candidates for functional and evolutionary 

studies aiming to identify the genetic origin of dense, hardened ovipositor pegs in S. flava 

and in other species in which this trait has evolved in parallel. The ovipositor of D. 

suzukii is similar to that of S. flava and is used to attack living plant tissue (ripe fruits). 

However, the ovipositor of D. suzukii is used only to pierce the tough skin of berries and 

it is not used as a trophic organ for the ovipositing females [62]. The hardened and 

enlarged pegs on the ovipositors of both appear species nonetheless appear to be 

anatomically similar. A similar ovipositor also appears in distantly related 

Scaptodrosophila notha females, which cut into the rachis of their living fern hosts[67]. 

Thus, there is clear evidence that the parallel evolution of herbivory in multiple 

drosophilid lineages is linked to the evolution of a piercing-cutting ovipositor. Given our 

evidence that a conserved pathway for peripheral sensory organ is involved in 

determining peg number in S. flava, we hypothesize that this pathway provides a 
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substrate that has been repeatedly targeted for the evolution of dense ovipositor pegs in 

parallel transitions to herbivory across the Drosophilidae. 

 

Limitations and future directions 

Our analyses have a number of biases and limitations that could be addressed in 

future studies. First, our genome-wide scan for rapidly evolving genes was restricted to 

genes present as a single copy in all lineages used in the analysis, including S. flava 

(although we did interrogate the importance of duplicated genes in our study of GSTs). 

This approach overlooks gene losses or duplication events, which also play important 

roles in adaptation to novel habitats. Gene loss offers a large mutational target for 

eliminating biological functions that are unnecessary or even detrimental in a novel 

habitat [68], and gene duplication enables the evolution of improved or novel gene 

functions by dividing ancestral functions among multiple genes [69,70]. To partially 

overcome this limitation in this study and in previous studies, we conducted additional 

analyses focusing on candidate genes or gene families. These analyses indicate that gene 

duplication and loss have likely facilitated the evolution of herbivory in Scaptomyza: the 

evolution of host-seeking behavior involved the loss of multiple olfactory receptors 

necessary for attraction to microbe-rich feeding substrates across Drosophila [71], while 

the evolution of enhanced detoxification of mustard oils relied on rapid functional 

evolution of GSTs following gene duplication events in both S. flava (this study) and a 

mustard-feeding sister lineage (S. nigrita, [52]). 

Second, we did not explicitly test for differences in gene expression among 

herbivorous Scaptomyza and non-herbivorous drosophilids. Changes to DNA sequences 
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that regulate gene expression frequently contribute to adaptation [72]. Given the 

timescale of the divergence of S. flava from its non-herbivorous relatives, and the lack of 

a high quality whole genome assembly for non-herbivorous Scaptomyza, genomic scans 

for adaptively evolving gene regulatory sequences coupled with the evolution of 

herbivory are not straightforward. Comparative transcriptomic analyses, building on 

available datasets for D. melanogaster and S. flava, could provide a starting point for 

these analyses by identifying genes or gene families with the largest differences in gene 

expression levels among herbivorous and non-herbivorous species. Our search for 

polymorphisms underlying intra-species variation in the densely serrated ovipositor of S. 

flava already suggests that evolution of regulatory DNA sequences may have facilitated 

key morphological innovations, but the specific changes accounting for inter-species 

differences remain to be identified. 

Third, our phylogenetic approach cannot discern whether gene families mediating 

interactions with plant-derived compounds are evolving rapidly in S. flava due to 

adaptive evolution or relaxation of selective constraint. With the exception of 

detoxification enzymes for which we conducted functional studies, further work is 

needed to infer which gene families and traits adaptively evolved to facilitate herbivory, 

and which may have simply become less constrained. Comparing population genetic 

signatures across gene families between herbivorous and non-herbivorous lineages—such 

as the proportion of adaptive amino acid substitutions inferred in from patterns of 

polymorphism and divergence [73,74], or the allele frequency spectrum of deleterious 

polymorphisms segregating within populations [75]—will provide an avenue for 

disentangling relaxed selection from adaptive evolution in herbivorous Scaptomyza. 
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Lastly, our analysis focuses on a single herbivorous lineage. Although the 

inclusion of many non-herbivorous lineages in our analyses allowed us to precisely detect 

patterns of gene evolution that differ between S. flava and its non-herbivorous relatives, it 

remains possible that some of these patterns are the result of aspects of S. flava’s biology 

or ecology other than herbivory. Studies of other transitions to herbivory in flies—

including lineages of fern-feeding Hawaiian Drosophila and Scaptodrosophila, a lineage 

of facultatively herbivorous Scaptomyza, and over 20 transitions to herbivory across the 

Diptera as a whole [13]—offer an opportunity to explore the extent to which the 

adaptations facilitating herbivory in S. flava are general strategies that have repeatedly 

evolved across parallel transitions to herbivory. 

 

Conclusion 

By ecological and evolutionary metrics—such as species diversity and organism 

abundance—herbivory is the most successful strategy for nutrient acquisition to ever 

evolve in animals [2,4]. The genetic adaptations facilitating the evolution of herbivory, 

however, are not well understood. Here, we employed reverse and forward genomic 

approaches to uncover and characterize putative adaptations linked to the evolution of 

herbivory in S. flava. 

The relatively recent evolution of herbivory (5-15 mya) in Scaptomyza, nested 

within the genomic model genus Drosophila, enabled a comparative genomic approach to 

identify genes with accelerated rates of evolution tightly coupled with the transition to 

herbivory. Many rapidly evolving genes—including GSTs involved in detoxification, and 

transporters of two growth-limiting nutrients, sodium and sterols—mediate interactions 
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between insects and the toxins or nutrients present in their diet. For one of these families, 

GSTs, we found evidence for gene family remodeling (i.e., an elevated rate of gene gain, 

loss, and sequence evolution) coupled with the emergence of enzymes that neutralize the 

major plant toxin in the diet of S. flava with unprecedented efficiency. Genomic 

comparisons among anciently evolved herbivores and distantly related non-herbivores, or 

among multiple herbivorous lineages, have uncovered rapid rates of duplication or loss in 

gene families involved in chemosensation, detoxification, and possibly nutrient 

acquisition or suppression of plant defenses [45-47,76]. By more precisely linking 

accelerated evolution of these genes to the evolution of herbivory in a phylogenetic 

context, our analyses further support the hypothesis that the chemical composition of 

plant tissues drives herbivore evolution, an idea at the heart of early theories on species 

interactions that motivated the development of co-evolutionary theory [77-80]. 

Linking genetic changes to the phenotypes they affect in Scaptomyza has been 

facilitated by the wealth of ecological, functional genetic, and genomic knowledge and 

resources for Drosophila and Arabidopsis, the leading model systems for insect and plant 

genetics. Previous studies characterizing GSL-derived mustard oils as a major anti-

herbivore defense in Arabidopsis [49] provided a starting point for investigating 

adaptation driven by plant defenses in S. flava. Subsequent metabolic profiling [52], 

transcriptome sequencing (this study and [14]), comparative genomics (this study), and 

enzyme functional assays (this study and [52]) then linked remodeling of the GST gene 

family with enhanced mustard oil detoxification. Similarly, an analysis of olfactory 

receptors in a preliminary assembly of the S. flava genome revealed that stepwise loss of 

olfactory receptors responsive to yeast volatiles—which have been intensively studied in 
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a functional genetic, evolutionary genomic, and ecological context in Drosophila—was 

coupled with the loss of the ancestral attraction to microbe-rich feeding substrates in S. 

flava [71]. Together, these findings illustrate that the evolution of herbivory does not 

appear to require dramatic genome-wide changes; instead, the targeted modification of 

pre-existing genes and traits likely plays a key role in overcoming the barriers to feeding 

on living plants. 

 

METHODS 

 

Genome Sequencing, Assembly, and Annotation 

Scaptomyza flava. The sequenced line (OHI-9) of S. flava, derived from a 

laboratory population initially collected in Belmont, MA, was passaged through 10 

generations of single pair mating on Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants. Paired-end 180 

bp and 200 bp insert libraries and 3 kbp and 5kbp mate pair libraries from OHI-9 female 

flies were sequenced with 100 bp read length on an Illumina Hiseq 2000 at the University 

of Arizona. Reads were quality filtered and Illumina TruSeq3 adapters were removed 

using Trimmomatic v0.35 with the following parameters: “LEADING:10 TRAILING:10 

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:99”. 

Read pairs that survived quality filtering were subsampled to ~90x coverage of 

the S. flava genome and assembled using ALLPATHS-LG [83] on the XSEDE high 

performance computing system. Contigs were extended and ambiguous regions were 

resolved iteratively using GapCloser [84]. Repeat regions were masked using 

RepeatMasker [85] with the Drosophila repeat library. Protein-coding genes were 
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annotated using MAKER2 [86] with the S. flava transcriptome [14] and predicted gene 

sequences from 12 Drosophila species obtained from FlyBase release 2013_06 provided 

to inform gene models. UTRs were removed from transcript models to generate CDS 

models using a custom perl script, and only the longest coding variant of each 

alternatively spliced CDS model was used for downstream analysis. We recovered 

17,997 genes in our liberal gene set (annotations predicted by Augustus) and 12,993 

genes in our high confidence gene set (annotations supported by multiple lines of 

evidence in MAKER2). The number of core dipteran genes recovered in our assembly 

was determined with BUSCO v2 [87]. 

Scaptomyza pallida. DNA was extracted from a pool of S. pallida flies from a 

laboratory colony that was initially collected in Belmont, MA, and subsequently 

maintained on rotting A. thaliana Col-0 plants damaged by S. flava. A paired-end 350 bp 

insert library was sequenced with 100 bp read length on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at the 

University of Arizona. Reads were quality filtered as above, and surviving read pairs 

(~12 Gbp) were assembled using SOAPdenovo [84]. Contig extension, repeat masking, 

gene annotation, and identification of core dipteran genes were conducted as described 

for S. flava. We recovered 37,569 genes in our liberal gene set and 10,685 genes in our 

high confidence gene set (as defined above, except we allowed partial gene annotations in 

S. pallida due to the more fragmented nature of the assembly). 

Orthology and gene ontology assignment. Orthology relationships among protein-

coding genes in S. flava, S. pallida, and 11 Drosophila genomes (FlyBase release 

FB2013_06 of all genomes from [88], except D. willistoni) were assigned by similarity 

clustering using orthoMCL v2.0.9 [89] with default parameters and an inflation value of 
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1.5. The orthoMCL workflow was run separately for the liberal and high confidence S. 

flava gene sets, with the liberal S. pallida gene set and 11 Drosophila gene sets being 

used in both runs. Single copy orthologs were identified and extracted using custom perl 

scripts. Gene ontology (GO) term annotations for D. melanogaster were obtained from 

FlyBase release FB2013_06 and FuncAssociate 3.0 (retrieved Nov. 2016, [90]), and each 

S. flava gene was annotated with all GO terms from the D. melanogaster gene(s) in its 

ortholog cluster. 

A careful manual curation strategy was used assign orthology for GSTs in S. flava 

and the subgenus Drosophila (D. grimshawi, D. mojavensis, and D. virilis). First, 

annotated GST protein sequences from D. melanogaster—annotated in [91-94]—were 

queried against protein annotations for each member of the subgenus Drosophila using 

BLASTP [95]. Putative GSTs (e-value < 1e-3) were retained, and the resulting collection 

of GSTs from all four Drosophila species were then queried against S. flava protein 

models, again using BLASTP and retaining putative S. flava GSTs (e-value < 1e-3). 

Amino acid sequences were aligned using MUSCLE [96] and manually inspected. A 

maximum likelihood phylogeny was constructed from these sequences using RAxML 

[97] blackbox with default settings. GST ortholog groups were designated as 

monophyletic clades putatively present as a single gene copy in the ancestor of the 

subgenus Drosophila or (when applicable) the genus Drosophila with > 70 bootstrap 

support, or otherwise on the basis of previous orthology assignments and syntenic 

relationships when bootstrap support was < 70. Identical GST sequences were flagged as 

putative assembly errors and reduced to a single copy. Alignments of gene models of S. 

flava GST deviating in length from its D. melanogaster ortholog by > 10 amino acids 
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were manually inspected, and S. flava gene models from MAKER2 annotations were 

corrected when necessary. Finally, GSTs from all species were realigned and a maximum 

likelihood tree was constructed using the same methods described above, and S. flava 

GSTs were assigned the gene name of their D. melanogaster ortholog(s). 

To identify GSTE5-8 orthologs in the S. pallida genome assembly, we queried the 

liberal set of S. pallida gene models using TBLASTX using each S. flava GSTE5-8 as a 

query sequence. We aligned translations of each gene using MUSCLE with GSTE4 and 

GSTE5-8 orthologs in S. flava, all three species in the subgenus Drosophila, D. 

melanogaster, and all S. pallida TBLASTX hits (e-value < 1e-5). The alignment was use 

to construct a maximum likelihood tree using RAxMLHPC-Hybrid-SSE3 v7.2.8 with the 

PROTGAMMAWAGF substitution model and 100 rapid bootstraps. Two putative 

GSTE5-8 sequences and one putative GSTE4 sequence were identified in S. pallida using 

this approach, and an additional TBLASTX search against the full S. pallida genome did 

not yield putative GSTE5-8 genes in unannotated genomic regions. We then realigned 

DNA sequences of the GSTE4 and GSTE5-8 orthologs from our five previously 

annotated species with the retained putative orthologs in S. pallida, constructed a new 

maximum likelihood tree using RAxMLHPC-Hybrid-SSE3 v7.2.8 with the 

GTRGAMMA substitution model and 1000 rapid bootstraps in five runs, and retained the 

tree with the best likelihood score to assess evolutionary relationships among GSTE5-8 

orthologs.  
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Gene Expression Analysis 

Larval performance profiling and tissue collection. To first test the effect of GSLs 

on S. flava performance, we compared egg to adult development time on plants with and 

without GSLs. S. flava adult females were allowed to oviposit on two mutant A. thaliana 

genotypes: cyp79b2 cyp79b3 myb28 myb29 or pad3. cyp79b2 cyp79b3 myb28 myb29 

([98], hereafter “GKO” for “GSL knockout”) mutants lack GSLs. pad3 rather than 

wildtype plants were used as a control because they lack camalexins, a non-GSL 

defensive compound also absent in GKO mutants [99,100]. Cages contained ~40 plants 

each of a single genotype (N = 4 cages per genotype). After 8 hours, adult flies were 

removed and offspring were allowed to develop at 22o C under a 16:8 hour light:dark 

cycle. Cage positions on shelves were rotated daily to minimize positional effects. After 

two weeks, cages were monitored daily for emergence of adult flies, which were removed 

and counted (N > 1500 emerged adults total). 

In a separate experiment to detect GSL-induced changes in gene expression, 

adults were allowed to oviposit on GKO plants. After one week, larvae were transferred 

to feed for 12 hours on either pad3 or GKO plants (N = 50 larvae per genotype). Larvae 

were initially reared on pad3 because GSLs have strong effects on early larval 

development rate [14], so developmental stages of larvae reared from eggs on plants with 

and without GSLs quickly become out of sync developmentally. 12 hours after transfer to 

the new host plant, larval guts were excised under a Stemi 2000-C microscope (Zeiss) 

and briefly stored at 4oC in RNAlater (Thermo-Fisher Scientific). RNA was extracted 

from the pad3- and GKO-transferred larval gut pools using a PureLink RNA Mink Kit 

(Thermo-Fisher Scientific). 
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RNAseq read mapping and differential expression analysis. The GKO- and pad3-

transferred larval gut pools were each sequenced to yield 100 bp paired-end reads on one 

quarter of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 lane at the University of Arizona. Over 50 million read 

pairs were mapped to S. flava gene models using TopHat2 [101]. We also used the same 

protocol to re-map single-end reads from a similar experiment using whole S. flava larvae 

and wildtype instead of pad3 A. thaliana [14]. 

Differential expression analyses were conducted using default settings in DEseq2 

[102] for the following comparisons: (A) pad3-fed vs. GKO-fed larval guts, (B) 

wildtype-fed vs. GKO-fed whole larvae, (C) wildtype-fed whole larvae vs. pad3-fed 

larval guts, and (D) GKO-fed whole larvae vs. GKO-fed larval guts. To increase power to 

detect differential expression if genes showed consistent expression trends between larval 

guts and whole larvae, P-values were merged across experiments (A and B for GSL-

induced expression change, and C and D for gut-specific enrichment of expression) using 

Stouffer’s Z method [103] with the R package metaP. 

Identification of genes with tissue-specific expression. Microarray measurements 

of tissue-specific gene expression in D. melanogaster larvae from the FlyAtlas [35] 

project were obtained from FlyBase. The fat body expression values were discarded due 

to a signal of potential testes tissue contamination. Expression values for a given gene 

were summed across the seven remaining tissues, and expression was considered to be 

tissue biased if gene expression in that tissue was > 50% of the summed expression 

across all tissues. Genes were considered putatively gut-specific in S. flava if the meta-

analysis P-value obtained using Stouffer’s Z method (as described above) was significant 

at a 20% FDR. 
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Molecular Evolutionary Analysis 

Sequence alignment. Codon-based alignments of CDS sequences from single 

copy orthologs across 11 Drosophila and two Scaptomyza species were constructed using 

PRANK v140110 [104] with the parameters “-F -codon”. Alignment quality was assessed 

through 100 bootstrapped realignments with the same parameters using GUIDANCE 

v1.41 [105], and poorly aligned residues (residue score < 0.93) were masked. A 

combination of codon-based alignment with PRANK and residue filtering with 

GUIDANCE has been shown to reduce false positives without a substantial increase in 

false negative tests in codeml analyses [106] (but see [107]). Columns with gaps or 

ambiguities in S. flava or S. pallida, or in six or more other taxa, were removed using a 

custom perl script. Alignments with < 100 bp of unambiguous nucleotides in S. flava or 

S. pallida, or with an internal stop codon in one or more taxa, were discarded. The full 

alignment and filtering procedure was repeated once with ortholog clusters for the high 

confidence S. flava gene set and once with ortholog clusters for the liberal S. flava gene 

set. For a given D. melanogaster gene, the alignment from the liberal S. flava gene set 

was retained (if it passed alignment filtering) for further analysis only when (1) the 

alignment including the S. flava ortholog from the high confidence S. flava gene set did 

not pass alignment filtering, or (2) no ortholog was found in the high confidence S. flava 

gene set. Our approach yielded a total of 4,371 single copy ortholog alignments for 

further analysis.  

For each GST ortholog group from manual curation, amino acid sequences were 

aligned using MUSCLE and manually inspected. Amino acid alignments were then back-
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translated to coding sequence DNA alignments using RevTrans [108] prior to 

evolutionary rate analyses. 

Evolutionary rate estimates per gene. For each branch or clade indicated in Figure 

2a, dN/dS was estimated for the focal branch (foreground) and the rest of the tree 

(hereafter “background”) for each alignment of single copy ortholog using the two-ratio 

branch model [109]. Analyses were implemented with the codeml module of PAML v4.5 

[110]. The species tree topology from [14] was provided as the gene tree topology. Each 

model was run with three initial values of dN/dS, and estimates were extracted from the 

run with the best likelihood score. Columns with gaps or ambiguities in a minority of the 

taxa were not excluded (i.e., clean-mode was not used). We also attempted to detect 

positively selected genes using the branch-site model [111], but observed low power and 

did not further analyze these results. 

Additional analyses for GSTs were conducted using the same approach, with two 

modifications: (1) ortholog groups were not necessarily single-copy genes, and instead 

used orthology calls for GSTs described in the section “Orthology and gene ontology 

assignment”, (2) a subset of taxa were used (S. flava, D. grimshawi, D. virilis, 

D.mojavensis, and D. melanogaster, with the latter not included as a focal branch due to 

long branch length), and (3) gene trees were assumed to follow the species tree topology 

and duplications were assumed to be lineage specific unless contradicted by strong 

evidence (bootstrap support > 80) in the previously-described phylogenetic analysis, in 

which case the species tree was modified to incorporate well-supported nodes in the 

inferred gene tree. 
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Detection of rapidly evolving gene sets. dN/dS estimates for single copy orthologs 

were used to detect gene families (where a gene family is defined functionally, either by 

GO ontology or tissue-specific expression as described previously) evolving significantly 

faster in S. flava than the genera Drosophila and Scaptomyza collectively. First, to 

calculate the fold increase or decrease in dN/dS for each gene in S. flava, we divided 

dN/dS for each gene in S. flava by the background dN/dS for that gene, and normalized 

these values by the ratio of median genome-wide dN/dS in S. flava to median dN/dS 

across the background. Thus, normalized fold change in dN/dS specific to S. flava was 

centered at a value of 1. The hypothesis that the distribution of S. flava-specific fold 

changes in dN/dS was higher for each gene family than expected in a random subset of 

genes was evaluated using a one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test. Second, to test if elevated 

dN/dS was specific to S. flava rather than Scaptomyza as a whole, we calculated the 

increase or decrease in genome-wide rank of dN/dS for each gene compared to its 

ortholog in either S. pallida (white in Fig. 2a) or the branch leading to S. flava and S. 

pallida (brown in Fig. 2a) and assessed whether the median increase in rank in S. flava 

was significant using 1000 permutations of gene-to-dN/dS relationships. We used 

nominal P-value cutoffs of 0.005 for the first analysis and 0.05 for the second analysis. 

Permutations of the gene-to- dN/dS relationships in S. flava indicated these cutoffs 

yielded an FDR of ~10%. 

Rate of GST gene gain and loss. GST duplications and losses in S. flava and each 

curated taxon in the subgenus Drosophila were inferred by gene tree-species tree 

reconciliation, requiring bootstrap support > 70 supporting gene duplication or loss 

events. To test for an accelerated rate of gains and losses in S. flava, the number of gains 
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and losses observed across all four taxa were simulated across the terminal branches 

corresponding to each of the four taxa. We assumed that each gain and loss event 

occurred independently and the probability of an event occurring on a given branch was 

equal to the length of that branch divided by the summed length of all four focal branches 

(i.e. that the rate of gains and losses was constant over time across all taxa), using branch 

lengths from the dated phylogeny of [14]. The observed number of gains and losses on 

the S. flava branch was compared to the number of gains and losses on the S. flava branch 

in 100,000 simulations to calculate an empirical P-value. 

 

Sterol Profiling 
 

Sterol profiles were measured following previously described methods  [112] in S. 

flava third instar larvae and < 1 week old mated adults reared at approximately 20-24o C 

on wild-type Col-0 A. thaliana plants. 

 

GST Enzyme Expression, Purification, and Activity Assays 

GST coding sequences were transformed into E. coli and heterologously 

expressed, and purified enzymes were assayed for the rate at which they conjugate 

mustard oils to glutathione using a spectrophotometric assay. Methods for vector 

construction, transformation, bacterial growth and induction of GST expression, enzyme 

purification and quantification, and specific activity and kinetics assays followed those 

described in [52]. 

 

Genome-wide Association Study of Ovipositor Variation 
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Mapping population. Two S. flava populations were founded from approximately 

75 (termed the “NH1” colony) and 58 (termed the “NH2” colony) larvae collected on 

Turritis glabra and Barbarea vulgaris near Dover, New Hampshire, USA. Flies used in 

phenotypic profiling were second generation, lab-reared offspring of the wild-collected 

flies. 

Ovipositor dissections and measurements. Excisions of ovipositors from female 

flies were performed using a Stemi 2000-C microscope (Zeiss). Ovipositors were 

mounted by placing the ovipositor with ventral pegs facing away from the slide towards 

the coverslip on 900 uL of Permount spread over two square centimeters of the slide. The 

slide was subsequently overlain with a coverslip. Each slide was allowed to dry for at 

least one day before measurements were taken.  Ovipositors were photographed for 

phenotypic measurements using a EOS Rebel T3i camera (Canon) mounted on the 

microscope with a 1000 um scale bar for calibration. 

Pegs were counted along the ventral edge of the ovipositor from the smallest peg 

at the anterior to the longest peg at the posterior apex in their linear position along the 

ovipositor. Along the dorsal edge of the ovipositor, peg number varied by only one peg in 

all specimens studied, so these pegs were not included in analysis. We also quantified 

ovipositor serration cord length and wing cord length for each specimen using imageJ. 

Wing cord length was measured with ImageJ from the base of the musculature to the 

wing apex following the third longitudinal vein. All count and length phenotypes were 

averaged across two independent measurements per specimen. 

Linear regression analyses in a pilot experiment (N = 100 flies) revealed that 

ovipositor length was positively correlated with ovipositor peg count (P = 0.0002, R2 = 
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0.13), but not wing length, a proxy for body size (P > 0.1). We therefore quantified both 

ovipositor peg count and ovipositor length for all individuals (NH1, N = 308 flies; NH2, 

N = 422 flies). 

Narrow-sense heritability estimates from mother-daughter regression. 50 single-

pair matings of one male and one virgin female fly from the combined NH1 and NH2 

colonies were conducted on T. glabra rosettes in Magenta boxes (Sigma-Aldrich) with 

modified mesh tops. Each box was provisioned with cotton balls soaked in 10% honey 

solution to improve survivorship. For 30 matings that yielded daughters, ovipositor 

length and peg count was profiled for every mother and at least one of her daughters. 

Narrow-sense heritability of ovipositor peg number was calculated by regressing the 

phenotype of each mother against the average phenotype of her daughters and doubling 

the slope of the regression line, since ovipositor traits could be measured only in mothers. 

Pooled genome sequencing. Ovipositor peg count was adjusted for ovipositor 

length by regressing peg count against length measurements for each individual and 

extracting residuals from the model using the lm function in R. Flies in the NH1 and NH2 

populations were split into two phenotypically extreme pools per population, composed 

of individuals in either the upper or lower 20% tail of the distribution residual peg count. 

Flies in each pool, consisting of 60-85 flies, were homogenized using a TissueLyser 

(Qiagen) with stainless steel bead and DNA was extracted from each pool using a 

DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). 100 bp paired-end reads with a 350 bp insert size 

were sequenced on one half lane on a HiSeq 2500 at Arizona State University. 

Read mapping and pool-GWAS. Read mapping adhered to best practices 

recommended by  [113]. Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.32  [114] with the 
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parameters “TRAILING:3 HEADCROP:2 SLIDINGWINDOW:6:15 MINLEN:50”. 

Reads were mapped to the S. flava genome using bwa v0.7.12  [115] with the non-default 

parameters: for bwa aln, “-o 3 –d 15  -l 100”; for bwa sampe, “-a 1000”. PCR and optical 

duplicate reads were removed using Picard Tools v1.107 (http://picard.sourceforge.net). 

Unpaired and low quality reads were removed using the View command in Samtools 

v1.3.1.  [116] with parameters “-q 20 –f 0x0002 –F 0x0004 –F 0x0008”. Low quality 

bases were removed during conversion to mpileup format using the Samtools mpileup 

command with parameters “-B –Q 17”. Repeat regions and 5 bp windows flanking indels 

(minimum count > 4) were filtered using Popoolation2  [117]. Significance of allele 

frequency differences per site were estimated using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test 

using Popoolation 2 and custom scripts for sites with a minimum minor allele count of 10 

and minor allele frequency of 8% across all pools combined, a minimum coverage depth 

of 100 across all pools combined, and a minimum coverage depth of 15 and maximum 

coverage depth 200 in each pool. To correct P-value inflation, we regressed observed 

against expected –log10(P) values (excluding the 1% most significant SNPs) and divided 

each –log10(P) value by the slope of the regression line. This approach was slightly 

conservative, yielding a median P-value of 0.597. 

Candidate gene and gene ontology enrichment. Tests for enrichment of biological 

process gene ontology terms, or of a list of differentially expressed transcription factors 

among neural cell lineages [64], were implemented using GOWINDA  [118], which uses 

a permutation approach to avoid confounding due to SNP density and gene order in gene 

set enrichment tests for GWAS.  
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Population Genomics 

Pooled genome sequencing. 45 S. flava larvae were collected from Turritis glabra 

from a large field in Belmont, MA. Each larva was collected from a separate plant to 

minimize relatedness among individuals. DNA was extracted from the pool of 45 larvae 

using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). 100 bp paired-end sequencing was 

conducted on half of a lane on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at the University of Arizona. 

Read mapping. Before mapping, reads were trimmed of adapters, and trimmed 

and filtered for quality with Trimmomatic v. 0.32  [114] using the following settings: 

ILLUMINACLIP:2:30:10, TRAILING:3, HEADCROP:2, SLIDINGWINDOW:6:15, and 

MINLEN:50. Trimmed and filtered reads from each population were then mapped to the 

S. flava reference genome first with BWA v. 0.6.1  [115] using the MEM algorithm, and 

then using Stampy v. 1.0.23  [119]using the -bamkeepgood reads option. The substitution 

rates supplied to Stampy were taken from previous Stampy runs and insert size statistics 

were estimated from previous mappings using Picard v. 1.107 CollectInsertSizeMetrics. 

Resulting SAM files were coverted to BAM files using SAMtools v. 0.1.18  [116]. BAM 

files were cleaned and sorted using Picard v. 1.107 CleanSam and SortSam. Duplicates 

reads were marked and removed using Picard v. 1.107 MarkDuplicates. Realignment 

around indels was performed using GATK v. 2.8-1  [120] RealignerTargetCreator and 

IndelRealigner. SAMtools was then used to remove unmapped reads, keep only properly 

mapped read pairs, filter for a mapping quality of 20, and create pileup files from each of 

the final BAM mapping files. Popoolation v. 1.2.2  [121] filterpileup-by-gtf.pl was used 

to filter the pileup files for the repetitive regions identified by RepeatMasker v. 4.0.5 

[85]. Reads were mapped to a mean coverage depth of 31.4x across the S. flava genome. 
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Genetic variation. The proportion of segregating sites (Watterson’s θ) was 

calculated per scaffold for four-fold degenerate sites using Popoolation Variance-

sliding.pl for repeat-masked autosomal (819 scaffolds) and X chromosome (189) 

scaffolds greater than 20 kb in length. Parameters were: a ploidy level of 90 for 

autosomal scaffolds and 70 for X chromosome scaffolds, minimum allele count of two, 

minimum quality score of 20, minimum coverage of four, maximum coverage of 100, 

and minimum covered fraction. Mean θ was calculated weighting scaffold estimates by 

the number of sites used in the calculation. The coalescent effective population size (Ne) 

was calculated from θ using the mutation rate estimate for D. melanogaster from  [122]. 

Linkage Disequilibrium estimation. LD was estimated from the 15 largest autosomal 

scaffolds. After filtering repeats from the BAM file using BEDTools v. 2.17.0  [123] 

intersect, SNPs were called using GATK v. 2.8-1 [120] UnifiedGenotyper with 

heterozygosity of 0.014, ploidy level of 90, two maximum alternative alleles, and a 

maximum coverage of 200. Preliminary SNPs were then hard filtered using GATK v. 

2.8-1 VariantFiltration and SelectVariants. LDx  [124] was used to obtain a maximum 

likelihood estimate of linkage disequilibrium (r2) using a minimum read depth of 10, a 

maximum read depth of 150, an insert size of 417, a minimum quality score of 20, a 

minimum minor allele frequency of 0.1, and a minimum read intersection depth of 11. 
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Figure 1. Evolution of herbivory within the Drosophilidae. (a) The genus Scaptomyza 
is nested within the paraphyletic subgenus Drosophila. The phylogenetic placement of 
the two genomes newly assembled for this study—S. flava (an herbivore) and S. pallida 
(a microbivore)—is indicated on the dated phylogeny of Whiteman et al. [14], which also 
includes the first 12 Drosphila species with high quality genome assemblies [17]. (b) The 
life cycle of S. flava on one of its natural host plants, A. thaliana [14,81]. Clockwise from 
top: Adult females use a cutting oviscap (ovipositor) to create feeding punctures in 
leaves, and they lay eggs into a subset of these wounds. After eclosing from eggs, larvae 
immediately begin feeding as leafminers on mesophyll tissue. Later instar larvae are able 
to enter into new leaves. Larvae pupate within the leaf or in the soil. Adults often mate on 
or near host plants.  
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Figure 2. Rapidly evolving gene families in S. flava implicate plant chemicals as 
drivers of accelerated gene family evolution in S. flava. (a) Individual branches for 
which dN/dS was estimated in single-copy orthologs are indicated on a phylogeny of 13 
taxa included in dN/dS analyses. Branch lengths are proportional to the dated phylogeny 
of Whiteman et al. [14]. (b) Distribution of dN/dS across all single copy orthologs for 
each branch  in panel (a). (c) Gene families exhibiting an elevated lineage-specific fold 
increase in dN/dS in S. flava relative to the rest of the genera Drosophila and Scaptomyza 
(i.e., the rest of the phylogeny in panel “a”, P < 0.005) and in individual comparisons 
with the S. pallida branch and the ancestral Scaptomyza branch (P < 0.05). Panels are 
ordered by statistical significance of elevated dN/dS for a given gene set in S. flava. (d) 
Accelerated evolution in S. flava of genes with midgut-biased expression. Tissue-specific 
expression levels were obtained for D. melanogaster from the FlyAtlas project. (e) 
Accelerated evolution in S. flava of genes where gut-biased expression was observed in 
both S. flava (quantified using RNAseq) and D. melanogaster (quantified as in panel 
“e”). (f) Below: The sterol profile of S. flava larvae and adults differs substantially from 
Arabidopsis leaves serving as their food source. Above: Genes involved in sterol binding 
and homeostasis are evolving more rapidly in S. flava than across the genera Drosophila 
and Scaptomyza as a whole. (P = 0.00017). 
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Figure 3. A subset of five recently duplicated, highly expressed epsilon-class 
Glutathione S-transferases (GSTEs) are induced by, and efficiently detoxify, dietary 
ITCs. (a) Egg to adult fly development time is faster on A. thaliana mutants deficient in 
GSLs (GSL-) than on mutants with an intact GSL biosynthesis pathway (GSL+). (b) GST 
enzymes catalyze the conjugation of mustard oils to glutathione (GSH), the first step in 
the detoxification of mustard oils through the mercapturic acid pathway in S. flava and 
related mustard-feeding Scaptomyza species. Adapted from [52]. (c) S. flava has a similar 
number of GSTs, but a larger number of epsilon-class and smaller number of delta-class 
GSTs, relative to other Drosophila species. This change in GST repertoire is 
accompanied by a higher proportion of GSTs undergoing rapid evolution (defined as 
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significantly accelerated dN/dS relative to the rest of the genus Drosophila, using the five 
species represented on the phylogeny, FDR = 5%). (d) Left: Maximum likelihood amino 
acid phylogeny of cytosolic GSTs in the subgenus Drosophila, composed of D. 
grimshawi, D. mojavensis, D. virilis and S. flava. Right: Maximum likelihood nucleotide 
phylogeny of S. flava orthologs of D. melanogaster GSTE5-8 genes, which comprise the 
largest lineage-specific GST expansion in the subgenus Drosophila. Bootstrap support is 
indicated for each node, and branches with significantly accelerated dN/dS, as described 
in panel “a”, are marked. (e) Left: Expression level of GSTs in larvae that have fed on 
GSL+ A. thaliana. The percent of all sequenced transcripts expressed from each gene was 
inferred from Illumina RNAseq, without correction for splice variation or GC-biased 
sequencing, and is directly proportional to RPKM. Center: Difference in expression level 
in larvae feeding on GSL+ vs. GSL- plants. Expression was measured through 
transcriptome sequencing in two separate experiments: whole larvae were reared on 
either GSL+ or GSL- plants and profiled after 5 days; for larval guts, 7-day old larvae 
were reared on GSL- plants, transferred to GSL+ or GSL- plants to allow for controlled 
feeding bouts on plants of each phenotype, and profiled after 12 hours. “*” indicates 
differentially expressed genes. Right: Specific activity measured in vitro under 
physiologically relevant conditions for heterologously expressed and purified GSTs from 
S. flava. Abbreviations: B, benzyl; PE, phenylethyl; IB, isobutyl; 4MSB, 4-
methylsulfinylbutyl.  
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Figure 4. The lineage-specific expansion of GSTE5-8 genes in S. flava occurred after 
the divergence from S. pallida, concurrent with the evolutionary transition to 
herbivory. (a) Maximum likelihood nucleotide phylogeny of GSTE4 and GSTE5-8 
orthologs identified in the five species for which all GSTs were manually curated (see 
Fig. 3a) and in S. pallida. (b) GSTE5-8 gene duplication and loss events inferred by 
reconciling the phylogeny in panel “a” against the known species tree. (c) Estimated 
divergence times among S. flava GSTE5-8 paralogs and the most closely related GSTE5-
8 ortholog from S. pallida and D. grimshawi. Divergence time was estimated using a 
Drosophila-specific mutation rate [82] and maximum likelihood estimates of pairwise 
synonymous site divergence, corrected for multiple substitutions. 
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Figure 5. S. flava GSTE5-8 enzymes detoxify ITCs more efficiently than any GST 
ever characterized previously. In vitro catalytic efficiency for detoxification of 
phenethyl-ITC is shown for all five S. flava GSTE5-8 enzymes (this study), the 
orthologous D. melanogaster GSTE6 enzyme (this study), and 14 previously-studied 
GSTs (other studies) from across the tree of life. Error bars indicate standard error or 
standard deviation, as reported by the authors of each study. 
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Figure 6. Genome-wide association mapping implicates conserved neural 
developmental pathways in development of the densely serrated, plant-cutting 
ovipositor of S. flava. Panels b, d, and e show the “NH1” pool-GWAS mapping 
population only. (a) The ovipositor of female S. flava flies is densely lined with hardened 
pegs in place of sensory bristles. (b) Ovipositor peg number variation is approximately 
normally distributed in S. flava. (c) Ovipositor peg count, expressed as the residuals from 
a regression of peg count against ovipositor length, shows significant narrow-sense 
heritability (h2 = 0.46) in mother-daughter regression analysis. (d) After regressing out 
the effect of ovipositor length on peg count, pools of phenotypically extreme individuals 
for genome sequencing were constructed by combining individuals in the upper (yellow) 
or lower (blue) 20% tail of the ovipositor peg count distribution. (e) Individuals in low 
ovipositor peg count pool had ~20% fewer pegs, but not statistically different ovipositor 
length, than individuals in the upper 20% tail of the phenotype distribution. (f) Pool-
GWAS P-values, shown for common SNPs (minor allele frequency > 8%) interrogated 
by pooled genome sequencing, were inflated relative to expected distribution if most 
SNPs were not associated with ovipositor variation (gray line). This pattern can result 
from spurious LD when mapping populations are not extremely large. After adjusting P-
values to reduce inflation (yellow line), an excess of strong SNP-phenotype associations 
persisted, consistent with an enrichment of true positive associations. The top 0.05% 
associations are plotted in blue; all other SNPs are plotted in black. (g) LD decays in S. 
flava decays at a rate similar to D. melanogaster, as estimated within paired-end Illumina 
reads from pooled sequencing of wild-collected S. flava. (h) Genes encoding 
transcription factors that differ in expression level among neural cell types are enriched 
near SNPs most strongly associated with ovipositor peg count variation. SNPs upstream 
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of slp2, croc, and Eip75B are the #3, #4, and #10 highest ranking SNPs genome-wide 
(FDR = 21%). (i) The most enriched gene ontology terms (class: Biological Process) for 
genes within 15kb of the top SNPs most strongly associated with ovipositor peg variation 
include key roles in neural cell differentiation and development. In the leftmost plots, 
similar GO terms were clustered by similarity; only the 50 most enriched GO terms are 
shown.	
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ABSTRACT 

 

Herbivorous insects exhibit strong feeding preferences when choosing among 

plant genotypes, yet experiments to map loci mediating plant susceptibility to herbivory 

rarely incorporate host choice. To address this gap, we applied genome-wide association 

(GWA) mapping to uncover genetic polymorphisms mediating damage from foraging 

insects (Scaptomyza flava) across Arabidopsis thaliana genotypes. The effect of chemical 

defenses (glucosinolates) on herbivory depended on herbivore genotype. Unlike many 

studies that ignore host choice behavior, we also found a large effect of plant size on 

herbivory—likely through its effect on plant apparency—that was independent of 

herbivore genotype. These herbivory-associated loci are polymorphic at fine spatial 

scales, and thus have potential to shape variation in herbivory within natural populations. 

We also show that the polymorphism with the largest effect on herbivory underlies 

adaptive latitudinal variation in Arabidopsis plant size in Europe. Overall, our results 

provide genetic support for ecological observations that variation in both chemical 

defenses and non-canonical defense traits (e.g., plant size and phenology) jointly shapes 

plant-herbivore interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Interactions between plants and herbivores drive fundamental ecological and 

evolutionary processes. Herbivores remove 5-20% of the leaf tissue produced annually by 

plants 1, 2, which reduces plant fitness 3, 4, selects against susceptible plant genotypes 4-6, 

and in turn shapes the composition of ecological communities through effects that 

cascade across trophic levels 7. Understanding the mechanistic bases of plant-herbivore 

interactions is therefore a major goal in biology and agriculture 8-10. 

Within plant species, individuals incur different amounts of damage from 

herbivores, and genetic differences among individuals explain a substantial proportion of 

this variation (e.g., 11). Identifying and characterizing specific genetic polymorphisms 

that shape herbivory-related phenotypes within plant populations, which we refer to as a 

gene-focused approach, offers a number of advantages for understanding how this 

variation arises and why it persists 12-15. First, in-depth functional studies of genes 

harboring these variants can uncover specific biochemical and physiological processes 

that mediate interactions with herbivores 4. Second, phenotypic comparisons among 

natural plant accessions or genetically engineered genotypes that vary at genes of interest 

can reveal how susceptibility to herbivory is linked to or trades off with other traits, 

including those of interest to evolutionary biologists (e.g., plant reproductive success 16) 

or crop breeders (e.g., plant biomass or yield). Third, population genetic studies, in which 

patterns at genes of interest are compared with neutral polymorphisms across the 

genome, can reveal how environmental pressures shape adaptive genetic variation within 

and among populations at loci affecting herbivory 17. Integrating these gene-focused 
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methods provides a powerful approach to uncover traits and mechanisms that determine 

plant susceptibility to herbivory and to understand how these traits evolve 12-15. When 

conducted in crop species and their wild relatives, this approach can also find beneficial 

genetic variants that can be used to breed or engineer pest-resistant crops 18. 

To develop a complete and unbiased understanding of the genetic basis of plant-

herbivore interactions, a gene-focused approach should have the potential to identify 

genes and polymorphisms underlying any of the various strategies plants have evolved to 

mitigate herbivory. These strategies include evading, tolerating and resisting herbivores 

19, 20. In theory, genomic mapping techniques, such as genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) and quantitative trait locus (QTL) analyses, are unbiased in this regard because 

they interrogate the entire genome for genetic polymorphisms that affect susceptibility to 

herbivory 21, 22. In practice, however, the design of assays used to measure herbivory 

phenotypes often introduces bias by excluding the effects of herbivore foraging behavior. 

Many experiments place herbivores directly onto different plant genotypes or simulate 

herbivory (e.g., 23-27, but see 28, 29). This approach yields precise measurements of plant 

resistance and herbivore performance phenotypes 10 and has enabled the discovery of 

novel loci shaping plant-herbivore interactions using genetic mapping techniques (e.g., 23-

27), but does so at the cost of minimizing the importance of whether a plant genotype will 

be encountered and attacked by a foraging herbivore. Consequently, the known catalog of 

genetic polymorphisms mediating plant-herbivore interactions is likely biased toward 

polymorphisms involved in resisting herbivory, such as those affecting physical and 

chemical defensive traits, while polymorphisms that mediate herbivore foraging behavior 

are likely underrepresented.  
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Methodological differences between how herbivory is measured in genetic 

mapping studies in the lab and trait-based studies in the field may contribute to current 

uncertainty 8 regarding which plant traits are the primary determinants of herbivory. Co-

evolutionary theory posits that plant defensive chemicals serve as the primary mechanism 

by which plants escape or reduce herbivory 30-32, and this prediction has empirical support 

from both trait-based ecological studies and genetic studies 8, 32. The dominant role 

chemical defenses has been called into question by recent meta-analyses of trait-based 

ecological studies, which suggest that plant life history and morphological traits best 

explain differences in herbivory among plant genotypes or species, while effects of 

chemical defenses are smaller or context-dependent 9, 33, 34. One of the largest 

discrepancies between genetic mapping and trait-based studies specifically concerns the 

importance of plant traits affecting the probability that a plant will be encountered by 

herbivores, termed plant apparency 20. Plant apparency is correlated with susceptibility to 

herbivory in ecological studies (e.g., 35-37), but because herbivore movement among 

plants is typically restricted or excluded in genetic mapping studies, loci affecting plant 

apparency have been conspicuously absent from the known catalog of genetic 

polymorphisms mediating plant-herbivore interactions. Mapping studies using 

experimental designs that incorporate insect foraging behavior, as a complement to 

precise assays focused on resistance phenotypes, could help reconcile results between 

genetic mapping and trait-based approaches. 

Here, we dissected the genetic basis of susceptibility to herbivory in a genetic 

model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana (hereafter Arabidopsis), using a genetic mapping 

approach that simultaneously searched for loci involved in both resistance (for example, 
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through chemical defenses) and evasion (for example, through reduced apparency) of 

herbivory. Adults of the herbivore species used in these assays—Scaptomyza flava 

(Diptera: Drosophilidae), a fly that naturally feeds on Arabidopsis in Europe and North 

America 38—frequently move among plants while foraging in nature. Adult S. flava 

females use a serrated ovipositor to puncture the undersides of leaves of plants in the 

family Brassicaceae 38, and they feed on sap that seeps into these wounds. Glucosinolates 

(GSLs), the major defensive chemicals in Arabidopsis 39, confer resistance to S. flava by 

slowing the feeding and growth rate of S. flava larval stages 40. However, the importance 

of intra-specific variation in plant GSL profiles for resistance to S. flava and the identity 

of other traits mediating resistance or evasion of herbivory S. flava are largely unknown. 

To enable discovery of loci in the Arabidopsis genome involved in both evading 

and resisting herbivory by S. flava, we employed an experimental setup that allowed 

individual insects to forage among a genetically diverse set of plant genotypes and 

choose which genotypes they will attack. Our experimental design considered herbivory 

imposed by each of two populations of S. flava, one collected from Arizona (AZ) and 

another collected from Massachusetts (MA). We had three major goals: first, to identify 

genetic variants mediating susceptibility to foraging insect herbivores; second, to 

understand the physiological and ecological mechanisms through which these loci 

mediate plant-herbivore interactions; and third, to understand the evolution of these 

genetic variants in natural plant populations. 
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RESULTS 

 

Plant genotype underlies variation in susceptibility to herbivory by foraging insects 

In controlled experiments where herbivores are placed directly onto individual 

plants, genetic differences among plants typically explain a substantial proportion of 

variation in herbivory (e.g., 23). If these genotypic effects are masked by stochasticity 

intrinsic to herbivore foraging decisions, experiments in which herbivores are allowed to 

forage may lack power to identify loci underlying variation in herbivory unless they 

employ extremely large sample sizes. To explore this problem, we investigated the 

feasibility of an experimental design that incorporates foraging behavior by allowing 

herbivores to potentially choose among all tested genotypes simultaneously (Fig. 1A-B). 

In each replicate, 288 natural Arabidopsis genotypes (accessions) from Europe were 

randomly arrayed along a grid within large enclosures in the laboratory (Fig. 1B), into 

which we introduced adult flies from either of two populations of Scaptomyza flava. 

Feeding punctures (“herbivory” hereafter) were quantified after 24 hours. 

We decomposed herbivory by S. flava into two components: (1) herbivory 

prevalence, defined as the presence or absence of herbivore damage per plant, which 

reflects host choice, and (2) herbivory intensity, defined as the amount of herbivore 

damage per damaged plant, which reflects feeding rate and/or duration. Herbivory 

prevalence and intensity were not correlated across Arabidopsis accessions (for assays 

with S. flava AZ: Spearman’s ρ = 0.02, P = 0.74; S. flava MA: ρ = -0.05, P = 0.55), and 

therefore reflect different phenotypes with different genetic bases. 
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Although plant accessions were randomly positioned in our experimental 

enclosures, herbivore damage was clustered spatially within each replicate (Fig. S1). 

Spatial clustering can arise stochastically when rates of host encounter and attack success 

are not completely deterministic 41. Failure to account for this aggregation increases 

uncertainty in measured phenotypes. Thus, we modeled herbivory phenotypes using an 

analytical framework that quantified the relative excess or deficit of herbivory damage 

per plant relative to neighboring plants (Fig. 1B-D). Compared to an approach that did 

not account for stochastic aggregation of herbivory, our approach improved the fit of the 

statistical model used to estimate herbivory phenotypes for each accession, increased the 

proportion of variation in herbivory explained by plant genotype (broad-sense 

heritability, H2), and increased power to identify putatively causal loci through GWA 

mapping (Table 1). Heritability estimates for herbivory phenotypes in this study were 

lower than typically observed for traits that do not involve biotic interactions 42, but fell 

within the range of estimates observed for herbivory phenotypes in other studies 26. 

 

GWA mapping uncovers loci linking independent effects of plant apparency and 

chemical defenses to herbivory 

To identify loci with large effects on herbivory, we conducted GWA mapping 

independently for each of four herbivory traits: herbivory prevalence and intensity by S. 

flava AZ, and herbivory prevalence and intensity by S. flava MA. Given the central role 

of chemical defenses and apparency in ecological studies of plant herbivore interactions 8, 

9, we also used GWA mapping to identify loci with effects on these traits (GSLs: 

aliphatic and indolic amino-acid derived GSLs; apparency: aboveground dry biomass, 
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wet biomass, and diameter) and treated these loci as a priori candidates affecting 

herbivory (Table S1). Our GWAS interrogated ~165,000 common SNPs distributed 

across the Arabidopsis genome and controlled for confounding due to population 

structure by including a matrix of relatedness among accessions as a random effect in a 

mixed model framework 43, 44. With the exception of a previous dataset for aliphatic GSL 

profiles 17, all analyses relied on phenotypic measurements from this study. 

Effects of apparency and GSLs on herbivory: The strongest, statistically 

significant association with plant apparency phenotypes was restricted to a trio of SNPs 

in near-complete linkage disequilibrium in a narrow region of Arabidopsis chromosome 1 

(Figs. 2A,S2 & Table 2). We refer to this genomic region, which had not previously been 

linked to variation in plant size, as the Plant Biomass and Size Locus (PBSL). We 

replicated the association between PBSL genotype and apparency through analysis of 

phenotypes from a previous GWAS for plant diameter (one-tailed P = 0.019; Fig. S3), 

which included some overlap with accessions used in our study but involved phenotypes 

generated independently in another growing location 42. Thus, the phenotypic effect of 

this locus is not unique to environmental conditions in our laboratory. Strikingly, the 

allele at PBSL associated with reduced apparency (i.e., narrower plant diameter and 

smaller biomass) was also associated with reduced prevalence of herbivory by both 

herbivore populations (Fig. 2A & Table 2). This locus had a large effect, explaining over 

10% of the variation in herbivory prevalence and apparency phenotypes in our mapping 

population (Table 2). 

Previous studies found that variation in the abundance of different aliphatic GSL 

compounds is primarily controlled by three loci, which are known to contain genes 
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involved in GSL side chain modification 17, 39 (Fig. S4). In our assays, GSL-associated 

SNPs at all three loci also significantly affected herbivory intensity (Fig. 2A), but the loci 

affecting herbivory by the S. flava MA population and by the S. flava AZ population 

were distinct: the GS-OH and MAM loci affected herbivory by S. flava AZ, while the 

AOP locus affected herbivory by S. flava MA. Together, our GWA mapping results 

reveal a general effect (independent of herbivore genotype) of plant apparency and a 

context-dependent effect (dependent on herbivore genotype) of GSLs on herbivory. 

 

Mapping studies in Arabidopsis have found that the tail of the GWAS P-value 

distribution is enriched for loci with true effects on plant phenotypes, even though many 

of these associations are not significant at a conservative genome-wide threshold 42. For 

each herbivory trait, we quantified fold enrichment of SNPs in the tail of the P-value 

distribution shared with plant apparency, aliphatic GSL profile, or indolic GSL profile. 

Results were consistent with our conservative single-locus approach (Fig. 2B). Top SNPs 

associated with herbivory prevalence by either herbivore population were strongly 

enriched for apparency-associated SNPs. In contrast, top SNPs associated with herbivory 

intensity by either herbivore population were strongly enriched for both aliphatic and 

indolic GSL-associated SNPs. We also detected weaker overlap between indolic GSLs 

and herbivory prevalence, and between plant apparency and herbivory intensity (despite 

no significant association at PBSL), but only for the S. flava AZ population. 

Non-candidate traits affecting herbivory prevalence: To identify additional loci 

and traits that may shape patterns of herbivory in Arabidopsis, we focused on the four 

genomic regions that significantly affected herbivory prevalence but not apparency or 
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GSL profile. These regions lacked obvious candidate genes, so we investigated whether 

any of these SNPs exhibited strong associations in GWAS of over 70 traits related to 

defense, development, and flowering time in Arabidopsis 42. Strikingly, the locus most 

strongly associated with herbivory prevalence (aside from PBSL) was consistently among 

the top genome-wide associations with plant age at the onset of flowering (Table S2). 

Because we excluded plants that had begun bolting from our analyses of herbivory, we 

hypothesize that variation at this locus may affect herbivory through physiological 

changes that precede the initiation of flowering. Although our subsequent analyses focus 

on the effects of apparency and chemical defenses, the putative effect of plant phenology 

on herbivory by S. flava warrants further study as another mechanism through which 

traits other than canonical defenses mediate susceptibility to herbivory 9 in Arabidopsis. 

 

Shared genetic architecture leads to correlations between herbivory and both plant 

apparency and chemical defense phenotypes 

To complement inferences from GWAS, we used multiple regression to 

determine how heritable variation among accessions in apparency and GSL phenotypes 

relates to herbivory phenotypes. In addition to allowing the relative effects of each trait 

on herbivory to be estimated, a multiple regression approach might also identify 

relationships that were undetected through GWAS, given that GWAS has low power to 

map variants that are at low frequency or have small phenotypic effects. We focused on 

herbivory by the S. flava AZ population, where our herbivory assays had the most 

replication. For each herbivory trait, the regression model included the following 

phenotypes as putative predictors of herbivory: above-ground wet biomass (a proxy for 
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apparency), the first two principal component (PC) axes that together describe ~80% of 

species-wide variation in the major aliphatic GSL compounds in Arabidopsis 17 (Fig. 3A), 

and the abundance of two indolic GSLs. Each model also included a kinship matrix to 

guard against spurious relationships that could arise if herbivory is affected by traits that 

were not included in our model and are geographically distributed similarly to GSLs or 

apparency. Although apparency and some GSL traits were correlated, perhaps reflecting 

a tradeoff between growth and defense 45 or other sources of pleiotropy, these 

correlations are likely too weak to prevent accurate estimation of the independent effects 

of GSLs and apparency on herbivory (Fig. S5).  

Our multiple regression approach revealed that plant apparency and GSL profiles 

together explained approximately 20% of the variation in susceptibility to herbivory 

among accessions (Table 3). However, their relative importance differed among 

herbivory traits. Apparency affected herbivory prevalence (R2 = 14.5%) more than 

herbivory intensity (R2 = 6.0%). In contrast, GSL phenotypes explained more variation in 

herbivory intensity (R2 = 9.6%) than prevalence (R2 = 3.2%). These results suggest that 

plant apparency has a greater effect than GSLs on host choice by S. flava, while 

apparency and GSLs are similarly strong determinants of feeding rate once a plant is 

attacked. 

We also found that while GSL profile was associated with both herbivory 

prevalence and intensity, these two metrics of herbivory were affected by different GSL 

molecules. Herbivory prevalence was positively associated with the abundance of an 

indolic GSL (MI3M: methoxy-indole-3-yl-methyl). In contrast, herbivory intensity was 

negatively associated with the first PC axis describing GSLs (which primarily reflects an 
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increased abundance of alkenyl GSLs with elongated side chain structures; Fig. 3A) and 

positively associated with the abundance of another indolic GSL (I3M: indole-3-yl-

methyl). These results were robust to the different approaches to quantify GSL variation: 

models where each GSL compound was included separately, rather than integrated into 

PC axes, yielded consistent results (Fig. 3B). We also replicated the effect of alkenyl 

GSLs on herbivory intensity in additional experiments in which flies were not allowed to 

choose among accessions (“no choice” assays using a subset of the mapping population, 

Fig. 3B & Table 3), which further supports the conclusion that alkenyl GSLs impact S. 

flava feeding rate but not host choice behavior. 

 

Assays with genetic mutant plants validate effects of apparency and chemical 

defenses on herbivory 

Effect of GSLs: We validated the effects of GSL defenses on herbivory prevalence 

through additional assays using Arabidopsis mutants. In each assay, flies were allowed to 

forage among a mixture of two genotypes: plants with normal GSL profiles, or mutant 

plants 46-48 deficient in some or all GSL compounds. Consistent with our GWAS that 

explored natural genetic variation among accessions, these assays revealed that the effect 

of indolic GSLs on host preference is dependent on herbivore genotype: indolic GSLs 

were attractive to S. flava AZ flies, but had no effect on foraging by S. flava MA flies 

(Fig. 4A). 

Effect of apparency: Before using genetic mutant plants to investigate the role of 

plant apparency on herbivory, we first conducted genetic fine-mapping with imputed 

Arabidopsis whole-genome sequences 49 to identify candidate genes at PBSL. 
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Associations between PBSL genotype and apparency or herbivory phenotypes peaked in 

two adjacent genes: SEC11 (AT1G12360) and UV-B RESISTANCE 2 (UVR2, 

AT1G12370) (Fig. S6). Loss of function mutations at SEC11 and UVR2 have been shown 

to reduce plant size 50, 51, so these genes are both strong candidates to explain phenotypic 

variation at PBSL (Supplementary Result 1). However, we were unable to experimentally 

investigate the link between UVR2-mediated apparency phenotypes and herbivory 

because reduced plant size in UVR2 loss of function mutants is coupled with extreme 

necrosis 50. We therefore used mutant genotypes to investigate the hypothesis that SEC11 

function affects herbivory, but we acknowledge that effect of UVR2 on herbivory also 

warrants investigation. 

We measured susceptibility to herbivory for a suite of SEC11 mutant genotypes 51 

that varied in rosette size as a result of altered SEC11 function or expression level. 

Herbivory prevalence was positively correlated with rosette size across this suite of 

mutants (Fig. 4B). Previous research using the same suite of SEC11 mutants as our 

herbivory assays discovered that differences in plant size among SEC11 mutants arise 

through differences in cell size 51. We therefore propose a possible model where SEC11 

genotype mediates herbivory by altering plant apparency through its effects on cell size. 

Suggestively, we found that plants in our mapping population with the derived PBSL 

genotype (Fig. S7), which had smaller rosettes (Table 2 & Fig. 5A), also had smaller leaf 

epidermal cells (Fig. 5B). 

Overall, congruence between GWA mapping, trait regression analysis, and assays 

with mutant genotypes point to substantial effects of both plant apparency and GSL 

profile on herbivory by S. flava. They also suggest that a lower incidence of herbivory 
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might arise through reduced apparency due to smaller epidermal cell size, but further 

experiments are needed to functionally validate the causal polymorphism and underlying 

gene(s) through which variation at PBSL affects plant phenotypes. 

 

Natural selection shapes clinal geographic variation at a locus jointly affecting plant 

size and herbivory 

Given the pervasive effect of PBSL on apparency and susceptibility to herbivory, 

we hypothesized that PBSL may play a role in local adaptation in Arabidopsis. We first 

searched for population genetic patterns indicative of positive natural selection using data 

from the Arabidopsis RegMap panel 52. We found no evidence for near-complete global 

selective sweeps, partial selective sweeps, or geographic differentiation among regional 

populations (Table S2). However, PBSL genotype was strongly correlated with latitude 

of origin in European accessions (Table S3). The cline reflects an increase in the 

frequency of the derived PBSL genotype (Fig. S7) in accessions from northern latitudes 

(Fig. 5C). 

Strikingly, the allelic cline at PBSL mirrored a latitudinal cline in Arabidopsis 

size that was reported previously 53 and recovered in our study (Fig. 5D). Specifically, 

latitude and plant biomass were negatively correlated (P = 1.2 x 10-5, R2 = 0.064). This 

relationship remained significant after accounting for neutral population structure by 

including a matrix of relatedness among accessions in a linear mixed regression model (P 

= 0.009), which suggests that the cline is unlikely to reflect random sorting of genetic 

variation across Europe. Genomic regions underlying clinal variation in Arabidopsis size 

across Europe have not been identified, so we tested if allelic variation at the PBSL locus 
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contributes to this cline. When PBSL genotype was also included in the regression 

model, PBSL genotype was associated with plant size (P = 2.9x10-9) but latitude was not 

(P = 0.54). Although plant size 54, like human height 55, is a polygenic trait, our analyses 

indicate that putatively adaptive latitudinal variation in plant size in Arabidopsis might be 

caused predominately by allelic variation at PBSL. 

To more directly test if the latitudinal cline at PBSL is driven by local adaptation, 

we quantified the effect of PBSL genotype on fitness in common garden datasets 17, 56 

from five European field sites. To account for effects of genetic background, we 

employed a mixed model with a matrix of relatedness among accessions as a random 

effect. Accessions with the locally common PBSL genotype had higher seed set (a 

component of lifetime fitness) than accessions with the alternate genotype (mean effect 

size = 23% increased seed set, 95% CI = 6-40%, meta-analysis P = 0.03, Fig. 5E). We 

cannot exclude the possibility that this pattern is driven only by a fitness cost of the 

derived PBSL allele in central and southern Europe because only a single garden 

experiment was conducted in northern Europe. Nonetheless, the presence of a strong 

geographic cline at PBSL, combined with a predicted fitness benefit of the locally 

common allele in all five field sites, suggests geographic variation at PBSL is shaped by 

local adaptation to latitudinally varying selective agents. 

Intriguingly, the pattern of clinal variation at PBSL is discordant with latitudinal 

patterns in the strength of herbivory. The proportion of plant biomass consumed by 

herbivores is inversely correlated with latitude in a meta-analysis 57, suggesting pressure 

to evade herbivory might be stronger at lower latitudes, yet the PBSL allele associated 

with smaller plant size and lower prevalence of herbivory in our experiments is most 
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abundant at higher latitudes. One possible explanation for this pattern is that selective 

agents other than herbivory have shaped the geographic distribution of allelic variation at 

PBSL. Two abiotic selective agents that vary with latitude—temperature and UV 

radiation 58, 59—are promising candidates that may shape the cline in PBSL allele 

frequency (Table S4), although interactions with herbivores should not be discounted 

(Supplementary Result 2). Even if clinal variation at PBSL is not driven by herbivory per 

se, it is reasonable to predict that variation at this locus might still impact the prevalence 

of herbivory and the fitness cost imposed by herbivores in natural populations. 

 

Loci mediating susceptibility to herbivory are polymorphic within and among 

natural populations 

Our GWA mapping population was composed of Arabidopsis accessions 

originating throughout Europe, which enabled a deep breadth of species-wide genetic 

variation to be interrogated for loci influencing herbivory. The ecological relevance of 

these loci, however, depends in part on the extent to which they are polymorphic within 

stands of plants in natural populations 15. If a locus that mediates susceptibility to an 

herbivore is not polymorphic within a population, it will have no effect on which 

individuals in that population best evade attack by herbivores. On the other hand, if a 

locus is polymorphic within a population, it can impact herbivore foraging behavior, 

cause fitness differences among individual plants, and facilitate rapid local adaptation in 

response to herbivory. 

We first profiled natural variation at herbivory-associated loci in 15 European 

Arabidopsis populations, each covering an area of approximately 1 km2 or less, using 
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genotyped accessions from the RegMap panel 52 (Fig. 6A). At each locus, we focused on 

the top SNP that affects herbivory and GSL profile (GS-OH, AOP2/AOP3, and MAM1) 

or that affects herbivory and apparency (PBSL). The majority of populations were 

polymorphic at PBSL (9 of 13 populations after excluding northern Sweden, where 

Arabidopsis exhibits strong local population structure 60) and at one or more GSL-

associated loci (11 of 13 populations; Fig. 6B). 

To interrogate variation at a finer spatial scale, we measured allele frequencies 

across each of 35 narrowly delimited Arabidopsis populations in France, each covering 

0.5 km2 or less, using a pooled genome sequencing approach (Fig. 6C). We focused on 

the same SNP at each locus as described above, except the AOP2/AOP3 locus was 

excluded because genotypes could not be confidently inferred using our approach. 

Herbivory-associated SNPs again exhibited considerable variation within and among 

populations (Fig. 6D). The focal SNPs at GS-OH and MAM were polymorphic in 31% 

and 26% of sampled populations, respectively, and within all four geographic regions 

sampled within France. Both of these loci exhibited cases where opposite alleles 

predominated in populations separated by small geographic distances. The focal SNP at 

PBSL was polymorphic in 13% of the sampled populations and within two of four 

regions, even though the derived allele at PBSL was rare across the sampled French 

populations collectively relative to northern Europe. 

In both our analyses, the number of polymorphic populations could increase with 

greater sequencing and sampling depth, so our results represent a minimum estimate of 

the extent of within-population polymorphism. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Identifying which plant traits most strongly shape the outcome of plant-herbivore 

interactions remains contentious 8, 9, 61. Using GWAS to identify genetic polymorphisms 

affecting susceptibility to herbivory—and then determining which biochemical, 

physiological, morphological, and developmental traits are influenced by these same 

loci—offers a powerful and relatively unbiased approach to identify traits mediating 

plant-herbivore interactions. Experimental and population genomic studies of these 

polymorphisms can then shed light on how herbivory-related traits evolve in natural 

populations. Here, we employed GWA mapping to uncover plant traits and underlying 

genetic polymorphisms that shape interactions between Scaptomyza and Arabidopsis. 

Importantly, our experimental assays allowed herbivores to forage among a 

phenotypically diverse assemblage of plant genotypes, and therefore captured the 

importance of evasion and resistance strategies employed by plants and their effects on 

herbivore host choice and feeding behavior. 

Our approach to model variation in susceptibility to herbivory among plant 

genotypes relied on simple statistical methods to overcome two challenges. The first 

challenge arises because susceptibility to herbivory is a complex trait 10. Complex trait 

phenotypes—those that are jointly determined by phenotypes of a number of simpler 

traits—are often influenced by small effects of many genes collectively. Reducing 

complex traits into simpler component parts, each controlled by a smaller number of loci, 

can increase the power to detect genetic variants affecting those traits 10. We decomposed 

herbivory into two mechanistically distinct components, reflecting either host choice 
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(herbivory prevalence) or feeding rate (herbivory intensity), that each had a significant 

and distinct genetic basis. The second challenge arises due to stochastic spatial 

aggregation that is typical of host-enemy interactions as enemies move across a landscape 

41. We employed a spatially explicit statistical model to minimize error introduced into 

our phenotypic measurements due to stochastic spatial aggregation. Together, these 

approaches enabled the detection of known and novel loci influencing susceptibility to 

herbivory in Arabidopsis. 

Allowing herbivores to move freely among plants in large enclosures during 

feeding assays revealed that plant size had a substantial effect on the probability that a 

plant would be attacked. Strikingly, this effect was due, at least in part, to a single locus 

with large phenotypic effects. This pattern is consistent with the core premise of plant 

apparency theory, which predicts that larger plants will be attacked more often by 

herbivores because they are encountered more frequently 20, 61. The effect of plant 

apparency on herbivory is well supported in trait-based ecological studies (e.g., 35-37). 

However, the discovery of loci jointly affecting plant size and the probability of attack by 

herbivores has remained elusive in genetic mapping studies, likely because these studies 

typically place herbivores directly onto plants rather than allowing them to forage. 

Consequently, results of genetic mapping studies have traditionally emphasized the 

importance of chemical defenses for resistance to herbivory. Our results show that 

allowing herbivore foraging among plant genotypes during genetic mapping studies 

points to both plant size and chemical defenses as major determinants of herbivory, at 

least for Arabidopsis and Scaptomyza, and thus reduces discrepancies between trait-based 

ecological studies and genetic mapping studies. Extending this approach to more natural 
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field habitats, however, will be key to further reducing differences between genetic 

mapping studies and trait-based ecological studies. For example, the effect of plant 

apparency on variation in herbivory among Arabidopsis genotypes might increase as 

herbivore foraging extends over larger spatial scales, or decrease as mustard-feeding 

herbivores encounter a range of interspecific variation in size in the Brassicaceae that is 

far greater than the range of variation within Arabidopsis. 

Although our genetic mapping approach found that both plant apparency and 

chemical defenses mediate herbivory by S. flava, our results also suggest that the effects 

of apparency and chemical defenses may differ in their specificity. In the case of GSL-

mediated effects, the outcome of attack by S. flava depended simultaneously on both the 

host plant’s chemotype (and genotype at the underlying GSL-associated loci) and the 

herbivorous insect’s geographic provenance (AZ vs. MA). In other words, genotypeplant × 

genotypeherbivore interactions drove chemical-mediated effects on host choice and feeding 

rate. Such G × G interactions frequently influence the outcome of host-parasite 

interactions 62, but are not well studied in the context of herbivory. Conversely, we did 

not find evidence for Gplant × Gherbivore interactions in the context of plant apparency. 

Instead, we found a strong Gplant effect on the probability that a plant would be attacked: 

larger plants were more likely to be attacked regardless of the herbivorous insect’s 

geographic provenance. An intriguing general hypothesis arising from these results—

which will be testable as GWA mapping approaches are employed for other plant and 

herbivore species—is that effects of chemical defenses might frequently be driven by 

Gplant × Gherbivore interactions, while effects of plant apparency may be less dependent on 

herbivore genotype.  
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Our finding that apparency- and GSL-associated loci mediating interactions with 

herbivores are polymorphic within and among natural populations, at a finer spatial scale 

(less than 1 km2) than previously examined in depth in A. thaliana, suggests these loci 

could shape the feeding behavior of herbivores foraging within stands of Arabidopsis in 

the field. Previous studies have documented that GSL profiles and GSL-modifying QTL 

vary within populations of A. lyrata, an outcrossing relative of A. thaliana, and that this 

variation affects plant fitness and resistance to herbivory 63, 64. Our analyses suggest that 

genes determining accumulation of different GSL molecule structures are polymorphic 

within many populations of A. thaliana as well, despite the reduction in genetic diversity 

that results from a high rate of selfing in this species 65. Further genomic analyses are 

needed to determine if loci mediating GSL phenotypes harbor more genetic variation than 

loci across the genome that do not affect plant phenotypes or fitness, as predicted if 

spatial and temporal fluctuation in natural selection maintains adaptive genetic variation 

at loci shaping GSL profiles 16. 

At a broader spatial scale, population genetic analyses revealed strong geographic 

clines in Europe for alleles at both the GSL-associated and apparency-associated loci that 

mediate herbivory by S. flava. In the case of GSL-associated SNPs, this pattern was 

documented previously and shown to have arisen, at least partially, in response to 

selective pressures exerted by local herbivore communities 6, 17. Intriguingly, however, 

clinal variation at the apparency-associated locus discovered in the current study was 

discordant with the general latitudinal trend in the intensity of herbivory. Specifically, the 

allele associated with evasion of herbivory was more frequent in higher latitudes, 

whereas the strength of herbivory is generally greater in lower latitude regions for plants 
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in temperate regions 57. This discordance might arise if abiotic selective agents exert 

stronger pressure than herbivores on loci affecting plant size. Such a pattern is consistent 

with the hypothesis that secondary chemicals have evolved major roles in defense against 

herbivores partly because their evolution is less constrained than other traits, such as 

plant growth and morphology 9. As additional loci affecting both plant size and 

susceptibility to herbivory are uncovered, a combination of field experiments and 

population genetic studies could reveal whether there is commonly a geographic 

discordance between the strength of herbivory and the distribution of alleles involved in 

evading herbivory through reduced size. However, even for our study, this conclusion is 

only tentative without quantifying the strength and fitness effects of herbivory on plants 

with alternate PBSL genotypes in field sites across Europe. 

Our study focused on polymorphisms within a single species, but the same loci 

may have important effects across other taxa as well. A major question following from 

the present study is whether natural or engineered variation at PBSL affects biomass in 

other species in the genus Arabidopsis, the family Brassicaceae, and beyond. If so, 

genetic manipulation of this locus through transgenic or conventional methods may lead 

to the ability to precisely alter plant biomass, and, possibly, affect rates of herbivory. 

Genes mediating interspecific differences in plant size likely explain some of the 

variation in herbivory across species in the family Brassicaceae, given that larger species 

in this family incur more herbivory damage than small species 66, but individual genes 

underlying this pattern have not yet been identified. 

We hope our approach will motivate other attempts to dissect genetic variation 

mediating host-enemy interactions that emphasize the importance of enemy behavior in 
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complex environments. In our study, such an approach highlighted how canonical 

defense traits (specifically, secondary chemicals) but also traits other than canonical 

defenses (such as plant apparency and perhaps phenology) influence susceptibility to 

herbivory, consistent with ecological theory and observations 9. If our results are typical 

of plant-herbivore interactions, extending similar experimental designs to other plant and 

herbivore species and to more natural habitats in the field is likely to broaden the catalog 

of polymorphisms known to mediate plant-herbivore interactions. Given that 

polymorphisms affecting plant growth and physiology exhibit less spatiotemporal 

variation in allele frequency than those affecting canonical defense traits 52, an increased 

emphasis on traits other than canonical defenses could shed new light on the processes 

that constrain the evolution of plant defense against herbivory. 

 

METHODS 
 
 
Plant and Fly Populations 
 

The Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis hereafter) mapping population for GWAS 

consisted of 288 natural accessions chosen to encompass phenotypic and genetic 

diversity across the native range within Europe. The population included the core set of 

accessions from Atwell et al. 42, but we excluded most accessions of non-European 

origin. Additional accessions from the RegMap panel 52 were randomly added to include 

an even sampling of accessions from Eastern and Western European populations. 

Laboratory S. flava populations were founded from wild-collected larvae from 

two sites in North America: Belmont, MA, USA (see 38, 40, 67 for details on the natural 
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history of this population in relation to Arabidopsis) and Flagstaff, AZ, USA. Both 

populations were founded within one year, or approximately 15 generations, prior to the 

initiation of experiments and subsequently maintained on wild-type Arabidopsis Col-0 

plants. Flies were not specifically inbred because this species tolerates inbreeding poorly. 

Interactions between S. flava and Arabidopsis populations in this study have not 

been shaped by a history of tight, pairwise co-evolution because S. flava feeds on a 

variety of species in the Brassicales 38, Arabidopsis is attacked by many herbivore species 

68, and we exposed North American populations of S. flava to Arabidopsis accessions 

primarily from Europe. Such a scenario, where evolution of both the plant and herbivore 

has been shaped by interactions with many different species, is typical in temperate 

regions 69. Accordingly, the patterns we observed for S. flava and Arabidopsis may be 

broadly relevant. 

 

Plant and Fly Rearing 

Prior to planting, seeds were sterilized in 10% aqueous bleach and cold-stratified 

in sterile water for 5 days at 4oC without light. Individual plants were grown in Jiffy 7 

peat pellets in 6 cm wide divided cells under a 16/8 hr, 21/15o C light/dark cycle with 

approximately 50% humidity in climate controlled rooms at the University of Arizona. 

The location of each plant was randomly assigned. To minimize positional effects, cells 

were rotated within trays, and trays were rotated across shelves, 2-3 times per week. 

Light was maintained at 4000-5000 lux, near the optimal intensity for Arabidopsis 

growth 70, using F40T12 Cool White Supreme fluorescent tube lights (Philips Lighting, 

Somerset, NJ). Beginning 2 weeks post-germination, plants were bottom-watered with 
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the fertilizer mixture described in Brachi et al. 17. For the experiments using SEC11 

mutants, all plants were misted until dripping with 30 uM Dex in distilled water once per 

48 hrs to induce expression of SEC11 constructs. All experiments were conducted 42-46 

days after planting, using identically aged plants within each experimental replicate. 

Individual plants that had begun flowering were included in the experiment but excluded 

from further analysis. 

Flies used in experiments were raised to adulthood and mated on wild-type 

Arabidopsis Col-0 plants. S. flava has not been successfully reared on an artificial diet, 

and the S. flava AZ population had very low oviposition and feeding rates on myb28 

myb29 cyp79b2 cyp79b3 plants 48 deficient in glucosinolates, so we could not obtain 

naïve flies that had not fed on glucosinolates prior to the experiments. Individuals used in 

experiments were briefly (~3-5 days) kept in vented 50 mL plastic centrifuge tubes 

following adult eclosion, where they were provisioned with cotton wool soaked in 10% 

honey solution in water. Flies were subsequently released into 33 x 33 x 33 cm white 

mesh cages with clear plastic tops (Live Monarch Foundation, Boca Raton, FL), where 

they were provisioned with Col-0 wild-type plants and cotton wool soaked in 10% honey 

solution, and were collected for use in experiments 1-2 weeks after release into cages. 

Flies were only anesthetized with CO2 once, during the transfer to plastic tubes following 

adult eclosion. 
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Herbivory Assays 

For all assays, fly feeding punctures per plant were counted by eye using a Zeiss 

Stemi 2000C microscope (Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) under 6.5x magnification. 

Assays were conducted at 21oC in a climate controlled room at the University of Arizona. 

Feeding preference assays (choice tests) with natural accessions. For each 

replicate, 288 plants (one of each Arabidopsis accession in the mapping population) were 

randomly arrayed at 5.5 cm intervals along a grid in a 183 x 61 x 61 cm cage with white 

mesh sides and a clear plastic top (Live Monarch Foundation, Boca Raton, FL). Fifty 

gravid female flies and 50 male flies were released into the center of the cage and 

allowed to feed for 24 hours on a 16/8 hr light/dark cycle. The cage was rotated 180o 

once after 8 hours of daylight to reduce positional effects. The experiment was replicated 

four times with S. flava AZ flies and two times with S. flava MA flies. Individual flies 

were not reused across experiments.  

Feeding preference assays (no choice tests) with natural accessions. For a subset 

of the full mapping population (N = 102 accessions), plants were individually placed in a 

Magenta tissue culture box (7.6 x 7.6 x 10.2 cm) with white cloth mesh secured on the 

top. A single, randomly-assigned, gravid female fly was released into each cage and 

removed after 70 minutes. The experiment was conducted with S. flava AZ flies only and 

replicated twice per accession across two batches. Each fly was re-used 3-4 times within 

a batch, and separate flies were used for each batch to minimize effects of past 

experience. Non-damaged plants (< 5% of trials) were re-assayed with new flies. In all 

cases, plants were damaged in the repeated trials, suggesting initial measurements of 0 
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punctures were due to inactive flies or genetic variation among flies, so these initial 

measurements were discarded and re-measurements were retained. 

Feeding preference assays (choice tests) with mutant genotypes. Assays using 

mutant plants varying in size or GSL profile were conducted to complement analyses 

using natural variation. A suite of mutants varying in expression or function of SEC11 

were used to test if SEC11-mediated size variation affects prevalence of feeding 

punctures from S. flava AZ flies. Five genotypes in the Col-0 genetic background, 

previously described in Karnik et al. 51, were used: wildtype, SEC11∆149 (a SEC11 

reduction-of-function mutant with reduced rosette size), SEC11 OXP (an overexpression 

mutant with increased rosette size), SYP122 SEC11∆149 (exhibits stronger dwarfism than 

the SEC11∆149 mutant due to interaction with SYP122), and SYP122 (no visible change 

in size relative to wild-type). Three independently transformed lines were used for 

mutants containing the SEC11∆149 or SEC11 OXP constructs. The assay was conducted 

as described in “Feeding preference assays (choice tests) with natural accessions” with 

the following exceptions: 155 plants were used per replicate (N = 31 plants per 

genotype), 27 female and 27 male flies were used to maintain the same plant:fly ratio, 

and two replicates were conducted. 

To test if total GSL affect puncture prevalence from S. flava MA and S. flava AZ 

herbivory, pairwise choice tests were conducted with wild-type Col-0 plants and mutants 

deficient in all GSL (myb28 myb29 cyp79b2 cyp79b3, 48; hereafter GKO for 

Glucosinolate Knock Out). The assay was conducted as described in “Feeding preference 

assays (choice tests) with natural accessions” with the following exceptions: 8 gravid 
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female flies were placed in a 31 x 31 x 31 cm white mesh cage with 10 wild-type plants 

and 10 GKO plants for 8 hours, and tests were replicated four times for each fly 

population. Additional choice tests were performed with the S. flava AZ population to 

test if indolic and/or aliphatic GSL affect feeding preference. In the first test, flies were 

released in cages with mutants deficient in indolic GKO (cyp79b2 cyp79b3, 47; hereafter 

iGKO for indolic Glucosinolate Knock Out) and pad3-1 control plants (N = 5 replicates). 

pad3-1 mutants were used rather than wildtype as controls because they produce GSL but 

lack camalexins, a defensive compound also absent in GKO and iGKO mutants 71, 72. In 

the second test, flies were released in cages with mutants deficient in aliphatic GKO 

(myb28 myb29, 46; hereafter aGKO for aliphatic Glucosinolate Knock Out) and wildtype 

control plants (N = 4 replicates). iGKO mutants exhibit reduced indole acetic acid levels 

and growth defects consistent with partial auxin deficiency at high temperatures 47, but 

we did not observe substantial size differences among wild-type plants and the pad3-1, 

GKO, iGKO, and aGKO mutants in the growing environment maintained during this 

study. 

 

Rosette Size and Leaf Cell Size Assays 

Three plants per each accession were grown in randomly assigned positions as 

described in “Plant Rearing”. Plants were harvested between 43 and 45 days after 

planting (N = 270 plants per day) by clipping at the lower base of the rosette, and stalks 

were removed from any flowering plants. Rosettes were immediately photographed and 

weighed on a CPA225D microbalance (Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany). Following 
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drying at 60oC for 72 hrs, plants were weighed to determine dry mass. Rosette diameter 

was quantified in imageJ 73. 

Leaf upper epidermal cell size was measured for a subset of the mapping 

population consisting of 15 pairs of accessions differing in genotype for the SNP position 

4202898 of chromosome 1 (e.g., each of the two PBSL alleles). To construct the reduced 

mapping population, 15 accessions with the minor allele were randomly chosen, and each 

accession was paired with the geographically closest accession with the major allele. For 

each plant (N = 2-3 plants per accession), leaf 4 was harvested 42 days after planting and 

the epidermal surface was painted with clear nail polish. After air drying, the mold was 

removed by pressing the leaf against clear tape and peeling away leaf material with a 

forceps, and the mold was secured onto a microscope slide by pressing down the 

surrounding tape. Cell molds were photographed using an EOS T3i camera (Canon Inc., 

Tokyo, Japan) on a Leitz Laborlux D microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, 

Germany). Area was calculated by a single observer for two randomly selected cells per 

leaf photograph, excluding small stomata-associated cells, through manual tracing using 

ImageJ 73. 

 

Glucosinolate Assays 

Abundance of 22 aliphatic GSL compounds was previously quantified in 3 week-

old rosettes of 595 accessions from the RegMap panel and reported by Brachi et al. 17. 

New measurements, generated from the same plant tissue and HPLC runs as those in 

Brachi et al. 17, were included in this study for two indolic glucosinolates: indol-3-yl-

methyl (I3M; m/z = 446.2, retention time = 153 s) and methoxy-indol-3-yl-methyl 
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(MI3M; m/z = 477.06, retention time = 260 s). Two liquid chromatography-MS/MS runs 

with low indolic GSL detection were discarded from further analyses of indolic or 

aliphatic GSLs profiles, leading to slight reduction in replicate number for some 

accessions compared to Brachi et al. 17. 

 

Estimation of Genetic Effects and Heritability 

We tested whether plant accession ID (i.e., plant genotype) had a significant 

effect on five trait classes, including two classes of herbivory traits: (1) herbivory 

prevalence, a binary trait indicating whether plants were damaged or undamaged, and (2) 

herbivory intensity, the puncture number for damaged plants. Phenotypes were modeled 

using GLMMs implemented in R (packages: glmmADMB & lme4 74) with accession ID 

as a random effect, and the statistical significance of accession ID was determined using 

a likelihood ratio test. Random and fixed effects, error distribution, transformations, and 

the unit scale of the conditional modes or BLUPs are as follows: 
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Trait Model effects 
(R = random; 
F = fixed) 

Error 
distribution 

Pre-modeling 
transformatio
n 

Scale of 
conditional modes 
or BLUPs 

herbivory 
prevalence  

R: ID, replicate; 
F: positional 
effect 

binomial none log(odds ratio) 

herbivory 
intensity 

R: ID, replicate, 
F: positional 
effect 

neg. binomial none log(puncture count) 

rosette 
mass 

R: ID, replicate, 
growth shelf 
position, plant 
age 

normal log(x+1) log(mass + 1) 

rosette 
diameter* 

R: ID, replicate, 
growth shelf 
position, plant 
age 

normal π(½x)2 circular area 

GSL 
profile 

R: ID, replicate normal log(x+1) log(ion count/mg + 
1) 

* Rosette diameter per plant was transformed to circular area for modeling remove a 
right-tailed skew in the distribution of residuals 
 
 

We used two methods to account for aggregation of herbivory damage (i.e., many 

host individuals are lightly attacked and few host individuals are heavily attacked), a 

typical pattern in host-parasite interactions 41, in GLMMs. To account for individual-level 

aggregation, we modeled herbivory intensity per plant with a negative binomial error 

distribution. To account for aggregation within regions of experimental cages, the mean 

number of feeding punctures on immediately adjacent plants (i.e., in a 3 x 3 plant grid 

centered on the focal plant) was included as a fixed effect with seven bins containing 

roughly equal numbers of focal plants: < 10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-55, 55-75, and > 75 

punctures. Bins were used to ensure our results were not heavily biased by a non-linear 

relationship between herbivory damage on the focal plant and neighboring plants. Plants 

at cage edges had fewer neighbors but were still included. Individual plants were 
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excluded if all adjacent plants were undamaged; this resulted in removal of ~1% of plants 

from the dataset. 

Broad-sense heritability was estimated from fitted GLMMs as VG / (VG + VE), 

with VG estimated as the variance for the random effect of accession ID and VE estimated 

as the residual variance of each model. 

 

GWA Mapping 

GWA mapping was conducted using the Accelerated Mixed Model (AMM, 75), a 

modification of EMMAX 44 where exact P-values are estimated for the 200 SNPs 

showing the strongest associations. Accession phenotypes estimated as conditional modes 

from GLMMs were used for puncture prevalence, puncture number, rosette mass, and 

rosette circular area. Because an overrepresentation of accessions with values of 0 for 

some GSL compounds could bias GLMM estimates of conditional modes, median log-

transformed ion counts per mg of lyophilized plant tissue were used for each of 22 

aliphatic and two indolic GSL compounds. Accession genotypes were obtained from the 

250k SNP array from the RegMap panel 52. An identity-by-state kinship matrix, 

calculated using all SNPs in the analysis, was included in all analyses as a random effect 

to account for genetic relatedness among accessions. Pseudo-heritability, the proportion 

of phenotypic variance among accessions explained by pairwise relatedness, was 

estimated as described by Kang et al. 44. All GWA mapping and pseudo-heritability 

analyses were implemented using PyGWAS (https://github.com/timeu/PyGWAS). 

To test for a shared genetic basis among heritable variation in susceptibility to 

herbivory and either plant size or GSL variation, GWAS for traits within each of three 
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broad plant phenotypes—rosette size (wet mass, dry mass, and circular area), aliphatic 

GSL profile (22 total compounds), and indolic GSL profile (I3M- and MI3M-GSL)—

were combined by taking the top P-value among all individual GWAS at each SNP. 

SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 10% in the mapping population 

were excluded from further analysis for all herbivory phenotypes; for plant size and GSL 

phenotypes, which generally exhibited higher heritability and were measured across 

larger mapping populations, SNPs with MAF < 5% were excluded. The enrichment of 

shared SNPs in the upper tails of the GWAS P-value distribution for each herbivory trait 

and either rosette size, aliphatic GSL profile, or indolic GSL profile was quantified using 

the equation Enrichment = !"/!!"/! , where ! is the number SNPs in the tail of the herbivory 

GWAS P-value distribution, !" is the number of those SNPs that are also in the tail of 

the GWAS P-value distribution for the plant size or GSL trait being compared, ! is the 

total number of SNPs included in the GWAS, and !" is the number of those SNPs in the 

tail of the GWAS P-value distribution for the plant size or GSL trait. Statistical 

significance of enrichments was calculated by comparing the observed enrichment ratio 

to the distribution of enrichment ratios from 1000 genomic permutations. In each 

permutation, the positions of all SNPs in the herbivory trait GWAS were rotated by a 

random interval, preserving the order of SNPs and their associated P-values. 

 

Genomic Fine-Mapping 

To localize the peak association with apparency and herbivory traits at PBSL, 

imputed genotypes from whole-genome resequencing were obtained from the 
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Arabidopsis 1001 genomes project 49, and GWA mapping for SNPs in the PBSL region 

was implemented using an Accelerated Mixed Model as described above. We also binned 

accessions by their genotype at the top-scoring SNP at PBSL and employed nested GWA 

mapping 76, but this approach revealed no new associations (results not reported). 

Functional annotations were obtained using the GWA Portal SNP Viewer tool 

(https://gwas.gmi.oeaw.ac.at/). 

Arabidopsis accessions from Sweden, which have been robustly genotyped for 

structural variants in addition to SNPs 60, were used to interrogate patterns of LD at 

PBSL. Only directly sequenced (i.e., non-imputed) genotypes were used. LD calculations 

and heatmap preparation used the genetics 77 and LDheatmap 78 R packages. 

To determine whether the PBSL haplotype associated with reduced plant size is 

ancestral or derived in Arabidopsis, a maximum likelihood phylogeny of the SEC11 and 

UVR2 coding sequences was constructed using RAxML HPC-Hybrid-SSE3 v7.2.8 79 

under the GTR+G substitution model with Arabidopsis lyrata as an outgroup, and 

midpoint-rooted intra-specific phylogeny was constructed from SEC11 genic sequences 

using neighbor-joining with default settings in MEGA 6.06 80. Both phylogenies used 

sequences from the Arabidopsis 1001 genomes project 49 that were aligned using the 

MAFFT v7 webserver (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/). 

 

SNP Effect Estimation  

To estimate the size of the effect of PBSL genotype (chromosome 1, position 

4202898) on plant size and herbivory, phenotypes were modeled using the function 

lmekin from the coxme package in R 81. The model was Yi ~ SNPi + ki,j + εi, where SNPi 
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is the genotype of each accession, Yi is the phenotype for each accession, ki,j is the 

random effect  of the identity-by-state kinship matrix of relatedness among accessions, 

and εi is error unaccounted for by other model terms. The proportion of phenotypic 

variance explained by the SNP in this model was extracted from PyGWAS 75. 

The same approach, using a mixed model with an identity-by-state kinship matrix 

as a random effect to control for genetic background, was used to estimate the effect size 

of PBSL genotype on plant fitness in the field. Seed set measurements (silique number or 

cumulative silique length) were obtained from five published common garden field 

experiments with genotyped accessions 17, 56 and square root-transformed to ensure 

normality of residuals in the fitted models. Local genotype frequencies were calculated 

using all plants from the RegMap panel 52 originally collected within 500 km of each 

field site, the minimum distance yielding at least 20 local accessions per site. The 

probability that the locally-common PBSL genotype increased fitness across all five 

experiments was estimated by combining P-values across experiments using Stouffer’s Z 

method 82 for meta-analysis. We repeated the analysis using geographic distance between 

the origin of each accession and the field sites, rather than a kinship matrix, to control for 

genetic background. The significance of the effect of PBSL genotype on fitness did not 

differ between the two approaches, so only results from the first approach were reported. 

 

Phenotypic correlations 

Correlations among herbivory, mass, and GSL phenotypes for each accession 

were modeled using LMMs implemented using lmekin. Models followed the equation 

Herbivoryi ~ Massi + GSL.PC1i + GSL.PC2i + I3Mi + MI3Mi + ki,j + εi , where Herbivoryi 
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is the herbivory phenotype for each accession, Massi is wet mass, GSL.PC1i and 

GSL.PC2i are the first two principal component axes encompassing variation among six 

major aliphatic GSL molecules (2P, 2H3B, 3B, 3HP, 3MSP, 4MSB), I3Mi and MI3Mi 

are the log-transformed abundances of the two indolic GSL molecules in our study, and 

ki,j is the identity-by-state kinship matrix of genetic relatedness among accessions. 

Phenotypes were modeled as fixed effects, and the kinship matrix was included as a 

random effect. Use of dry mass or diameter instead of wet mass as a proxy for plant 

apparency yielded similar results. We included principal components capturing variation 

in aliphatic GSL profiles, rather than the abundance of individual aliphatic GSL 

compounds, because single genes in the aliphatic GSL biosynthesis pathway typically 

have correlated effects on multiple GSL molecules 17, 83. The kinship term was included 

to minimize spurious correlations that could otherwise arise among uncorrelated traits as 

a result of similar geographic distributions of the loci affecting each trait. The statistical 

significance of the correlation between each herbivory and size or GSL phenotype was 

assessed using Wald’s Z tests. Our “full models” retained all terms that were significant 

at a 5% false discovery rate (accounting for five terms per model and three phenotypes 

modeled). The proportion of variance explained by each significant predictor variable 

was estimated as the reduction in variance explained (R2) of the full model when that 

variable was dropped from the model.  

Correlations among herbivory and eight individual GSL molecule abundances for 

each accession were modeled using LMMs implemented as above, following the equation 

Herbivoryi ~ Massi + GSL. Moli + ki,j + εi , where GSL.Moli is the log-transformed 

median abundance per accession of a given GSL molecule. 
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Geographic Variation in Plant Size 

Variation in mass was modeled using LMMs implemented using lmekin following 

the equation Massi ~ Lati + ki,j + εi , where Lati is the latitude of origin for each accession 

as a fixed effect. The kinship component was included to test if the observed cline 

exceeds neutral expectations due to population structure. In a subsequent model, 

genotype at PBSL (chromosome 1, position 4202898) was also included as a fixed effect 

to test if latitudinal variation in size was independent of, or potentially the result of, the 

latitudinal cline at PBSL. The significance of fixed effects was assessed using Wald’s Z 

tests. 

 

Estimates of Allele Frequencies within French Populations 

Arabidopsis specimens were collected previously from a total of 35 populations in 

four regions of France (i.e. Burgundy, Brittany, Languedoc and North) 84. Plants were 

collected across a maximum area 500 m2 per site. DNA was extracted individually from 

10-20 plants per population, using 3-week old tissue grown from seed, with the DNeasy 

Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD). DNA was quantified with a PicoGreen 

dsDNA assay kit using a 7900 qPCR machine (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA). An 

equimolar pooling of separately extracted DNA was performed for each population, 

resulting in a final mean amount of DNA of 5µg. DNA genome sequencing was 

performed at the Argonne National Laboratory on an Illumina HiSeq2000 using a paired-

end read length of 2x100 pb with Illumina TruSeq DNAseq library preparation. Reads 

from each of the populations were mapped onto the TAIR10 Col-0 A. thaliana reference 

genome using glint (1.0.rc8; Faraut & Courcelle, http://lipm-
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bioinfo.toulouse.inra.fr/download/glint/) with the following parameters: a maximum of 5 

mismatches on at least 80 nucleotides, keeping alignments with the best score (glint 

mappe --no-lc-filtering --best-score --mmis 5 --lmin 80 --step 2). Prior to SNP calling, we 

determined the mean sequencing coverage across the nuclear genome for each population 

(mean = 49.7x, median = 45.9x, min = 25.3x, max = 102x). This information was then 

used to adjust SNP calling parameters. SNP calling across the genome was performed for 

each accession with SAMtools mpileup (v0.01019)  85 and VarScan (v2.3) 86. To ensure 

that SNPs included in this study were unlikely to be copy number variants or mapping 

artifacts, we verified for each SNP that mean coverage depth was less than 60x. 

 

Population Genetics 

The strength of the latitudinal cline at each SNP in Arabidopsis was quantified 

using logistic regression (latitude ~ SNP genotype) in 1078 European accessions. 

Additional population genetic statistics (Table S2) were retrieved from Horton et al. 52. 

Partial correlation coefficients between SNP genotype and environmental variables were 

obtained from Hancock et al. 87. To test for exceptional patterns at PBSL, the genome-

wide rank of a peak apparency- and herbivory-associated SNP at PBSL (chromosome 1, 

position 4202898) was compared to the genome-wide distribution of each population 

genetic statistic for SNPs with MAF > 0.1. 
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Figure 1. Experimental and statistical approach to quantify genetic variation in 
susceptibility to herbivory among Arabidopsis accessions. (A) We captured heritable 
variation in two metrics of herbivory damage—prevalence (presence/absence of 
herbivory per plant) and intensity (number of feeding punctures on damaged plants)—
incurred when two populations of mustard-specialist S. flava flies foraged among a 
diverse mixture of plant genotypes. (B) Plants were arrayed in grids, with a single 
representative of each accession per experimental enclosure. (C) Generalized linear 
mixed models were used to estimate effect of accession genotype on herbivory damage 
phenotype, using the excess or deficit of herbivory relative to neighboring plants to 
account for stochastic spatial variation in herbivore foraging. (D) This approach yielded 
continuous distributions of heritable herbivory phenotypes across the Arabidopsis 
mapping population, shown here for herbivory by the S. flava AZ population. 
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Figure 2. Genetic variation in plant apparency and GSL profile is associated with 
variation in herbivory by two herbivore populations. (A) Combined Manhattan plot 
for four herbivory phenotypes analyzed. SNPs associated with plant apparency traits 
(rosette mass or area) or GSL profile are colored and enlarged. Colored lines above the 
plot indicate associations with apparency, GSL, and herbivory traits. Significance was 
conservatively determined using a Bonferroni cutoff of P < 0.1, adjusting for the total 
number of SNPs analyzed (genome-wide threshold) or the number of SNPs associated 
with GSL or apparency (a priori candidate SNPs). (B) Fold enrichment of shared SNPs 
in the upper tail of GWAS P value distributions for herbivory and either size or GSL 
phenotypes. Statistical significance was calculated using 1000 genomic permutations (see 
methods) and presented without correction for multiple tests. Only traits with a 
significant enrichment of shared SNPs in the 1% tail of the GWAS P value distribution 
are shown (Bonferroni adjustment for 12 tests, α = 0.05), with the exception of a 
nominally significant (uncorrected P < 0.01) enrichment of indolic GSL-associated SNPs 
for herbivory prevalence by S. flava AZ after regressing out the effect of plant size prior 
to GWA mapping. 
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Figure 3. The effect of GSL profile varies among components of herbivory by S. 
flava AZ flies. (A) Contribution of six aliphatic GSLs to the first two principal 
components of GSL profile, which explain 80% of GSL variation among accessions 
(PC1: 50%, PC2: 30%). N = 585 accessions. (B) Effects of foliar abundances of different 
GSL molecules on variation in herbivory among accessions. Only effects that were 
significant at a 5% false discovery rate for 24 tests are shown. Because foliar abundances 
of some GSL molecules were strongly correlated, each model included only a single GSL 
molecule or PC as a predictor variable. To minimize the possibility of spuriously 
significant results caused by other geographically structured traits, each model also 
included plant apparency (wet mass) and a matrix of relatedness among accessions as 
predictor variables. N  = 182 accessions for herbivory prevalence, 164 accessions for 
herbivory intensity in choice assays, and 106 accessions for herbivory intensity in no 
choice assays. 2P: 2-propenyl; 2H3B: 2-hydroxy-3-butenyl; 3B: 3-butenyl; 3MSP: 3-
methylsulfinylpropyl; 3HP: 3-hydroxypropyl; 4MSB: 4-methylsulfinylbutyl; I3M: 
indole-3-yl-methyl; MI3M: methoxy-indole-3-yl-methyl. 
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Figure 4. Host choice assays using Arabidopsis mutants verify that plant GSL profile 
and size mediate herbivory by S. flava. (A) Proportion of plants punctured in pairwise 
choice tests between Arabidopsis Col-0 plants with wild-type GSL profiles and mutant 
genotypes lacking aliphatic GSLs, indolic GSLs, or both; see methods for a description of 
paired genotypes in each experiment. S. flava AZ flies preferred plants with indolic GSLs 
whereas S. flava (MA) flies did not differentiate between plants with and without GSLs, 
consistent with genetic correlation analyses and GWAS. Significance and effect sizes 
were estimated using a binomial mixed model with replicate as a random effect and plant 
genotype as a fixed effect. N = 20 plants per replicate and 4-5 replicates per experiment. 
(B) Proportion of plants punctured in five-way choice tests, in which S. flava AZ flies 
were simultaneously presented with four Arabidopsis mutants varying in size due to 
engineered variation in expression or protein function of SEC11 (a candidate gene at 
PBSL; mutants described in 51) or wild-type plants. Herbivory prevalence and plant size 
were positively correlated, showing that variation in SEC11 expression and function can 
yield variation in herbivory phenotypes, consistent with GWAS results. N = 2 replicates 
of 160 plants each. 
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Figure 5. A latitudinal cline in genotype frequency at PBSL can explain a cline in 
rosette mass among natural Arabidopsis accessions across Europe. (A) Examples of 
size differences among geographically paired accessions of the same age (6 weeks) 
differing by PBSL genotype. Determination of the derived and ancestral PBSL genotypes 
relied on phylogenetic analysis (see Fig. S7). (B) Variation in mean area of leaf upper 
epidermal cells among geographically paired accessions (N = 26 total accessions) 
differing by PBSL genotype. Gray lines indicate accession pairs; colored circles indicate 
genotype means. (C) PBSL genotype exhibits a strong latitudinal cline in Europe, with 
the globally minor allele reaching >50% frequency in northern Sweden. (D) Plant rosette 
mass is negatively correlated with latitude in Arabidopsis across Europe. The correlation 
between mass and latitude remains after accounting for population structure (P = 0.009), 
but not when both latitude and PBSL genotype are included as predictive variables in the 
model (Platitude = 0.54; PPBSL genotype = 2.9 x 10-9). This indicates that PBSL genotype is 
likely the major genetic cause of the cline in rosette mass. (E) The locally common PBSL 
genotype is associated with higher seed set (a proxy for lifetime individual fitness) in a 
joint analysis of five published common garden experiments 17, 56 in the field in Europe 
(Stouffer’s Z-test, P = 0.03), consistent with PBSL allele frequency being driven by local 
adaptation. Fitness in the field was previously quantified for accessions originating 
throughout the global range of Arabidopsis (mean N = 186 accessions per experiment), 
and we inferred the effect of PBSL genotype on fitness using a mixed model with an 
identity-by-state kinship matrix as a random effect to account for genetic background. 
Local genotype frequency was calculated using accessions from the RegMap panel 
collected within 500 km of each field site. 
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Figure 6. Loci mediating herbivory by S. flava are polymorphic within natural 
Arabidopsis populations. (A) Locations of 15 populations with at least 10 accessions 
genotyped in the RegMap panel 52. A population was defined as a set of accessions for 
which GPS collection localities differed by no more than one hundredth of a degree in 
latitude or longitude, corresponding to an area of approximately 1 km2 or less. (B) Allele 
frequencies in European populations for the top SNPs jointly associated with herbivory 
and either plant apparency (PBSL: chromosome 1, position 4202898) or GSL profile 
(GS-OH: chr. 2, pos. 10823986; AOP2/AOP3: chr. 4, pos. 1377499; MAM1: chr. 5, pos. 
7676528) in our assays. Population ID refers to labeled locations in panel A. (C) 
Locations of populations from four regions of France that were genotyped using Illumina 
pooled genome resequencing. Plants within each population were collected across an area 
of less than 0.5 km2. At least 10 individual plants were collected and genotyped (mean N 
= 18 plants) from each population. (D) Allele frequencies in French populations from 
panel C, ordered within regions by increasing latitude, for the top SNPs associated with 
herbivory and either plant apparency (PBSL: chromosome 1, position 4202898) or GSL 
profile (GS-OH: chr. 2, pos. 10823986; MAM1: chr. 5, pos. 7676528) in our laboratory 
assays. Each locus was sequenced a mean of 17 times per population (minimum = 6x, 
maximum = 35x). 
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Table 1. Model fit (AIC), statistical significance of accession (i.e., genotype) effect, 
heritability, and statistical significance of the top trait-associated SNP from GWA 
mapping before and after accounting for spatial aggregation of herbivory within 
experimental assays. 
 

 
Trait 

Without spatial analysis With spatial analysis 
AIC PAccession H2, a Best PSNP AIC PAccession H2, a h2, b Best PSNP 

Herbivory 
prevalence 
(S. flava AZ) 

982.8 2.2 x 10-2 0.10 1.3 x 10-7 925.6 7.5 x 10-3 0.14 0.13 1.9 x 10-8 

Herbivory 
prevalence 
(S. flava MA) 

561.4 1.2 x 10-3 0.28 1.6 x 10-6 521.1 1.7 x 10-4 0.40 0.34 2.0 x 10-7 

Herbivory 
intensity 
(S. flava AZ) 

7836.4 3.6 x 10-2 N/A 4.4 x 10-6 7809.5 1.4 x 10-3 N/A 0.57 1.9 x 10-6 

Herbivory 
intensity 
(S. flava MA) 

2744.9 0.10 N/A 8.7 x 10-7 2736.1 0.10 N/A 0.51 4.1 x 10-7 

 

a Broad-sense heritability: the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by additive 
and non-additive genetic variation; estimated from variance components of GLMMs 
fitted to replicated phenotype measurements across accessions. Note: because herbivory 
intensity was modeled with a negative binomial error distribution, conventional methods 
to estimate heritability could not be applied. 
b Narrow-sense heritability: the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by additive 
genetic variation; estimated as the proportion of phenotypic variation among accessions 
explained by pairwise relatedness coefficients (i.e., pseudo-heritability, as proposed in 
44). Note: the distribution of accession effects on herbivory phenotypes inferred using our 
non-spatial method was highly discontinuous, preventing estimation of h2. 
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Table 2. Effect of genetic variation at the Plant Biomass and Size Locus (PBSL)a on 
plant apparency traits and herbivory prevalence. 
 

Trait P-value b Genome-
wide rank 

PVE c Predicted phenotype for 
minor / major allele d 

Effect of 
minor allele e 

herbivory 
prevalence, 
S. flava AZ 

1.9 x 10-8 
 

1 0.109 0.683 / 0.819 - 0.88 

herbivory 
prevalence, 
S. flava MA 

2.5 x 10-4 44 0.056 0.531 / 0.603 - 0.86 

rosette mass, 
wet 
 

1.1 x 10-9 1 0.125 0.386 / 0.652 - 1.26 

rosette mass, 
dry 
 

8.9 x 10-11 1 0.140 0.033 / 0.055 - 1.23 

rosette 
diameter 
 

1.0 x 10-9 1 0.125 9.1     / 10.9 - 1.14 

 
a Because the strongest association at PBSL consists of multiple SNPs in near complete 
LD (Table S7), we report the estimated effect of only one of those SNPs (chromosome 1, 
position 4202898) to avoid redundancy. 
b Bolded P-values from GWAS are significant after a conservative (α = 0.01) genome-
wide Bonferroni correction. 
c Proportion of phenotypic variance explained by the SNP, estimated from a linear mixed 
model with a matrix of relatedness among accessions as a random effect and PBSL 
genotype as a fixed effect. 
d Predicted phenotype of plants in our mapping population that are homozygous for the 
minor or major allele, extracted from the model described in footnote “b”. Herbivory 
prevalence is expressed as probability of attack, mass as grams, and diameter as 
centimeters. 
e Effect size is expressed as standard deviations of the focal phenotype in the mapping 
population. An effect size of -1 indicates the expected phenotype of individuals 
homozygous for the minor allele is one phenotypic standard deviation smaller than plants 
homozygous for the more common allele. 
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Table 3. Multiple regression models for the effects of apparency and GSLs on herbivory 
by S. flava AZ. 
 

 
 
a Expected mean herbivory phenotype in the mapping population, estimated as the 
intercept from the mixed model used to quantify the effect of plant genotype (i.e., 
accession) on herbivory. Units are log odds for herbivory prevalence in choice tests, log 
puncture count for herbivory intensity in no choice tests, and puncture count for 
herbivory intensity in no choice tests. 
b Number of accessions with available measurements for all predictor traits (plant 
apparency and GSL profile) and the response trait (a given herbivory phenotype) in each 
multiple regression model. 
c Regression coefficients, scaled to indicate the expected difference in herbivory 
phenotype between a plant in the 10th percentile and 90th percentile of a given predictor 
trait in our mapping population. 
d Four GSL phenotypes, including two principal components describing the abundance of 
22 aliphatic GSLs (PC1, PC2) and abundances of two indolic GSLs (I3M, MI3M), were 
included in each model. 
e Significance and R2 were estimated for a “full model” that included only significant 
apparency and GSL phenotypes as predictive traits. Interaction terms among predictive 
traits were not significant (P > 0.05) and are not reported. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR APPENDIX C 

	
	
Supplementary Results and Discussion 
 
 

1. Statistical fine-mapping of candidate genes at PBSL underlying variation in 

apparency and herbivory 

To identify candidate genes and polymorphisms underlying phenotypic variation 

associated with the PBSL region, we narrowly mapped the peak association signal for 

apparency traits and herbivory prevalence using a mix of directly sequenced and imputed 

whole-genome polymorphism data from the Arabidopsis 1001 genomes project  1. 

Associations narrowly peaked in two genes, SEC11 and UVR2 (Fig. S6). A single non-

synonymous polymorphism in UVR2 was among the peak associations and should be 

prioritized for functional studies. Other top SNPs included intronic and intergenic 

variants at SEC11 or UVR2, which could affect gene expression. Although we found 

strong LD among top SNPs, these SNPs were not in strong LD with large structural 

variants polymorphisms or transposable element insertions (Fig. S2). Top SNPs at PBSL 

were in moderately high LD with some small indels directly upstream of UVR2 (Fig. S2), 

which also might affect gene expression and should be prioritized as candidate causal 

polymorphisms for future study. 

SEC11 is a plausible candidate gene to explain phenotypic variation associated 

with PBSL. By regulating secretory vesicle traffic  2 and microtubule and membrane 

organization during cytokinesis  3, SEC11 proteins regulate cell division and expansion 

and plant growth. Partial loss-of-function SEC11 mutants have smaller leaves, rosette 
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biomass, and epidermal cell size, with the opposite effect in SEC11 overexpression 

mutants  2. Our herbivory assays using SEC11 mutants (Fig. 4) provide evidence that 

SEC11-mediated variation in plant size could lead to the positive correlation between size 

and herbivory prevalence in our experiments using natural accessions. 

UVR2, which encodes a photolyase enzyme that repairs DNA damage caused by 

UVB (narrow wavelength ultraviolet) light  4, 5, is also a plausible candidate gene that 

could underlie plant size variation associated with PBSL. Under normal light exposure, 

Arabidopsis plants with a UVR2 loss-of-function mutation are smaller  5, 6, presumably 

due to toxic effects of UVB-induced DNA damage. UVR2 loss-of-function mutants are 

also more resistant to pathogen attack  7, consistent with upregulation of plant defenses 

during UV stress in UV-sensitive natural Arabidopsis accessions  8. However, UVR2 loss-

of-function mutants exhibit leaf necrosis  5, in contrast to the absence of any strong 

necrosis in plants with the small PBSL haplotype in our growth conditions (Fig. 5A). The 

coupling of reduced size with necrosis in UVR2 mutants does not rule out the possibility 

that a UVR2 functional polymorphism with more subtle affects underlies the association 

between PBSL genotype and plant size in our GWAS, but it does prevent the use of loss-

of-function UVR2 mutants for herbivory assays similar to those with SEC11 mutants. 

Additional experiments are needed to determine if variation in gene expression or 

protein function at SEC11 and/or UVR2 is responsible for the effect of PBSL genotype on 

plant apparency and herbivory. We cannot discount the possibility that both UVR2 and 

SEC11 contribute this phenotypic variation, or that the causal polymorphism(s) affect the 

function of other genes instead. 
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2. Candidate environmental selective pressures driving clinal variation at PBSL 

Two selective agents that vary with latitude – temperature and UV radiation – are 

clear a priori candidates for future studies investigating the putatively adaptive basis of 

plant size variation associated with PBSL, based on previous ecological and genetic 

studies. 

Candidate selective pressures based on ecology and gene function. Freeze 

tolerance is a key trait underlying local adaptation to cold climates  9, 10 and follows a 

latitudinal cline in Arabidopsis  11-13. Studies of natural genetic variation in A. lyrata, a 

close relative of A. thaliana, found that small plants are more freeze resistant  14, 

consistent with smaller plant size in colder northern latitudes in Arabidopsis. Intriguingly, 

UVR2 is among the ~1% of genes most strongly upregulated by cold stress in 

Arabidopsis  15. 

Short growing seasons in cold, high latitude climates might also favor small plant 

size. Investment in vegetative growth is negatively correlated with flowering time in 

many plants (e.g.,  16), including Arabidopsis accessions from high latitudes  17, so smaller 

genotypes may be more likely to flower during short growing seasons. 

In contrast to cold stress, the intensity of narrow wavelength UVB radiation, 

which damages DNA primarily by inducing the formation of same-strand nucleotide 

dimers  18, decreases with latitude  19. UVR2 loss-of-function mutants lack photolyase 

activity, resulting in UVB sensitivity and the inability to remove UVB-induced DNA 

dimers  5. If PBSL harbors a UVR2 loss-of-function mutation, the derived haplotype 

associated with reduced plant size may have reached moderate frequency at high latitude 

due to relaxed purifying selection. Additional field studies are needed to confidently 
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determine whether the PBSL genotype associated with smaller plant size is conditionally 

neutral or beneficial at high latitudes. 

Candidate selective pressures based on correlations between genotype and 

environment in nature. We used published correlations between genotype and 

environmental variables for geo-referenced Arabidopsis accessions  20 to ask if PBSL 

genotype distribution strongly matches environmental variables (Table S4). The strongest 

correlations were with light intensity, precipitation, and maximum temperature. These 

results may support a role for genetic variation at UVR2 affecting plant fitness in a 

manner dependent on environmental light intensity. However, because PBSL was not a 

genomic outlier (i.e., did not exhibit an extremely strong concordance with environment 

relative to neutral expectations after accounting for population structure) for any 

environmental variable, assuming a causal link between these environmental variables 

and geographic variation at PBSL is tenuous. 

Patterns of herbivory in the field. It’s unclear whether geographic variation in 

herbivory plays a role in shaping the latitudinal cline in PBSL allele frequency. On one 

hand, the proportion of plant biomass consumed by herbivores is inversely correlated 

with latitude in a meta-analysis across many plant species  21, suggesting pressure to 

evade herbivory might be stronger at lower latitudes, yet the PBSL allele associated with 

smaller plant size and lower prevalence of herbivory in our experiments is most abundant 

at higher latitudes. On the other hand, a phenological mismatch between plants and 

herbivores might select more strongly for resistance to herbivory in Arabidopsis in 

northern populations. Scaptomyza flava 

(http://www.ukflymines.co.uk/Flies/Scaptomyza_flava.php) is most abundant during 
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summer months, and the same pattern may hold for other major herbivores that co-occur 

with Arabidopsis. In southern Europe, Arabidopsis spends much of the summer in a 

dormant seed stage  22, and therefore may largely escape herbivory by insects that are 

most active in summer. Meanwhile, Arabidopsis in northern populations spends a shorter 

fraction of the year in the seed stage and a longer fraction as rosettes  22, and thus might 

face more exposure to insect herbivory  23. 

The herbivore-driven effect of PBSL genotype on fitness in the field likely 

depends on the abundance and composition of the local herbivore community, the extent 

to which herbivory reduces fitness, the effectiveness of reduced apparency as a means to 

avoid herbivory (which is likely determined by foraging behaviors of local herbivores 

and local biotic and abiotic landscape features), and whether and to what extent small, 

unapparent genotypes suffer reduced tolerance to defoliation when attacked. Regardless 

of which adaptive or demographic forces drive clinal variation at PBSL, however, our 

herbivory assays suggest this variation could influence ecological outcomes of 

Arabidopsis-herbivore interactions across the landscape.  
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Supplementary Figures and Tables 
 
 

 
Figure S1. Spatial aggregation of herbivory damage in feeding enclosures. Kernel-
smoothed density map of feeding punctures per plant is shown for the four herbivory 
assay replicates using the S. flava AZ fly population. Enclosure dimensions were 32 
columns x 9 rows of plants (N = 288 plants per enclosure).  
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Figure S2. LD among SNPs and structural variants at the PBSL locus in Arabidopsis 
from Sweden. The Sweden population was used because structural variants (long and 
short indels and transposons) were robustly annotated for this population by Long et al.  
24. (A) Heatmap of pairwise LD (r2) for common variants (maf > 0.10%) within 10 kb of 
the three SNPs at PBSL significantly associated with plant apparency. These three SNPs 
(marked in gold) are in near complete LD with each other (r2 > 0.97), but not with other 
SNPs (r2 < 0.80). Indels in moderately strong LD with these three SNPs (r2 > 0.70) are 
marked in purple. Each position in the plot indicates a single SNP (genotyped using a 
SNP array  25) or structural variant (discovered and genotyped using whole genome 
sequencing  24). To avoid biasing LD estimates, only directly called (i.e., non-imputed) 
SNPs were used. (B) Matrix showing strongest pairwise LD (r2) values between 
apparency-associated SNPs and nearby structural variants.   
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Figure S3. Consistency of the effect of PBSL genotype on Arabidopsis rosette width 
across studies. Accessions in the present study (N = 281) and a previous study by Atwell 
et al.  26 (N = 175) were grown at similar temperatures (present study: 21o C day and 15o 
C night; Atwell et al: 22o C) and long days (16 hours light). P-values for the effect of 
PBSL genotype on rosette width were obtained using an Accelerated Mixed Model that 
controls for confounding due to population structure  27. Accessions from northern and 
central/southern regions were analyzed together; separate boxplots for each region are 
only shown to illustrate the consistency of the effect of PBSL genotype across accessions 
from different geographic regions. Northern accessions are defined as those from 
Sweden, Finland, and Norway, where the derived PBSL genotype is more common 
(frequency = 41%). The derived genotype is less common (frequency = 9%) in 
accessions from outside the northern region, which are referred to as central/southern 
accessions in the figure. 
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Figure S4. Diagram highlighting select genes involved in aliphatic (methionine-
derived) GSL modification in Arabidopsis. (A) Structure of the GSL backbone. (B) 
Role of enzymes encoded by AOP2/AOP3 (two genes at the AOP locus) and GS-OH in 
GSL side chain modification. Genotype at the AOP locus determines whether leaves 
accumulate an abundance of hydroxyalkyl, alkyl, or alkenyl GSLs. Genotype at GS-OH 
determines whether leaves accumulate hydroxyalkenyl GSLs, but this activity is 
dependent on AOP genotype. Genotype at the MAM locus (not shown), which encodes 
the MAM1 enzyme and acts upstream of AOP2/AOP3 and GS-OH, determines whether 
leaves accumulate GSLs with three- or four-carbon side chains. See Halkier and 
Gershenzon  28, Kerwin et al.  29, and Brachi et al.  30 for additional details. 
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Figure S5. Correlations between GSL and apparency phenotypes. If GSLs and 
apparency phenotypes are sufficiently correlated with each other, both traits could be 
significantly related to herbivory in a multiple regression model even if only one of the 
two traits directly affects herbivory. In our mapping population, rosette mass (a proxy for 
plant apparency) is positively correlated with foliar 2-hydroxy-3-butenyl GSL 
concentration (left), negatively correlated with 2-propenyl GSL concentration (center), 
and negatively correlated with the second principal component axis capturing GSL 
variation among accessions (right). However, the lack of a tight correlation between 
apparency and any component of the GSL profile suggests that their effects on herbivory 
can be disentangled using multiple regression, such as the analysis presented in Table 3. 
P-values and correlation coefficients (ρ) are from Spearman rank correlations. 
Correlations between apparency and other GSLs from Fig. 3B were not significant (P > 
0.05). Only correlations between rosette wet mass and GSLs are shown, but other proxies 
for plant apparency (rosette dry mass and diameter) give similar results.  
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Figure S6. Fine-mapping reveals two strong candidate genes at PBSL that may 
underlie variation in plant apparency in Arabidopsis. (A) Location and identity of 
genes with known or predicted function near the peak apparency and herbivory 
association signals at PBSL. (B) Association of SNPs in the PBSL region with herbivory 
and apparency traits, color-coded by functional annotation. Only SNPs with minor allele 
frequency >10% in the 1001 genomes project  1 are shown. The association peaks in the 
genes SEC11 and UVR2 (shaded intervals).  
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Figure S7. The PBSL haplotype associated with reduced apparency and reduced 
prevalence of herbivory arose recently in A. thaliana. In both figure panels, 
phylogenetic trees are colored by their genotype at the linked trio of SNPs (see Fig. S2) 
associated with variation in apparency and herbivory. (A) Maximum likelihood 
phylogeny built from coding sequences of the two genes at PBSL (UVR2: AT1G12370; 
SEC11: AT1G12360) harboring top apparency- and herbivory-associated SNPs. 
Sequences were obtained from 200 randomly selected accessions in the A. thaliana 1001 
genomes project  1, with Arabidopsis lyrata (colored gray) as an outgroup. Although two 
divergent UVR2 clades are segregating within A. thaliana, which might reflect balancing 
selection or introgression, the apparency-associated allele was recently derived. In 
contrast, SEC11 harbors little coding sequence polymorphism within A. thaliana. (B) 
Midpoint-rooted neighbor-joining tree of the entire SEC11 gene sequence for Arabidopsis 
accessions from the 1001 genomes project. The inclusion of introns – rather than only the 
coding sequence as in (A) – yielded greater phylogenetic resolution. Given the topology, 
the minor allele at PBSL, associated with reduced apparency (yellow), is derived. A 
single haplotype of the major and minor PBSL alleles predominate in northern Sweden, 
while greater haplotypic diversity is present throughout southern Sweden and the rest of 
Europe. 
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Table S1. Broad-sense heritability of herbivory, apparency, and GSL traits measured in 
Arabidopsis. 
	

Trait  
class 

Trait Num. 
accessions 

Mean num. 
replicates 

PAccession
 

(GLMM) a 
H2 

Herbivory Puncture prevalence, choice 
test (S. flava AZ) 
 

276 3.7 7.5 x 10-3 0.14 

 Puncture prevalence, choice 
test (S. flava MA) 
 

235 b 2.0 1.7 x 10-4 0.40 

 Puncture number,  
choice test (S. flava AZ) 
 

251 3.1 1.4 x 10-3 N/A 

 Puncture number, 
choice test (S. flava MA) 
 

131 b 2.0 0.10 N/A 

 Puncture number, no choice 
test (S. flava AZ) 
 

152 2.0 0.02 0.20 

Plant 
apparency 

Rosette wet mass 282 2.9 1.8 x 10-60 0.61 

 Rosette dry mass 
 

282 2.9 1.5 x 10-55 0.58 

 Rosette diameter 
 

282 2.9 1.5 x 10-53 0.57 

GSL 
abundance 

Aliphatic GSLs 
(22 compounds) c 

 

585 3.3 Min: < 1 x 10-100 
Max: 5.1 x 10-3 

Min: 0.05 
Max: 0.82 

 I3M GSL 
 

585 3.3 1.6 x 10-11 0.14 

 MI3M GSL 
 

585 3.3 2.3 x 10-4 0.07 

 
a P value indicates the statistical significance of plant accession (genotype) as a predictive variable in a 
GLMM used to model phenotypic variation in each trait. 
b For Fig. 2A, mapping populations for puncture number were restricted to 128 accessions represented in 
both datasets to ensure that differences in P values among SNPs were not due to differences in the 
composition of the mapping populations.  
c Data from Brachi et al.  30, reanalyzed for consistency with new phenotypes from this study. 
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Table S2a. Significant associations with herbivory prevalence by S. flava (AZ or MA 
populations), aside from PBSL, that were identified through GWA mapping. 
 
Herbivore SNP MAF -log10(P) PBonferroni PVE Other Associations 
S. flava AZ 1.3942120 0.23 6.81 0.026 0.096 flowering time 

 
1.3964424 0.24 7.64 0.004 0.108 (6/22 traits) 

 
1.3978064 0.20 7.52 0.005 0.106 

  
S. flava AZ 2.16807613 0.12 6.61 0.041 0.093 none 

 
2.16809771 0.14 6.34 0.076 0.089 

  
S. flava MA 1.6239439 0.29 6.70 0.033 0.110 none 
 
S. flava MA 5.19978098 0.25 6.63 0.038 0.109 none 

 
SNP: position of SNP in the genome, in the format “chromosome.position”  
-log10(P): statistical significance of SNP in Accelerated Mixed Model  27 used for GWA mapping  
MAF: minor allele frequency in GWA mapping panel 
PBonferroni : statistical significance of SNP following genome-wide Bonferroni correction (α = 0.05) 
PVE: proportion of phenotypic variation among accessions explained by the SNP 
Other Associations: number of development, growth, and defense traits from Atwell et al.  26 for which the 
focal SNP ranked in top 20 associations across the genome. Note that these focal SNPs were not associated 
with plant size or GSLs in the current study (genome-wide P-value ranks > 100). 
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Table S2b. Associations with flowering time in previously published GWAS at a trio of 
SNPs on chromosome 1 (positions 3942120, 3964424, or 3978064) that affected 
herbivory in our study. 
 
Name a Trait Growth conditions -log10(P) b Genome-wide rank c 

  Temp. Lighting EMM
A 

Wilcox EMMA Wilcox 

FT16 
 
 

Days to first 
flower 

16O C 16:8 hrs 4.99 9.93 8 78 

LD 
 
 

Days to first 
flower 

18O C 16:8 hrs 4.28 10.4 52 7 

FT22 
 
 

Days to first 
flower 

22O C 16:8 hrs 6.43 12.3 6 1 

0W GH 
FT 
 

Days to 5 cm 
bolt height 

20-22O C natural 6.00 10.4 7 2 

0W 
 

Days to 5 cm 
bolt height 

23O C 16:8 hrs 3.79 6.87 81 33 

 

a Abbreviated trait names used in Atwell et al.  26, the source of these published results 
b The strongest association among the three focal SNPs, in a mixed linear model that accounted for 
population structure (EMMA) or a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test (Wilcox) 
c Genome-wide rank of the P-value for the peak association among the focal SNPs  
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Table S3. Population genetic statistics for the top apparency-associated SNP at PBSL. 
 
Statistic a Evolutionary process 

quantified by statistic 
Value Genome-wide 

rank (%) b 

Composite likelihood ratio 
(“CLR”) 
 

Near-complete selective 
sweep 

0.239 3.8 

Pairwise haplotype sharing 
(“PHS”) 
 

Partial selective sweep 0.640 64.9 

FST 
 
 

Regional geographic 
divergence 

0.192 85.6 

Logistic regression 
coefficient (log odds ratio), 
genotype ~ latitude 

Latitudinal cline 0.220 98.9 

 
a Population genetic statistics are described in the following references: CLR  31, PHS  32, and FST  33. The 
logistic regression coefficient was estimated individually for one of the SNPs at PBSL showing the 
strongest association (chromosome 1, position 4202898). For other statistics, the genome was divided into 
10 kb windows (including one centered on PBSL), and the highest value within each window was retained. 
b Genome-wide percentile rank for the focal SNP, compared to all common SNPs (minor allele frequency > 
0.1) in the RegMap panel  26; the top-scoring SNP is assigned a rank of 100. 
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Table S4. Partial correlation coefficients (ρ) between PBSL genotype and environmental 
variables. 
 
Variable Type  Variable   ρ  SNP rank (%) a 

Light   PAR b    -0.062  91.6 
   Day length    0.082  86.1 
Moisture  Aridity    -0.024  56.5 
   Relative humidity   0.065  87.2 
   Max precipitation  -0.040  75.2 
   Min precipitation  -0.084  96.2 
   Precipitation seasonality -0.070  93.9 
Temperature  Max temperature  -0.074  90.5 
   Min temperature   0.014  29.1 
   Temperature seasonality -0.025  47.4 
Freeze stress  Consecutive frost-free days  0.016  41.6 
   Consecutive cold days   0.004  10.6 
   Length of growing season -0.019  48.4   
 
a Genome-wide percentile rank for the SNP at PBSL exhibiting a peak association with apparency and 
herbivory phenotypes (chromosome 1, position 4202898). Genome-wide ranks in the upper 10 % are 
highlighted. 
b PAR: photosynthetically active radiation 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Understanding the processes that generate and maintain genetic variation within 

populations is a central goal in evolutionary biology. Theory predicts that some of this 

variation is maintained as a consequence of adapting to variable habitats. Studies in 

herbivorous insects have played a key role in confirming this prediction. Here, we 

highlight theoretical and conceptual models for the maintenance of genetic diversity in 

herbivorous insects, empirical genomic studies testing these models, and pressing 

questions within the realm of evolutionary and functional genomic studies. To address 

key gaps, we propose an integrative approach combining population genomic scans for 

adaptation, genome-wide characterization of targets of selection through experimental 

manipulations, mapping the genetic architecture of traits influencing fitness, and 

functional studies. We also stress the importance of studying the maintenance of genetic 

variation across biological scales—from variation within populations to divergence 

among populations—to form a comprehensive view of adaptation in herbivorous insects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: INSECT DIVERSITY 

 

Insects constitute the most species-rich guild of multicellular organisms on the 

planet. Though the factors driving their extraordinary evolutionary success remain the 

subject of debate, the evolution of herbivory has likely played a particularly important 

role (Mitter et al. 1988, Labandeira & Sepkoski 1993, Mayhew 2007, Wiens et al. 2015). 

Herbivorous insect clades exhibit faster rates of net diversification and higher species 

richness compared with clades of nonherbivorous insects, and roughly half of all extant 

insect species are herbivorous (Mitter et al. 1988, Wiens et al. 2015). 

Why do herbivorous insect clades diversify so rapidly? Fraenkel (1959), and later 

Ehrlich & Raven (1964), suggested that species radiations of plants and insect herbivores 

resulted from reciprocal, antagonistic interactions between the two. Herbivorous insects 

are, by and large, parasites of plants—reliant on living plants as both habitat and food 

(Price 1980). Accordingly, selective pressures on insects are strongly shaped by their host 

plants. Fraenkel's initial theory posited that bottom-up selective agents—specifically, 

plant defensive chemicals, which vary among plant species—largely mediate the 

outcome of plant–herbivore interactions (see the sidebar, Bottom-Up Agents of 

Selection). Under this assumption, insect evolution is driven by pressure to overcome 

specific plant defensive chemicals, and lineages that do so diversify as they spread across 

new niches. Bernays & Graham (1988) later hypothesized that variation in top-down 

forces associated with different plant species might be stronger selective agents on 

herbivorous insects (see the sidebar, Top-Down Agents of Selection). Although the 

development of more precise, mechanistic explanations for herbivorous insect 
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diversification continues, most theories share a common theme: Insect diversification is 

closely tied to evolutionary shifts between host plant species (Janz 2011). 

 

SIDEBAR: Bottom-Up Agents of Selection 

The major bottom-up agents of selection on insect herbivores are host 

plant–associated traits, which can vary dramatically within and between species. 

Plants protect themselves against herbivores via structural characters (e.g., 

trichomes) and defensive chemicals. Production of these defenses happens 

constitutively and in response to attack and is regulated through an intricate 

signaling network (Thaler et al. 2012, Schuman & Baldwin 2016). Plant defensive 

traits and herbivore counteradaptations are typically polymorphic and 

hypothesized to be the result of coevolutionary dynamics (Flor 1956, Ehrlich & 

Raven 1964, Stahl et al. 1999, Karasov et al. 2014). Arms race dynamics at the 

genomic level have been observed in several plant–herbivore systems (You et al. 

2013, Edger et al. 2015, Zhao et al. 2015). 

Plants also differ nutritionally from one another and from other food 

sources, such as microbes. In response to these differences, many herbivores show 

signs of adaptive evolution in digestive enzymes and transporters (International 

Aphid Genomics Consortium 2010) and have evolved more or less intimate 

relationships with microbial symbionts (endosymbiosis) (Pauchet & Heckel 

2013). These relationships could also assist with the subversion of plant defenses 

(Hansen & Moran 2014). 
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SIDEBAR: Top-Down Agents of Selection 

Predators, parasitoids, and pathogens pose unique selective pressures by 

themselves and act as selective agents in combination with bottom-up, plant-

derived characters. Attack by pathogens and parasitoids has clear long-term 

effects on the evolution of immune system genes (Sackton et al. 2007, 

International Aphid Genomics Consortium 2010). Combinations of top-down and 

bottom-up selection pressures have led to many conspicuous adaptations in 

herbivores that are specialized on a restricted number of host plants. Host plant–

specialized herbivores either have gained the ability to sequester plant-produced 

chemicals to defend themselves against attack by the third trophic level—often 

advertised through aposematic coloration—or have employed detoxification 

mechanisms and evasive strategies such as camouflage or mimicry (Farkas et al. 

2013, Petschenka & Agrawal 2016). Although the genomic consequences of these 

combinations of selection pressures are just starting to be explored (Joron et al. 

2011, Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012, Kunte et al. 2014, Soria-Carrasco et 

al. 2014, Zhan et al. 2014), it seems probable that top-down forces, including 

generalist predators such as birds, are especially important (Bernays & Graham 

1988, Singer et al. 2014). 

 

More recently, a growing body of evidence suggests that plant–herbivore 

interactions generate diversity at another level: genetic variation within insect species and 

populations. Theories to explain this process, just like those focused on insect species 
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diversity, are heavily motivated by the idea that host plants exert strong and variable 

selective forces on herbivorous insects. 

In this review, we describe how foundational models for adaptation in 

heterogeneous environments (e.g., Levene 1953), when applied to plant–herbivore 

interactions, predict that interactions with host plants can maintain genetic variation 

within herbivorous insects. We also highlight more recent conceptual, empirical, and 

theoretical advances in evolutionary genomics that clarify and support these predictions. 

These insights arise from studies of both genetic variation within insect populations and 

genetic divergence between insect populations, driven by adaptation to host plants. 

Importantly, we emphasize that processes influencing genetic variation at both of these 

scales should be embraced together so that a more complete picture can be gained of 

adaptation in herbivorous insects. Lastly, we discuss experimental approaches that can be 

integrated to help understand how much genetic variation in herbivorous insects is 

maintained through interactions with host plants. 

 

2. THE LINK BETWEEN HABITAT VARIATION AND GENETIC VARIATION. 

 

Balancing selection, broadly defined, encompasses the suite of evolutionary 

processes that maintain genetic variation within species. Such processes include 

heterozygote advantage, negative frequency-dependent selection, and spatially and 

temporally varying selection (Charlesworth 2006, Delph & Kelly 2014). Balancing 

selection contrasts with another, nonadaptive mechanism that maintains genetic variation 

within populations: the balance between the continuous input of new, predominately 
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deleterious genetic variation by mutation and the purging of that variation by genetic drift 

and purifying selection (Lande 1975). 

Although many forms of balancing selection may be widespread in herbivorous 

insects, we focus specifically on spatially varying selection (SVS). SVS has clear 

relevance for plant–herbivore interactions: Different host plant species, individuals, or 

tissues can be thought of as spatially distinct habitats. 

Population genetic models predict that SVS can maintain genetic variation when 

the fitness effects of alleles at a locus trade off across habitats, such that no single allele is 

always superior in every habitat (Hedrick 2006). In this case, SVS causes divergence of 

allele frequencies among habitats, which is counteracted by interhabitat migration 

(Hedrick 2006). Even with random mixing of genotypes across habitats each generation 

(e.g., panmictic mating), variation can be maintained when the costs or benefits of each 

genotype across habitats are not too imbalanced (Levene 1953). By reducing gene flow 

among habitats, both habitat choice and limited migration increase the potential for SVS 

to maintain genetic variation (Christiansen 1974). However, an important restriction is 

that most individuals do not passively experience the full range of environments during a 

single life stage, for example, owing to rapid environmental fluctuations or frequent 

movement of individuals between habitats. If this assumption is violated, selection favors 

the genotype that maximizes fitness across environments (Futuyma & Moreno 1988). 

Initially, herbivorous insects helped inspire models for the maintenance of genetic 

polymorphism within panmictic populations in which individuals are dispersed across 

multiple host plant species (Dobzhansky 1951, Levene 1953, Prout & Savolainen 1996). 

Later, they helped illuminate how populations can diverge into sympatric races 
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occupying different host plant species and evolve increased reproductive isolation in the 

face of gene flow (Futuyma & Moreno 1988, Drès & Mallet 2002). They also provided 

foundational evidence for local adaptation in species interactions (Edmunds & Alstad 

1978). The genomic consequences of these three processes in herbivorous insects are 

discussed in detail in the remainder of this review, with an emphasis on evolution driven 

by host plant variation. 

 

3. DIVERGENCE OF HOST-ASSOCIATED POPULATIONS AND RACES. 

 

Host plants are generally viewed as the most relevant component of an 

herbivorous insect's habitat, so variation between different host species is posited as the 

major source of habitat variation for insect herbivores (Feeny 1976, Hunter et al. 2012). 

In a seminal review, Drès & Mallet (2002) delimited three key phases of divergence 

among subsets of a parasite population that occupy different host species. First, a 

population of parasites that uses multiple host species, but which disperses or mates 

freely across hosts such that any genetic differentiation among individuals on different 

host species is due to a single generation of selection, is termed a polymorphic 

population. Second, genetically differentiated, sympatric populations of parasites that use 

different hosts, but between which there is appreciable gene flow, are defined as host 

races. Third, increasing divergence between populations can ultimately lead to the 

formation of full species that are associated with different hosts and share little to no gene 

flow. Although the evolutionary transition from polymorphic populations to separate 

species is a continuous process (Drès & Mallet 2002, Feder et al. 2014), treating different 
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points on this continuum as stages is useful to conceptualize how diversification 

proceeds. 

Herbivorous insects offer key advantages for disentangling processes that 

contribute to divergence among host-associated populations, in particular for elucidating 

the relative importance of host species as a selective agent that drives divergence. 

Habitats are clearly delimited, especially at the level of host species; probable selective 

pressures are readily identifiable; and large-scale experiments can finely map the targets 

of selection across the genome when combined with parallel studies in the field (Gloss et 

al. 2013). 

 

3.1. Natural History of Model Systems 

New empirical, genomic insights highlighting the importance of adaptive 

evolution during divergence-with-gene-flow have emerged primarily from the study of 

three herbivorous insect clades: stick insects (Timematidae: Timema cristinae and sibling 

species), tephritid fruit flies (Tephritidae: Rhagoletis pomonella and sibling species), and 

pea aphids (Aphididae: Acyrthosiphon pisum). Although these are not the only lineages to 

give insight into host race formation, we restrict our discussion to these three because 

patterns of divergence have been characterized in-depth at a genomic scale. 

Pea aphids form a complex of at least 8 host races and 3 possible species 

associated with 20 plant species across Western Europe and North America, which 

diverged from a common ancestor 8–16 thousand years ago and experienced variable 

rates of gene flow among races (Peccoud et al. 2009a, 2009b; Via et al. 2012). Tephritid 

fruit flies (Figure 1a) comprise a complex spanning from host races exhibiting partial 
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reproductive isolation to sibling species. Multiple host races are associated with different 

native hawthorn species and with introduced apple in North America (Powell et al. 2014). 

Stick insects (Figure 1b) form host races on two sympatric rosid host species. Pairs of 

host-associated populations form repeatedly across the landscape, and populations cluster 

phylogenetically by geography rather than by host plant—a scenario indicative of 

repeated parallel divergence (Nosil et al. 2012, Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014). 

The strongest selective agents underlying host-associated divergence likely differ 

for each lineage. These selective agents include diapause timing in Rhagoletis (Figure 1c; 

Egan et al. 2015), predation in Timema (Figure 1d; Nosil et al. 2012), and host plant 

nutritional and defensive properties in Acyrthosiphon (Hawthorne & Via 2001). 

 

3.2. Natural Selection and the Genomic Landscape of Divergence. 

Two major goals in genomic studies of host race formation are characterization of 

patterns of genomic divergence between host-associated populations or races and 

explanation of how these patterns arise (Via 2012, Feder et al. 2013). 

Genome scans in multiple insect species (Michel et al. 2010, Via et al. 2012, 

Gompert et al. 2014, Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014, Egan et al. 2015) have revealed that the 

genomic landscape of divergence among host-associated populations is heterogeneous, 

with interspersed peaks and valleys (e.g., Figure 1e,f). Why doesn't divergence proceed 

uniformly across the genome? Proponents of sympatric host race formation have long 

argued that reproductive isolation among host races is driven by adaptation to different 

host species (Bush 1969, Berlocher & Feder 2002). From a genomic perspective, 

adaptation to different hosts (or to different habitats more generally) is expected to reduce 
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gene flow and increase divergence at loci underlying habitat-specific fitness trade-offs 

(Bengtsson 1985). This effect should extend to nearby neutral loci but weaken as the 

distance between a neutral locus and selected locus increases, as greater distance from a 

divergently selected site allows more opportunities for a neutral allele to recombine into 

haplotypes containing alternatively selected alleles (Charlesworth et al. 1997, Via 2012). 

Similarly, linkage disequilibrium (LD) between nearby selected sites can enhance 

divergent selection at each locus (Via 2012). Accordingly, heterogeneous divergence 

might reflect an uneven distribution of divergently selected sites across the genome, 

variation in the magnitude of habitat-specific fitness costs and benefits of alleles at each 

site, and LD between neutral loci and nearby selected sites (Via 2012). 

However, a heterogeneous genomic landscape of divergence is not necessarily 

evidence that adaptation to different host species is driving genomic divergence among 

host races. Variation across the genome in other properties or processes—such as the rate 

of mutation and recombination, levels of standing genetic variation, and genetic drift—

could produce a similar pattern, in some cases even without the action of divergent 

selection (Seehausen et al. 2014). Toward resolving this issue, genomic studies of 

herbivorous insects have produced some of the most convincing evidence that divergent 

selection contributes to the heterogeneous landscape of genomic divergence among 

sympatric races. Dense genome resequencing in Timema and Rhagoletis and marker-

based studies in Acyrthosiphon showed that divergence was strikingly widespread across 

the genome, rather than clustered at just a few outlier regions with large effects on fitness 

(Michel et al. 2010, Via et al. 2012, Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014, Egan et al. 2015). In all 

three genera, loci underlying experimentally detected, host-specific fitness trade-offs are 
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enriched in the most differentiated genomic regions between populations or races on 

different host species (shown for Rhagoletis in Figure 1e,g). Further, genome-wide 

patterns of genetic divergence in natural populations of Rhagoletis—and to a lesser extent 

Timema—were correlated with allele frequency change over a single generation of 

experimental selection (Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014, Egan et al. 2015; Figure 1g). Overall, 

this pattern supports the hypothesis that polygenic adaptation is an important process 

driving heterogeneous genomic divergence. 

Simulations of divergent selection acting on a pair of populations that occupy two 

habitats further support a role for natural selection to drive heterogeneous genomic 

divergence during host race formation (Feder et al. 2014, Flaxman et al. 2014). In the 

simulations, adaptive trait variation was assumed to arise from a low, continuous input of 

new mutations with small effects on fitness. Importantly, these simulations modeled 

chromosomes within individuals within populations, rather than individual loci: The 

method thus incorporated the various divergence-promoting effects of physical and 

statistical LD among coselected alleles (Barton 1983, Via 2012, Yeaman 2013). 

Divergence among selected loci accumulated slowly and in few genomic regions at first 

but then increased precipitously across the genome, consistent with genome-wide 

patterns of divergence observed between sympatric host races. 

In the future, genomic simulations of selection and migration across divergent 

habitats (e.g., host species) could be parameterized with empirical maps of genome-wide 

variation in mutation rate, recombination, and habitat-specific selection coefficients 

(Gompert et al. 2014, Egan et al. 2015), and with inferred models of demography and 

gene flow (Sousa & Hey 2013). Robust, carefully parameterized simulations may help 
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further establish predicted genome-wide patterns of divergence under probable 

demographic scenarios, clarify the relative importance of divergent selection and other 

processes in generating observed patterns of divergence between host races in nature, and 

more accurately pinpoint genomic regions showing exceptional divergence due to 

adaptation (e.g., Hsieh et al. 2016). 

 

3.3. Reconciling Different Patterns Observed Across Study Systems. 

Although empirical studies and modeling point to natural selection as a major 

driver of genomic differentiation during divergence with gene flow, fundamental 

differences in patterns of divergence in Acyrthosiphon, Rhagoletis, and Timema remain to 

be explained. Many patterns discussed in this section may reflect how different selective 

agents shape genomic divergence differently within each of these three lineages. 

The concordance between the genome-wide response to experimental selection 

and genome-wide patterns of divergence in nature was much stronger in Rhagoletis than 

Timema. Egan et al. (2015) hypothesize that higher LD in Rhagoletis—particularly due to 

extensive polymorphism for chromosomal inversions—may enable a strong response to 

divergent selection that extends across broad windows of linked adaptive and neutral 

sites. Though perhaps not a prerequisite, chromosomal inversions can facilitate ecological 

divergence by locally suppressing recombination and preserving LD among alleles that 

confer an advantage in the same habitat (Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006), particularly if loci 

captured in the inversions have already adaptively diverged in allopatry (Feder et al. 

2011). In fact, inversions harboring genetic variation that influences diapause timing 

arose during local adaptation in allopatry in a southern Rhagoletis population and were 
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infused into northern populations through secondary contact (Feder et al. 2003). 

Alternatively, life history (i.e., diapause timing), which is divergently selected between 

Rhagoletis host races, is likely a highly complex trait (Ragland et al. 2011); as a result, 

many genomic regions may harbor loci affected by divergent selection, leading to strong 

genome-wide concordance between natural and experimental divergence (Egan et al. 

2015). 

Biological functions also differed among divergently selected loci in Timema, 

Rhagoletis, and Acyrthosiphon. Specifically, divergently selected loci were enriched for 

olfactory receptors and salivary proteins in Acyrthosiphon (Jaquiery et al. 2012), loci 

affecting diapause were enriched in Rhagoletis (Michel et al. 2010, Egan et al. 2015), and 

loci affecting ion binding, possibly underlying divergently selected cryptic pigmentation 

phenotypes, were enriched in Timema (Gompert et al. 2014, Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014). 

This pattern suggests that phenotypic and genetic targets of divergent selection are highly 

dependent on the ecology of the interacting plant and herbivore species. 

Divergent genomic regions may differ not only among species but also among 

instances of parallel host-driven adaptation within a single species. Genome sequencing 

across four between-host pairs of natural Timema populations revealed that exceptionally 

divergent genomic regions were frequently unique, rather than shared, between pairs 

(Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014). This finding could result from different genetic routes to 

parallel phenotypic changes, divergent selection of different phenotypes among host pairs 

in each locality (although phenotypic convergence in parallel host adaptation is high in 

Timema; Nosil et al. 2012), or a strong contribution of stochastic processes (e.g., genetic 

drift) to the emergence of genomic regions exhibiting high host-associated divergence. 
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3.4. The Role of Plant Defensive Chemicals: Recently Overlooked or Historically 

Overhyped? 

Although plant chemicals are thought to be a major barrier to colonization of new 

food plants by insects, concrete evidence supporting a major role for plant defensive 

chemistry in driving genomic divergence is so far lacking within each of these three 

model systems. However, functional studies of divergent loci are needed to examine the 

role of plant defensive chemicals. Specifically, both Acyrthosiphon salivary and Timema 

ion-binding proteins could function in suppressing plant defense (Elzinga & Jander 

2013), possibly to avoid the production of defensive chemicals. Acyrthosiphon olfactory 

receptors may detect plant defensive chemicals to mediate host finding, given that host 

preference varies among Acyrthosiphon races (Hawthorne & Via 2001). Host preference 

also differs among Rhagoletis races, although the genetic basis of this variation has not 

yet been uncovered (Forbes & Feder 2006). 

Alternatively, top-down selective agents such as predators and parasitoids, which 

regularly drive the evolution of plant defensive chemical sequestration and crypsis in 

herbivores, could play comparatively larger roles in driving divergence among insect 

populations (Bernays & Graham 1988). Predatory birds have been proposed to maintain 

divergence in regions of the genome controlling pigmentation among populations of 

Heliconius, Papilio, and Danaus butterflies (Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012, 

Kunte et al. 2014, Zhan et al. 2014), in addition to acting as selective agents that maintain 

pigmentation divergence among host-associated Timema populations. Field studies have 
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revealed different parasitoid communities associated with different host races of a single 

herbivorous insect species (Ohshima et al. 2015). 

Overall, studies of insect herbivores that consume chemically well-defended 

tissues are also needed before drawing broad conclusions. Ideal study systems to test for 

host chemicals driving host-race divergence in insects might include leaf-chewing 

herbivore species, which often face maximal exposure to host chemicals (Ali and 

Agrawal 2012). 

 

4. MAINTENANCE OF GENETIC VARIATION WITHIN POPULATIONS 

 

Herbivorous insects have yielded insight into the general problem of how 

populations can diverge in the face of gene flow—but the buildup of genomic divergence 

and reproductive isolation among individuals occupying different host species (or other 

types of variable habitats) is far from ubiquitous (Drès & Mallet 2002). In this section, 

we explore expectations for how habitat variation might maintain variation within insect 

populations, as opposed to promoting divergence between populations as discussed 

previously. 

 

4.1. The Conceptual Basis for Studies of SVS in Insects 

The framework for adaptation to habitat variability emerged from population 

genetic theory. Well before DNA sequencing allowed direct observation of genetic 

variation, Dobzhansky (1951) posited that SVS was a major force responsible for the 

maintenance of genetic diversity within natural populations. He drew on observations of 
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tremendous heterozygosity for chromosomal inversions in Amazonian Drosophila 

species. Dobzhansky and colleagues (Da Cunha et al. 1950) speculated that this variation 

resulted from adaptation to the diversity of fruit in the Amazon (which can be viewed as 

spatially varying habitats) used as feeding substrates. Single-locus population genetic 

models soon confirmed his intuition (Figure 2): If habitats vary in space (or time) and no 

one allele is most fit in every habitat, selection can maintain multiple alleles at 

equilibrium frequencies in a panmictic population occupying those habitats (Levene 

1953, Dempster 1955). 

Tests for the maintenance of genetic variation sensu Levene's (1953) model in 

oligophagous and polyphagous herbivorous insects have been rare and inconclusive 

(Prout & Savolainen 1996). This is likely due in part to a focus, when applicable, on the 

maintenance of variation in structured populations with reduced gene flow. Models of the 

balance between migration and selection, in which interhabitat divergence in allele 

frequency is not erased by random dispersal and mating each generation, are more 

appropriate for insects that exhibit biased mate or habitat choice or that experience 

ecological scenarios (e.g., coarse habitat patchiness) that reduce gene flow between 

habitats (Felsenstein 1976). As a result of the focus on migration–selection balance, 

however, the amount of genetic variation maintained by spatially and temporally varying 

selection in approximately panmictic insect populations remains largely unexplored. 

 

4.2. How Widespread Are the Conditions Required for Maintenance of Genetic 

Variation by SVS? 
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We evaluate evidence for three major conditions required for SVS to be a 

common mechanism maintaining genetic variation within insect populations. 

Condition 1: Insects frequently inhabit spatially variable environments. Although 

the distinct habitats offered by different host species may be the most obvious source of 

plant-driven SVS in herbivorous insects, the effects of phenotypic variation within each 

host species can also be substantial (see the sidebar, More Than Just Host Species). The 

process of adaptation driven by habitat variation thus warrants major consideration as a 

general property of plant–herbivore interactions, even in insects that narrowly specialize 

on a single host plant species. 

 

SIDEBAR: More Than Just Host Species: The Breadth of Biotic Habitat 

Variation for Herbivorous Insects 

Host plants shape the environment—and, accordingly, selective 

pressures—for herbivorous insects. Differences among host plant species have 

featured prominently in conceptual models and empirical studies of how habitat 

variation drives insect adaptation. However, variation may be substantial within 

individual host plant species as well. Such variation may arise through plant 

ontology (i.e., differences among tissues and organs), phenology, genotype, 

interactions with the biotic and abiotic environment (which alter plant growth and 

defense), and spatiotemporal variation in communities that function in extended 

plant defense against herbivory, such as parasitoids and predators (Schuman & 

Baldwin 2016). 
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Condition 2: Insect populations in spatially variable environments do not always 

rapidly diverge into distinct populations specialized on each habitat. If the formation of 

divergent, partially reproductively isolated populations was an inevitable and rapid 

consequence of SVS, models of long-term maintenance of genetic variation by SVS in 

approximately panmictic populations would have limited ecological relevance. However, 

current theory and evidence from nature suggest that population divergence is not 

ubiquitous. Genomic simulations show that if migration between habitats is sufficiently 

high, the formation of divergent habitat-associated populations may proceed extremely 

slowly (Feder et al. 2014), potentially precluding the formation of habitat-specialized 

races or species in many cases. Various ecological scenarios have also been proposed that 

favor the evolution of oligophagy or polyphagy over specialization on a single host 

species (Forister et al. 2012). This hypothesis that specialization may not always be the 

optimal feeding strategy is consistent with the observation that 90% of herbivorous insect 

species are oligophagous; the remainder are monophagous or polyphagous (Bernays & 

Graham 1988). Phylogenetic analyses reveal that although specialist insects evolve from 

generalists, generalists also frequently evolve from specialists (Janz & Nylin 2008). And 

population genomic approaches have revealed a range of host-associated differentiation, 

sometimes including the absence of host-associated differentiation, in polyphagous insect 

species (Antwi et al. 2015). Overall, although adaptation likely drives divergence among 

sympatric host- or habitat-associated populations in some cases (Berlocher & Feder 2002, 

Feder et al. 2013), a classic population genetic prediction remains relevant: When 

migration is frequent, the homogenizing effects of gene flow generally prevent 

divergence among populations (Yeaman & Otto 2011). 
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Condition 3: Alleles at individual loci exhibit fitness trade-offs across habitats. 

SVS is only expected to maintain genetic variation within a population (e.g., Levene 

1953) at loci conferring a fitness trade-off across habitats. Studies measuring 

performance of large numbers of insect genotypes on two or more host species often fail 

to observe host-associated trade-offs (Scheirs et al. 2005, Forister et al. 2012). However, 

such studies often suffer from four limitations. First, tests for trade-offs are typically 

conducted at a subset of an insect's life stages, which may not always be the stage at 

which trade-offs occur (Scheirs et al. 2005, Forister et al. 2012). Second, performance-

related traits (e.g., larval growth rate or weight) are often measured, but these may not 

always be adequate proxies for fitness. Third, fitness or related traits are measured under 

more benign conditions than in nature (Agrawal et al. 2010). And fourth, genetic 

variation at loci controlling insect fitness in a host-independent manner may mask host-

dependent fitness trade-offs when tests for trade-offs are conducted at the level of whole-

organism genotypes, rather than for many loci across the genome individually (Houle 

1991, Agrawal et al. 2010). 

Alternatively, many studies convincingly demonstrating fitness trade-offs across 

hosts have employed selection experiments and quantitative trait mapping (Hawthorne & 

Via 2001, Scheirs et al. 2005), which overcome one or more of these four limitations. 

Powerful genomic techniques—such as evolve and resequence studies (Schlötterer et al. 

2015) and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) with individuals from genetically 

diverse natural populations—can provide genome-wide tests for trade-offs by narrowly 

mapping loci underlying fitness variation and quantifying their effects across habitats. 

Loci exhibiting host-dependent trade-offs in larval performance were rare in a recent 
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GWAS study (Gompert et al. 2015). However, this finding does not preclude trade-offs at 

other life stages, and much larger sample sizes may be required to adequately test for 

trade-offs if fitness is controlled by many loci, each with small effect. 

 

4.3. Empirical Support for Adaptive Within-Population Polymorphism Maintained 

by SVS. 

Recently, convincing evidence for the maintenance of within-population variation 

via SVS was demonstrated for a green/melanized polymorphism in T. cristinae, which 

feeds on two host species (Comeault et al. 2015b; Figure 1b). Although crypsis in the 

green Timema morph involves a dorsal stripe phenotype favored on one host and 

disfavored on another (Figure 1d), no such divergent selection acts on the melanized 

morph: On both host species, melanized individuals are cryptic on stems, disperse more 

effectively across soil, are resistant to a fungal pathogen, and have a mating advantage. 

Consequently, the proportion of individuals with the melanized phenotype, the genetic 

basis of which mapped to a single locus, showed a remarkable lack of interhost 

differentiation among geographically paired populations on each host species. This 

finding suggests that divergent selection does not act on the melanistic phenotype, so 

melanized individuals could act as a genetic bridge to facilitate gene flow between host-

associated populations and limit the extent of divergence between those populations. 

Agent-based modeling (i.e., modeling of populations of individual organisms) confirmed 

this prediction (Comeault et al. 2015b). The different modes of selection on cryptic 

pigmentation in T. cristinae are a striking example of the interplay between adaptive 

variation within populations and divergence among populations. 
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Interestingly, variation underlying the green/melanized polymorphism localizes to 

the same genomic region in another stick insect, Timema podura, but the melanized 

phenotype is divergently selected among host-associated populations rather than within 

them: The green morph is cryptic on leaves of both host species and on the green bark of 

one host, whereas the melanized morph is cryptic only on the brown bark of the other 

host (Comeault et al. 2015a). Thus, the same traits and underlying genetic loci may 

experience different modes of selection under different ecological scenarios. Combined, 

these contrasting modes of selection for pigmentation in different Timema species 

suggest an intriguing, broadly applicable hypothesis: Alternating epochs of divergent 

selection between and within populations may maintain the same genetic variants over 

long evolutionary timescales, which may help preserve genetic variation that facilitates 

the frequent host shifts or host breadth expansions seen in herbivorous insects (Janz & 

Nylin 2008). 

 

5. LOCAL ADAPTATION 

 

When geographic distance or barriers limit migration between habitats, the 

buildup of adaptive divergence among populations in different habitats can lead to local 

adaptation (Kawecki & Ebert 2004). From a population genetic perspective, loci can 

remain adaptively differentiated among populations only if they confer a fitness trade-off 

across habitats; otherwise, gene flow homogenizes allele frequencies across populations 

(Kawecki & Ebert 2004, Savolainen et al. 2013). 
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The rich theoretical framework for local adaptation in host–parasite interactions is 

highly relevant to herbivorous insects (Kaltz & Shykoff 1998, Greischar & Koskella 

2007). In fact, to our knowledge, the first parasite shown to be locally adapted was an 

herbivore: Intra- and intertree transfer experiments revealed that pineleaf scale insects 

were more fit on their natal host tree than other conspecific trees, presumably due to 

adaptation to intraspecific variation in defenses in their long-lived hosts (Edmunds & 

Alstad 1978). Local adaptation to individual trees, termed adaptive deme formation, may 

be relatively common (Mopper 1996). Though studies of insect herbivores that identify 

genomic regions underlying local adaptation and the selective pressures driving their 

evolution are generally lacking, population-level matches observed between wild parsnip 

chemical profiles and parsnip webworm detoxification enzyme repertoires suggest plant 

defensive chemicals, in particular, can drive herbivore local adaptation (Berenbaum & 

Zangerl 1998). 

Although local adaptation by parasites is often observed in host–parasite systems, 

it is far from a general rule (Kaltz & Shykoff 1998). In fact, theory suggests cases in 

which hosts, rather than parasites, may be expected to maintain an advantage in the 

coevolutionary arms race (i.e., host resistance evolves faster than parasite exploitation 

traits; Gilman et al. 2012). Consistent with this expectation, a test of local adaptation 

considering both an herbivorous insect and its host plant found cases of both herbivore 

local adaptation and maladaptation (Garrido et al. 2012). Thus, a comprehensive view of 

geographic variation in interactions with host plants should encompass such a dynamic 

mosaic of outcomes (Thompson 2005). 
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Empirical genomic insights into local adaptation in species interactions are rare; 

they require knowledge of natural history, experimental evidence for fitness differences 

across environments, and availability of genomic resources and population genomic data. 

Direct links between local selective forces, adaptive phenotypic differentiation among 

populations, and adaptive genomic variation underlying phenotypic differentiation has 

not yet been fully elucidated in any single herbivorous insect species. However, genomic 

analyses highlighted below have made strides toward closing the genotype-phenotype-

fitness loop (Barrett & Hoekstra 2011) in a few herbivorous insect species. 

 

5.1. Example 1: Local Adaptation Through the Evolution of Gene Expression 

Cactophilic Drosophila species feed on microbiota on cactus rots. Although they 

are not true herbivores, important aspects of their habitat—such as toxins, volatiles, and 

nutrients—are shaped by their host plants. A common garden experiment revealed that 

both viability and life history strategy differed among populations of Drosophila 

mojavensis, which uses different cactus species in different geographic locations (Etges et 

al. 2010). Adaptation to local host plant species appeared to partially drive this pattern, as 

interpopulation differences in life history strategy depended on the host species on which 

flies were reared (e.g., a genotype×environment interaction), in a direction indicative of 

local adaptation. Differences in gene expression paralleled phenotypic differences 

between populations: Interpopulation differences in expression of some genes involved in 

metabolism and larval development also depended on the host species on which flies 

were reared (Etges et al. 2015). A similar study found a diverse suite of genes—enriched 

for functions in detoxification, metabolism, and sensory perception—that exhibited host-
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dependent expression level differences between populations of Drosophila mettleri 

specializing on different host cacti (Hoang et al. 2015). Although these transcriptomic 

studies revealed insights into the likely physiological basis of local adaptation in 

cactophilic Drosophila, population genomic scans coupled with genome-wide 

measurements of allele frequency change during exposure to local and nonlocal hosts 

could definitively identify the targets of selection and genomic architecture of local 

adaptation. Host-driven local adaptation may be a precursor to speciation in this system: 

Natural history observations and demographic modeling suggest that geographically 

isolated populations of an ancestral cactophilic Drosophila diverged into a pair of sister 

species associated with different species of cacti, with some evidence that lineage-

specific inversions reduced initial postdivergence gene flow (Lohse et al. 2015). 

 

5.2. Example 2: Local Adaptation Through Exceptional Divergence at Few Loci 

On the African island of Mayotte, a population of Drosophila yakuba recently 

specialized on toxic Morinda citrifolia (Rubiaceae) fruit, which are absent in its ancestral 

range in mainland Africa (Yassin et al. 2016). Demographic modeling revealed that 

isolation from mainland populations began recently (∼29,000 years ago), with continuing 

gene flow since then. After excluding genomic regions with low recombination rates, a 

genome scan revealed a few small genomic windows exhibiting exceptionally rapid 

genomic divergence unique to the Morinda-specialized population. Strikingly, these 

genomic regions overlap more often than expected by chance with loci that contribute to 

Morinda tolerance in Drosophila sechellia, a distantly related Drosophila species also 

specialized on Morinda. Some of these same genomic regions were implicated in the 
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physiological and evolutionary response of the drosophilid Scaptomyza flava to dietary 

mustard oils, particularly genes encoding Osiris proteins; this finding is consistent with a 

general role for these loci in toxin resistance (Whiteman et al. 2012). These results, 

combined with phenotypic convergence for Morinda tolerance in D. sechellia and 

Mayotte D. yakuba also observed by Yassin et al. (2016), suggest that adaptation to a 

novel host shaped the genomic landscape of divergence during local adaptation in D. 

yakuba. 

 

5.3. Example 3: Local Adaptation Through Many Loci with Small Fitness Effects 

Gompert et al. (2015) dissected the genetic architecture of local adaptation in the 

Melissa blue butterfly (Lycaeides melissa). In addition to feeding on a small number of 

native legume species in western North America, L. melissa colonized naturalized alfalfa 

within the past 200 years. Larvae from two populations (one associated with a native 

host, and one with alfalfa) were reared on both host plant species, and a GWAS study 

was employed to identify nucleotide polymorphisms affecting larval performance on each 

host. Larval survival was highest when feeding on the natal (home) plant species for each 

population, consistent with local adaptation. Strikingly, loci associated with variation in 

larval performance in one environment were almost always neutral in the other 

environment, with only a few loci conferring performance trade-offs across host plants. 

This observation is surprising, given that locally adaptive genetic variation is expected to 

persist in the face of gene flow only at loci conferring fitness trade-offs across 

environments (Kawecki & Ebert 2004). However, this finding warrants a cautious 
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interpretation, as experimental and statistical issues make tests for trade-offs prone to 

false negative results (Colautti et al. 2012). 

As studies of local adaptation in herbivorous insects are extended to many species 

and populations, it will be particularly interesting to determine whether plant–herbivore 

local adaptation occurs primarily through escalating divergence among populations or 

through spatiotemporal cycling of standing genetic variants shared by many populations. 

For example, a geographic mosaic of phenotypes oscillating under frequency-dependent 

selection has been modeled in many host–parasite interactions (Stahl et al. 1999). 

 

6. HOW MUCH GENETIC VARIATION IS MAINTAINED BY SVS IN 

HERBIVOROUS INSECTS? 

 

6.1. The Genetic Architecture of Adaptation Driven by SVS: Population and 

Quantitative Genetic Perspectives 

A recent analysis applying both population and quantitative genetic analyses to 

genomic data in Drosophila melanogaster suggested that balancing selection makes a 

large contribution to genetic variation affecting fitness (Charlesworth 2015). 

Accordingly, the possibility exists that SVS, as a form of balancing selection, might have 

large effects on patterns of functional genomic variation within species. Although studies 

highlighted in this review strongly support a role for SVS in shaping genomic patterns of 

functional genetic variation within and between populations, SVS's genome-wide impact 

relative to other forces (such as mutation–selection balance) remains unclear. Does SVS 

increase functional genetic variation within populations and species primarily by acting 
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on a few loci with large effect on fitness? Or does SVS directly affect allele frequencies 

at many (hundreds or even many thousands) of polymorphic sites across the genome, 

each with very small effects on fitness individually but with very large effects 

collectively? 

Population genetic theory generally predicts that alleles with large effects on 

fitness (relative to migration rate) are more likely to establish and persist within 

populations, whereas alleles with small effects on fitness are likely to be lost to genetic 

drift or swamped out by migration between habitats (Yeaman & Otto 2011, Yeaman & 

Whitlock 2011). This does not, however, necessarily mean that large-effect alleles 

account for the majority of genetic and phenotypic variation maintained by SVS. If new 

mutations or standing polymorphisms with small effects on fitness are abundant (a 

realistic model for complex traits; see Flint & Mackay 2009, Rockman 2012), different 

expectations arise. At least for cases of relatively low gene flow, simulations show that 

SVS causes adaptive population divergence for fitness-related traits primarily by slowing 

the rate at which many alleles with small effects on fitness are lost through genetic drift, 

rather than by preserving large-effect variants for long periods of time (Kelly 2006, 

Delph & Kelly 2014, Yeaman 2015). 

 

6.2. Methods for Detecting Variation Maintained by SVS 

A range of polymorphism-based methods can be used to detect functional genetic 

variation maintained by SVS (Table 1). Population genomic scans, which refer to 

statistical comparisons of genome sequences of many individuals from natural 

populations, can reveal two indicators of divergent selection: genomic windows of 
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elevated divergence between habitat-associated populations (e.g., Yassin et al. 2016) and 

nonrandom geographic correlation of individual alleles with environmental variables 

(Wang & Bradburd 2014, Rellstab et al. 2015). Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping 

involves the detection of statistical associations between genotype and phenotype and 

typically now involves interrogating hundreds of thousands or millions of polymorphic 

sites across the genome. Methods to map QTL require genetic variation in the mapping 

population, which can be either a genetically diverse sampling from a natural population 

(as in GWAS; see Comeault et al. 2014, Gompert et al. 2015) or the recombinant 

offspring of a cross between phenotypically divergent individuals (Mackay 2001). 

Experimental evolution, combined with genome sequencing of evolved populations 

(evolve and resequence), can identify genomic regions responding to specific selective 

agents (Schlötterer et al. 2015). Experiments can range in duration from single to many 

generations and can be conducted in the lab (Egan et al. 2015) or in nature (Soria-

Carrasco et al. 2014). In vivo functional genomics are increasingly feasible in nonmodel 

systems thanks to rapid advances in genome-editing technology (Groen & Whiteman 

2016). Introducing different alleles into a common genetic background can isolate the 

phenotypic effects of each allele. Alternatively, properly designed crosses between 

outbred individuals and a lab strain harboring a loss of function mutation can isolate 

effects of different alleles at a locus (see Turner 2014); this less laborious approach takes 

advantage of the ease of introducing knockout mutations through CRISPR/Cas9 

(clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein 9). 
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6.3. Limitations to Methods for Detecting Variation Maintained by SVS 

 

With the exception of in vivo functional genomics, the above approaches are 

complicated by LD between multiple sites underlying variation in fitness (or a fitness-

related trait) and by LD between these sites and neutral sites. Effects of LD can limit the 

resolution (i.e., narrowness of the genomic location) to which loci affecting fitness can be 

mapped, and they can also impede the identification of loci with relatively small effects 

on fitness (Table 1). Accordingly, in vivo functional genomic techniques are necessary to 

validate candidate loci identified through other approaches and understand how much 

functional genetic variation is maintained by SVS. For example, Chakraborty & Fry 

(2015) used genome editing to demonstrate a habitat-dependent fitness trade-off at two 

alleles of a detoxification enzyme in D. melanogaster. The trade-off had been predicted 

on the basis of the distribution of the two alleles across habitats in nature. Using 

experimental fitness measurements for each allele to parameterize Levene's (1953) 

model, they showed that the magnitude of this trade-off was likely sufficient to maintain 

both alleles in natural populations. 

However, approaches largely devoid of bias toward discovering large-effect loci 

are needed to gain elusive insight into the importance of loci with very small habitat-

dependent fitness effects in herbivorous insects. One example that may be used is the 

brute force approach of using genome editing to test for habitat-dependent fitness effects 

of different haplotypes at randomly chosen genomic intervals, which would reveal if loci 

with very small effects on fitness are widespread throughout the genome. 
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Both the promise and limitations of characterizing the genetic architecture of 

traits impacted by SVS are illustrated through two recent GWAS studies. Comeault et al. 

(2014) explored the genetic basis of 10 traits divergently selected across host plant 

species in T. cristinae, whereas Gompert et al. (2015) explored the basis of host-

dependent larval performance phenotypes in two populations of L. melissa that are 

locally adapted to different host species. In both studies, 10–60% of variation at each trait 

was explained by tens (but likely not hundreds) of single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) per trait. The explained variation was generally controlled by a few loci of large 

effect and many loci of small but detectable effect. However, the possibility remains that 

unexplained phenotypic variation, which exceeded the variation explained by detected 

SNPs for many traits, may be underpinned by hundreds to many thousands of SNPs 

whose effects were too small to be individually detected using GWAS. 

 

6.4. Benefits of Studying SVS Within Populations 

A greater emphasis on empirical genomic studies of SVS within populations, as 

opposed to the current focus on host race formation and local adaptation, may offer 

benefits beyond filling a gap in our understanding of how genetic variation is maintained 

in herbivorous insects. In fact, insect populations associated with multiple hosts are likely 

ideal for narrowly mapping loci involved in host-driven adaptation in plant–herbivore 

interactions for two reasons. First, theory generally predicts (Levene 1953) that alleles 

maintained by SVS in panmictic populations will remain at a relatively intermediate 

equilibrium frequency. Second, LD should decay quickly around these loci (Charlesworth 

2006). These two patterns are ideal because techniques to narrowly map loci influencing 
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fitness, such as GWAS (assuming high marker density) and evolve and resequence 

approaches, are most effective for detecting alleles that are at intermediate frequency and 

have low LD with noncausative loci. The promise of narrowly mapping individual loci 

affecting fitness in panmictic populations experiencing SVS contrasts with cases of host 

race formation, in which reduced interhabitat gene flow is expected to facilitate LD 

among coselected alleles at different loci (Feder et al. 2014).  

To leverage these advantages, we recommend identifying genetic variation 

maintained by SVS in panmictic populations through the following approach: (a) Use 

mapping techniques, such as GWAS and the evolve and resequence approach, to identify 

candidate loci underlying host-associated fitness trade-offs. (b) Identify loci showing 

parallel host-associated divergence across many pairs of natural populations. (c) For loci 

shared between the first two approaches, use genome editing, if possible, to validate 

fitness trade-offs. (d) Using estimated selection coefficients for each locus (Gompert et 

al. 2014) and (optionally) information about the abundance of each host species, apply 

models such as Levene's (1953) model to determine if SVS is predicted to maintain 

variation at these loci. Although this approach is unlikely to detect loci with small effects 

on fitness, it could offer an initial first look at the extent of genome-wide variation 

maintained by SVS in insect populations associated with multiple host plants. 

 

SUMMARY POINTS 

 

1. Theory predicts that habitat variation, such as variation among host species, can 

maintain genetic variation within and between herbivorous insect populations. 
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2. Genomic studies of host races and locally adapted populations, which involve low 

rates of gene flow among habitats, generally support this prediction. 

 

3. The amount of genetic variation maintained by habitat variation within herbivorous 

insect populations, a situation characterized by high rates of gene flow among habitats, is 

unknown. Limited empirical studies suggest this process occurs in natural insect 

populations, at least for a few genes, but their generality is unclear. Genomic studies in 

this area are urgently needed. 

 

4. An integrative approach combining experimental, population, functional, and 

theoretical genomics is ideal for detecting genetic variation maintained by habitat 

variation within insect populations. Insect populations associated with multiple habitats 

are naturally well-suited for finely mapping loci underlying host- or habitat-associated 

adaptation. 
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Figure 1. Genomic evidence that adaptation drives divergence in Rhagoletis 
pomonella (left) and Timema cristinae (right). (a) R. pomonella oviposits in apple and 
hawthorn fruit, in which larvae develop. (b) T. cristinae feeds externally on Adenostoma 
sp. (left) and Ceanothus sp. (right). On leaves, green morphs with a dorsal stripe are most 
cryptic on Adenostoma, and morphs without a dorsal stripe are most cryptic on 
Ceanothus. A third morph (b, center) is cryptic on stems. (c,d) The length of prewinter 
diapause and crypsis to avoid predatory birds are traits under strong divergent, host-
associated selection in R. pomonella and T. cristinae, respectively. (e,g) Across the 
genome, allele frequency changes between populations experimentally exposed to long 
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and short diapause match allele frequency differences among natural host races in R. 
pomonella. (f) Regions of high (red) and low (gray) divergence (FST) between sympatric 
host-associated T. cristinae populations are small and finely interspersed throughout the 
genome. (h) Loci exhibiting exceptional allele frequency change in T. cristinae 
populations experimentally transplanted onto two host plant species, Adenostoma (left) 
and Ceanothus (right). Photographs in panels a and b (left to right), were taken by 
Hannes Schuler, Andrew Forbes, Aaron Comeault, Moritz Muschick, and Aaron 
Comeault. Panel b (center) copyright Moritz Muschick, 2012. Panel d modified and 
reprinted from Comeault et al. (2015b) with permission from Elsevier. Panels e and g 
reprinted from Egan et al. (2015) with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Panels f 
and h reproduced from Soria-Carrasco et al. (2014) with permission from the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.  
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Figure 2. Trajectories of habitat-specific genetic differentiation under two modes of 
spatially varying selection. A panmictic population is shown on the left, whereas 
divergent habitat-associated populations with low migration, such as host races or locally 
adapted populations, are shown on the right. (a) Changes in frequencies in each habitat 
for a locus exhibiting a fitness trade-off across habitats. (Left) Allele frequencies diverge 
due to natural selection favoring different alleles in habitats 1 and 2, but random dispersal 
of survivors in each generation resets allele frequencies to an equilibrium level 
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(determined by selection coefficients and the proportion of survivors in each habitat). 
(Right) Low migration between habitats enables divergence to increase every generation. 
Note that although a single locus is shown, allele frequency trajectories are greatly 
affected by selection at linked sites as genome-wide divergence builds up in the latter 
scenario. (b) Representation of the heterogeneous landscape of divergence across a 
chromosome segment. Exceptional levels of divergence are expected to be narrowly 
centered on targets of selection under (left) panmixia but can subsume broad regions 
(including targets of selection and physically linked neutral sites) in (right) differentiated 
host races or locally adapted populations. 
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Table 1. Genomic methods to detect loci responding to spatially varying selection (SVS). 

 
a We assume that sample sizes, sequencing depth, and replication are not highly limiting. 
We also note that even under this assumption, loci with extremely small effects on fitness 
will not be detected by any of these methods (Rockman 2012).  
 
b A caveat: If fitness is highly polygenic (such that mutations affecting fitness arise at a 
high rate) or has high genetic redundancy, different alleles will respond to SVS in 
different populations (Kelly 2006, Yeaman 2015), greatly reducing a study's power to 
detect small-effect loci. 
 


